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Abstract
In Whatever Wreckage Remains is a collection of realistically styled short stories that 
examines both the danger and potential of change. These pieces are driven by the psychology of 
the men and woman roaming these pages, seeking to provide insight into the unique weight of 
their personal wreckage. From a woman craving motherhood who combs through forests 
searching for the unclaimed body of a runaway to a spitfire retiree’s struggle to accept her 
husband’s failing health, the individuals in these narratives are all navigating transitional spaces 
in their lives, often unwillingly. Along the way, they must balance the pressures of familial 
roles, romantic relationships, and personal histories while attempting to reshape their 
understanding of self. These stories explore the shifting landscape of identity, belonging, and the 
sometimes conflicting responsibilities we hold to others and to ourselves.
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Resurrection of a Road Girl
Most nights, Eileen Haskell gathers bones in her dreams. She searches for pieces of 
hitchhiker girls, the ones who vanished from highways and truck stop restrooms. The ones with 
fake names, dirty fingernails, graveled hearts. Sometimes she’s in a meadow, pushing aside 
thistles and Queen Anne’s Lace. Sometimes a shaking aspen grove where leaves hiss in the 
breeze. Her favorite is a dried-up lake bed: a hollow space filled with fish cartilage and water- 
smoothed rocks; a place where settling feels natural. The bones are always wrapped in blue 
cotton. Eileen finds them cocooned inside empty beehives, wrapped in weed tangles, embraced 
by tree boughs, places only she would think to look. They clink against themselves as she 
unwraps them. They spill out pitted and chalk-pale. She brings them back into the light, her 
hands full of the forgotten, the forsaken. How wonderful it is, to be the one who always pulls the 
outcast home, the girls who wander too far.
But then she wakes with fingers curled into fists.
Eileen was married by twenty-three and searching for more by twenty-five. She found the 
house first— a two story three bedroom with sea-green walls and an overgrown garden in the 
back, wild and sprawling, a space their future children would sculpt into other worlds. She could 
already hear them laughing. The night they moved in, she pulled Owen up to their room, kissing 
him with the certainty and eagerness of a prophet about to see God, a warmth that wouldn’t gain 
an edge for three months. She tried to be patient at first, she knew such things take time, but then 
a year passed and she was still waiting. When an apologetic doctor told her she’d never be a 
mother, Eileen realized she might spend the rest of her life searching. She stared at tongue
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depressors while the woman in white explained logistics: the way things should be versus the 
way things were. She was given in-vitro pamphlets and numbers for specialists, a stiff hug.
That night, she and Owen climbed to the roof of their sea-green home to escape the 
papers lining their dining room table—ink-stained with estimated costs, likely odds, a series of 
equations factoring in house payments and the too-small sums of their jobs, none of which gave 
them an answer they wanted. Eileen pressed her bare feet to the shingles until she knew the 
pressure would leave marks.
“It’s going to work,” said Owen. “It will.”
Eileen stared down at the garden, how dangerous it looked in the dark. “It’ll take so long. 
All that money.”
Owen shook his head. “Our timeline’s changing, but it’ll work. W e’ll save the money. 
Don’t worry. It’ll work.”
Eileen tried to imagine waiting years rather than months. How badly it would hurt if  this 
too fell apart. “This isn’t how it’s supposed to go,” she said, the ache in her own words cutting 
her all over again.
Owen drew his knees to his chest. “I know,” he said, wrapping his arms around his legs. 
“But it’ll happen. And, you know, waiting will make us love it more, I can promise you that.”
The way he said it, careful and heavy, Eileen knew he was thinking about the other one: 
the one his high school girlfriend didn’t want to keep, the one Eileen didn’t want to hear about 
right now. “Please don’t do that,” she said, her fingers tracing the outline of a shingle.
“What?”
“Pretend like you know how I’ll feel,” she said. “This isn’t the same thing, not at all.” 
There was a rustling below them, a shiver of leaves as a neighborhood cat ran out from beneath
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one of the drooping shrubs in the backyard. Its eyes glowed in the streetlight as it looked up at 
Eileen.
“I’m trying to say this means so much to me too, Eileen. It’ll be worth it when it 
happens. That’s all I’m trying to say.”
The cat turned and Eileen watched its sleek, thin body wiggle through the slats in their
fence.
“We should go in,” said Owen. He stood up and offered her a hand.
Eileen was the one who decided to make a preliminary appointment. “There may be 
things they want me to do in the meantime,” she told Owen after making the call, not mentioning 
how faith had hardened into doubt, how she needed someone to chastise her.
She hoped she’d arrive and the specialists would tell her she didn’t belong there, that 
there had been a mistake of some sort, but that conversation didn’t happen. A woman in a smart 
blue dress smiled at her and listed off all the statistics, somehow able to highlight the hope and 
reality at the same time. She spoke of costs, of the odds. “There are, of course, no guarantees,” 
she said.
The woman was wearing green heels. Eileen stared at them and wondered if she had 
children. “Can you tell me what the odds are?” she asked.
“Well, with in-vitro—”
“No, I mean in general. What are the odds of anything working? Anything at all.”
The woman hesitated. “There are a lot of factors to consider—”
“In general,” Eileen said quietly. “Just in general.”
“It really does depend—”
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There was not a single scuff on the heels, not a scratch. “Please. I just want you to be 
honest.”
The woman folded her hands together. “About fifty percent of female patients diagnosed 
with infertility correct the problem through treatment.”
“I see,” Eileen said. She thought about the money, the odds, the time; of how badly she 
wanted to claim someone as her own and how unfair it was that something that simple should be 
so complicated. Her stomach twisted into knots as she realized how impossible this might be.
When the appointment was over, Eileen was ushered out to the waiting room. Her hands 
were shaking. It was a beautiful room, all soft blue and real ferns, with the widest walls covered 
in snapshots of newborns, toddlers. Eileen walked up and gazed at the faces, wanting to press her 
fingers against the images, to find a baby she could claim as her own, someone she could say 
goodbye to. But there were so many, and she couldn’t choose. The red-haired girl on the right 
had Eileen’s eyes, but that boy just slightly off-center had beautiful hands, the long fingers of her 
father. She found herself in all of them and she was angry at first, angry that none of them could 
stand above the others and be hers just for a moment. Her fingers paused on the face of a girl 
with crooked teeth and a blurred profile; something about her made Eileen want to hold her 
hand, stroke her hair, claim her. She traced the smile, and all of a sudden Eileen realized that 
nobody was stopping her, nobody at all. She took half a step a step back and stared at the faces 
again, the way they all could be hers, every one.
“Oh,” she whispered, knowing the world was handing her something beautiful.
The pamphlets fell to the floor as she pressed both palms to the wall, stretching her 
fingertips out to touch as many faces as possible. She leaned against the pictures until the 
receptionist pulled her away.
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She was almost giddy as she walked to her car, drunk on the knowledge that birth was not 
necessary for what she wanted. She went home and found stories about unwanted children on the 
internet, essays on adoption, pieces where children spoke lovingly of women who pulled them to 
safety and never let go. As she read, a fire burned in her belly, lit her bones on fire and made her 
believe her life was about to begin.
Her husband didn’t understand. For Owen, salvation was not in photographs on a waiting 
room wall, the possibility of a heartbeat they didn’t orchestrate. Their house was waiting for the 
future. There was an extra bedroom, a yard big enough for baseball and running. There was 
photograph space on the walls, an expanse of uncluttered hardwood floors. Their home was 
pocketed by emptiness that Owen and Eileen had spent a year trying to fill. Owen was more 
than willing to grieve this misfortune with Eileen, but not so willing to embrace it. He wanted a 
child, wanted their hearts to beat with the same blood. He wanted a second chance. Eileen knew 
this, but she was so sure she could help him understand it was better this way, that they could be 
so much more.
“There are so many options,” she told him a few nights later. “There’s adoption, sure, but 
we could do so many things, there are so many children who need somebody. We don’t even 
need our own—”
From across the table, Owen shook his head. “It’s not the same.”
“It could be better—”
“We said we’d wait, get the treatment.”
“We could, but why wait? Why limit ourselves?”
“Eileen, this isn’t our plan.”
“Maybe it is and we just couldn’t see it before.”
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“I don’t get it, Eileen. What are you trying to say? You don’t want to have a baby?”
“I want to be a mother.”
“You will be, we just need to save the money—”
“What are you  trying to say, Owen? That it doesn’t count if  the person who needs us 
doesn’t have our DNA? Is that it?”
“I’m trying to say we just found out we might never be able to have a kid and you aren’t 
even taking a full week to fucking process that! Owen’s hands came down on the table, rattling 
both the china and his wife.
“I’m finding a solution!”
“You’re going about this all wrong—”
“Will you stop,” Eileen snapped. “You had a chance already and you messed it up, I 
didn’t even get that chance, so don’t tell me how to go about this.”
Owen’s face reddened. “That’s one hell of a low blow, Eileen.”
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to say it. But can’t you see it doesn’t matter?”
“Can’t you see it matters to me?”
Eileen reached over and trapped his hands in hers. His fingers trembled. She held tightly, 
trying her best to anchor him. “We could be so much more,” she whispered, “Can’t you see? 
W e’re not limited.”
The seconds ticked by, louder than before. Owen slid his hands out from hers.
From that point on, they each followed an internal script. Eileen didn’t speak of babies 
or future plans. Those lines had been crossed out. She traded chatter for action, became an 
addict of the one-sided embrace. Whenever Owen paused before the sink or a window she’d
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walk up behind him and wrap her arms around his waist, fingers locked to hold him still. She’d 
press her nose against the fabric of his shirt while he’d continue to stare out the window.
Owen’s response was simply to be. He didn’t reach out and hold on, didn’t initiate 
conversation, didn’t pull away, didn’t ignore. He observed the distance between them without 
taking a step in either direction. Neutrality can only be a stronghold for so long. Soon it became 
too much, pretending to love a woman he could no longer decipher.
He tried once, seven months after they found out. A last ditch effort to find a stretch of 
common ground, something to reassure him they were on the same page, at least the same 
chapter, but Eileen was tired of trying to convince him.
“Doesn’t it bother you?”
Eileen was sitting next to him on their rooftop, a few empty bottles of Coors between 
them, dark sky above them. “We can’t change it,” she said.
“That’s not what I asked.”
Eileen peeled the label from her bottle. “Of course it bothers me.”
“But it doesn’t tear you up.” Owen couldn’t keep the bitter edge from his words.
Eileen said nothing. Nothing that night, nothing the next day, nothing at the sight of 
boxes piled on the front porch, nothing at the ring on the counter.
Married by twenty-three, searching for more by twenty-five, divorced by twenty-seven.
The dreams started after Owen left, but he was not the cause.
Sue Ann rode into Drayton on the back of Bill Conway’s rusted-out pickup the month 
before Eileen’s divorce was finalized. He picked her up on the roadside just east of Flathead and 
dropped her off at the only stoplight in town. Despite the fact that nobody knew her last name,
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Sue Ann became Drayton’s best-known tragedy. An asphalt gypsy girl with lilac dyed hair and 
logger boots, Sue Ann began to burn into history before she was even gone. She stopped at the 
laundromat and jimmied quarters from the vending machines. Ryan Cleaver’s son told anybody 
with ears how she collected about five dollars’ worth before heading to Sonic. Cassie Winthrop, 
unsteady on new skates, was immortalized as the waitress who fed Sue Ann two chili cheese 
dogs and heard all about Miami, how Sue Ann was going to walk until she found herself knee- 
deep in the Atlantic. Later that night, there was a 911 call from the rest stop just outside of town. 
Fifteen seconds of silence followed by a hang-up. When an officer checked it out he found a pair 
of logging boots by the water fountain, some blood on the phone booth.
Eileen saw the photo in the paper, a grainy snapshot from the Sonic cameras. She waited, 
but nobody claimed Sue Ann. Nobody stepped forward to say, this is my girl. There was the real 
heartbreak, not the girl gone, but the girl unsought. Eileen believed in those parents on the news, 
the ones who cried into cameras and vowed to never stop looking for their babies. How lucky 
those babies were. Everybody deserved one of those mothers, even the girls with lilac hair and 
no last name.
The first dream was the only one where Eileen did not find her lost girl. It was also the 
only dream she spent calling out a name.
Eileen never found Sue Ann’s bones in any of her dreams, so she searched in the 
daylight instead. The quest started out in sanctioned manner. The papers said volunteers were 
needed. Parties combed the woods. Eileen showed up in a bright orange vest. She brought a 
backpack equipped with bottled water, granola bars. The man in charge gave her a walkie-talkie 
and a map, warning her to stay within the highlighted quadrants.
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“Don’t have time to go looking for the search parties,” he grumbled, pushing past Eileen 
to get wherever it was he needed to be.
The first day was an initiation. The landscape brought her to her knees, lacerated her 
ungloved hands, bruised her muscles. The pines and brambles, wild rose bushes and tall grass, 
their limbs tangled, stalks and roots growing as one. The woods swallowed her every time she 
took a step. Branches draped in dried moss and brambled thickets scraped her skin no matter 
which path she took, looped around her ankles and yanked her down. The ground was uneven 
and studded with boulders, exposed roots of trees broke from the earth like outstretched fingers. 
A few other people wandering within her quadrant complained about the brutality of nature. 
Eileen relished it. The cuts and scrapes pushed her to dig deeper, reach farther. She stayed out 
long after the whiners vanished, traveling outside of her map zone, calling for Sue Ann until her 
throat went timber-dry.
The search parties were out for days, but most members soon realized it was difficult to 
care too deeply for a vanished stranger. The papers stopped asking for volunteers, and the ones 
who came stopped looking.
Eileen didn’t stop. Even when Sue Ann transformed from a victim into a cautionary tale, 
Eileen continued pushing aside piles of bramble and stone, following deer trails through the 
forest behind the rest stop. It was amazing, how much room there was to get lost in the world. 
Eileen had maps where she kept track of trails followed and ground covered. Sometimes she set 
out for a specific path, one determined by logic and lack of highlighter. Other times she walked 
into the woods blindly, instinct telling her that Sue Ann would not be found through charts but 
rather faith.
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***
He was more real in his absence. A phantom limb stronger than wet muscle and bone. 
Everything was louder—the electric hum of the lights; beams and floorboards cracking, 
contracting, breathing; water splashing into the coffeepot; the unceasing, solitary thump of her 
heart. Eileen learned something about nothing: it was everywhere. Tangible and insistent. A sick 
dog stumbling nowhere. Merciless.
Owen called twice in the year after the divorce. Once to check up on her after the papers 
were signed. Once to ask about his golf clubs. Each time, she thought he was calling to come 
home. Even after the busybody next door informed Eileen that Owen had remarried, she waited 
for that call. All the words were ready.
She would say, “Are you sorry?”
And he would say, “I understand now.”
“You shouldn’t have left me.”
“No. But I understand now.”
“I don’t know if I can forgive you.”
“But can I come home?”
“Thank you.”
Before the dreams, before the doctor, there was Riley Ceiley’s housewarming party. A 
former roommate of Eileen’s, she packed the bare-walled place with too many bodies. Eileen 
found Owen there, standing in the corner with a silly, bright green hat. “A dare,” he explained 
when he saw Eileen staring. They fell into recognition rather than love that night, a sense they’d 
found another person looking for a certain kind of life. Six months later, they were pulling rice
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from each other’s hair and trading secretes on the plane ride to Aruba. Things they hadn’t gotten 
around to telling. At the time, Eileen felt this was the real ceremony. Uncovering the dark pieces 
and seeing if he’d hold them with you. They started out small, inched in slowly.
“When I was ten I stole a stapler from Mrs. Warner’s desk.”
“At eleven, I told Jeff Fitzpatrick I loved him.”
“Should I be worried?”
At a certain point, there was a pause between each secret, a space cleared for 
understanding. Owen wouldn’t look her in the eyes during his final trade. He stared at the front 
of SkyMall instead. “My girlfriend found out she was pregnant after graduation. We didn’t keep 
it. She wasn’t ready.”
Eileen felt the weight settle. The flight attendants started preparing the cabin for arrival. 
Once the tray tables were latched and seat backs were up, Eileen offered her last story. “I ran 
away once. I was sixteen. There had been a fight. I don’t remember what about. I followed the 
highway for a week, but I felt so guilty. When I made it to Grand Forks, I turned myself in at the 
police station. But, Owen, they didn’t know who I was. I told them my name and they searched 
the database, but there was nothing. My parents didn’t file a report. I went home and we didn’t 
talk about it, like it didn’t matter.”
“Got off easy then, huh?” Owen rubbed her knee.
Eileen looked out the window. She could see the runway, the yellow lines warning pilots 
to stay on track.
Sometimes there’s a nightmare. It goes like this:
She’s wrapped in darkness, but not alone.
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“Have you found me yet?”
“No,” she says, “But I will. I swear I will.”
“I don’t think you can. I don’t think you want to.”
“That’s a lie,” she says.
“Is it?”
“Can I see your face?”
She reaches out, but there’s nothing to touch.
“It’s not that easy.”
“Why?” she asks.
She stretches forward and her hands brush flesh. Real flesh, solid and warm. She opens 
her mouth to scream, but there is no more sound, not until the frantic thud of her own heart 
shakes her awake.
Drayton’s Safeway was well below standard. There had been a partial renovation, 
meaning beams and wall guts remained partially exposed. The produce aisle was small, filled 
with withered string beans and rubbery carrots. The only popular item was ranch dressing. The 
chip aisle balanced things out. Drayton’s residents were snackers, their appetite impressive. 
Safeway overstocked in an effort to keep up. Jammed together past the point of practicality, bags 
of Lays and Doritos had to be moved to the next aisle.
In a small town, grocery stores serve as the news station. Gossip and rumors might thrive 
in salon chairs and tanning beds, but facts are found in the express check-out lane. Eileen heard 
about the arrest from the women behind her.
“I heard he killed three.” The woman’s voice was bright with scandal.
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“How awful.” Her companion tossed a copy of Star on the conveyer.
“They ought to do terrible things to that man. All those poor girls.”
Eileen turned. “What happened?”
The woman glowed with the chance to share. “It’s been all over the news, cops caught 
some guy trying to dump some poor kid in the woods. Now they’re linking him up to some other 
girls that have gone missing over the past few years. Can you wrap your head around that? I 
can’t tell you how many times I ’ve driven through that town, and there was a crazy there? It’s 
like w e’re in a Law and Order episode, isn’t it? Gets the heart racing, I tell you—”
Eileen gripped the edge of the checkout counter. “What were their names?”
“What now?”
“The girls they think he killed? Who are they?”
The woman frowned. “There was a Joan.”
“Was one the girl from here?”
“What girl from here?”
Eileen wanted to shake her. “Sue Ann.”
“I don’t remember—”
“She disappeared from the rest stop. Two years ago. Everyone knows, she’s still gone.” 
The woman was drumming her fingernails along the checkout counter, eager to get back 
to the scandal at hand, the crazy. “I honestly don’t, but my god, can you imagine if he did kill 
that poor— Susan, you said? We could have walked right past him on the street if  that’s the 
case!”
Eileen burned. “Sue Ann,” she said. “The girl’s name is Sue Ann. I can’t believe you 
don’t remember.”
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The woman shrugged. “What was her last name?”
“Does it matter?”
“Well, I don’t—”
“Does she have to have a last name for you to remember?”
“Honestly—”
“Does she?” The question slipped out as a shriek. The store fell quiet. Customers peered 
over candy stands. The nineties pop soundtrack was the only sound that didn’t falter.
“Haskell. If she has to have a last name for you to care, just shove a Haskell in there!” 
Eileen grabbed her purse and left before the woman could respond.
On rare nights, Eileen doesn’t dream. She relives.
She’s at the police station and she’s telling them she’s wanted.
“Eileen Turner, they’re looking for me.”
“I don’t have that name.”
“But I ’m gone.”
“I don’t have that name.”
“It’s been a week.”
“I don’t have that name.”
There was a message on the answering machine when Eileen returned from the store. 
“Call me,” Owen said.
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She cradled the phone against her ear, already mouthing Thank you. And he sounded so 
good when he answered, and Eileen was so ready for him to come back, so ready for them to 
reassemble the outline of their lives. Perhaps they would even search together.
“Emma’s pregnant,” Owen said. “I wanted you to hear it from me.”
Eileen was not a firm believer in premonition, but the lack of it shocked her in the big 
moments. She didn’t feel it in the police station, the doctor’s office, or even prior to that phone 
call. She stared at the walls of her home, heard them breathing. “You don’t deserve this,” she 
heard herself say. “You already had your chance.”
There was silence. Nothing.
“You shouldn’t have left me,” she said.
“I’m sorry.”
Eileen slammed the phone down.
Sometimes the nightmare goes like this:
She’s wrapped in darkness, but not alone.
“Have you found me yet?”
“No,” she says, “But I will. I swear I will.”
“I don’t think you can. I don’t think you want to.”
“That’s a lie,” she says.
“Is it?”
“Can I see your face?”
She reaches out, but there’s nothing to touch.
“It’s not that easy.”
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“Why?” she asks.
She feels hands brush her own face.
***
Eileen knew where to look. She couldn’t wait. It didn’t bother her that darkness had 
settled. She had instinct and strong headlights. She brought a duffle bag, a flashlight.
She didn’t understand why it hadn’t come to her sooner.
At sixteen, Eileen had walked out of the police station and wandered. The phone call had 
been made, but her parents would not arrive at once. There was a week’s worth of distance 
between them and, even in a car, that kind of space took time to navigate. There had been a 
ditch outside of town. Eileen saw it and felt it made sense to wait there. She climbed in and 
stretched out, her back pressed against trash and dead grass, her eyes taking in the sky. It was a 
test. She wanted to see if they would know to stop there.
But tonight would be different. This was the night for resurrection, Eileen could feel it.
There were miles of ditches leading away from the rest stop. Miles. And it made sense. 
Of course Sue Ann was there, waiting, bones covered by trash and dead grass.
From the rest stop on, she drove slowly, letting the headlights illuminate the top of the 
ditches. Sometimes she stopped the truck and jumped out, climbed down into the cavity and felt 
for the body that had to be there. She found lottery tickets and empty beer cans. No bones. But 
Eileen was sure. There had been other times almost like this: times when she’d found a weed- 
choked ravine or a half-hidden deer trail cutting through the pines during the search, times when 
the air smelled like hope, but this felt different. This felt certain.
Hours passed.
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The truck was moving too quickly, she decided. Holding her back from seeing everything 
and touching the unlit spaces. If there was going to be a discovery, it would happen with her own 
senses, not under harsh headlights. She abandoned it when she was miles out.
Forget the parents on television, thought Eileen, this is love.
At one point, her flashlight flickered. Eileen panicked. She sat in the ditch and smacked 
her palm against its side. The light blazed out, strong and clean, but died just as fast. It didn’t 
come back, no matter how many times Eileen beat it.
She started crawling then, trying to touch as much of the earth as she could.
She closed her eyes and saw the waiting room walls stretch out before her. Saw the wide, 
blue sky that swallowed her at sixteen.
I ’m sorry. I ’m sorry.
She sank back against the dead grass, tangling her fingers in its snarls. They curled 
around something hard, smooth. She could see something paler than the weeds. She pulled it out, 
hoping, hoping. Eileen looked. She started crying. She cradled it in her hands, rubbing her thumb 
against the scratched-up plastic of a doll arm. She closed her eyes and felt the ditch claim her 
body. She leaned sideways, laid her cheek against the trash-studded earth. The weeds embraced 
her, clutched at her hair. She imagined her skin disappearing into dirt, pale bones exposed, 
everything she couldn’t be soaking down until reaching roots and bedrock, somewhere far away 
from what she became. She imagined Owen’s fingers around her wrist bone, her parents 
working together to collect her spine. She imagined being carried home.
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Catching Crazy
The deli was squeezed between a shabby hardware store and a condemned apartment 
complex. It was the only building of the three worth visiting, a faded place with grey brick and 
peeling letters. People liked the place because it saved them a trip to the grocery store a ways out 
of the neighborhood when they found themselves in need of steaks or lunchmeats, not 
necessarily because it was anything special. People don’t care about specialness anywhere near 
as much as they claim to sometimes.
The street the deli called home was mostly silent at night, nothing to visit or do on that 
stretch of asphalt, so the break-in that took place early Sunday morning might not have been 
discovered until Monday if it wasn’t for the woman living in the cramped apartment above the 
place, a one bedroom with walls that perpetually held the coppery-sharp scent of raw meat and 
pickle spices. The sister-in-law of the deli man’s wife, she was the one who’d heard the whole 
thing go down. First the explosion of something hard crashing through the downstairs glass, then 
the chime of shards hitting the ground. She’d bolted her door and huddled in her closet with the 
phone, alternating between begging and threatening the man on the other end to get someone 
there that instant. She kept the poor man on the line the whole time, even though whoever was 
downstairs never even tried to come up.
When the police cars pulled up and flooded the street with red and blue light, the damage 
was done and a teenaged boy was smoking a cigarette and sitting cross-legged right in the middle 
of the busted-up shop, serene as a sunbathing cat. Didn’t even get up when the boys in blue 
marched in to grab his arms.
The deli building was a narrow space, long and stuffed with more things than it could 
comfortably hold on a typical day, and this was truer now with all the people crowded inside the
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gutted remains, taking pictures and examining the wreckage. The display cases were smashed 
and meat was everywhere: ground lamb and pork smeared on surfaces, steaks and roasts lined 
the floor, links of sausages draped over the counters like garlands. The big bay windows were 
nothing more than jagged shards and the stale July air was flowing in unhindered; the deli man 
was standing in the back with the sister-in-law, gesturing wildly while telling a police officer 
about the stink that would rise in the coming day’s heat if something wasn’t done. His sister-in- 
law was moaning about the tragedy of her life, demanding the officer do something before the 
smell made its way upstairs and settled in her clothes, the bedsheets.
The boy was still there too. Propped up in the corner, sapling thin and silent with his 
hands cuffed behind his back. A doughy police officer beside him periodically dished out some 
judgement, a lecture of sorts. “I hope you’re satisfied,” the man said for the fourth time that 
morning. “I hope you had a helleva lot of fun. Most kids your age are looking at colleges and 
you’re busting up meat stands. I bet your folks are bursting with pride. Look at all the ham 
you’ve ruined.”
“I’m telling ya, if  we don’t get this shit out of here it’s going to smell like a corpse all 
down this street, do you want that?” The deli man ran both hands through his greasy dark hair, 
seemingly overwhelmed by the thought. “It’s already got a stench, can’t you smell that?”
The officer he was talking to took a sniff and frowned. He knelt to the floor and took 
another whiff. “Smells like kerosene. You try to light this place up, kid?” he called over to the 
boy in the corner.
“Answer him,” the doughy man said. “Have some respect.”
The boy shrugged.
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The doughy man sneered. “Forgot a match, did ya? Guess you aren’t as smart as you 
aspire to be.”
“Flipped a coin.”
“What?”
The boy looked up slowly, a half-amused smile on his lips. “Simple concept. Most 
children know how to play, but let me break it down for you: Heads: you do something. Tails: 
you don’t. I got tails. Any questions?”
The doughy man’s nostrils flared. “You’re a real smartass, you know that?”
The boy picked up a foot and brought it down on a sausage link on the floor, pressing his 
weight to his toes until meat burst from the casing. “Yep.”
The Clearys’ phone rang in the middle of dinner. A loud chime that made the three of 
them jump a little in their seats. A call that hour was unusual, but it only took one ring for 
George Cleary to regain his composure and reach out for another scoop of mashed potatoes, his 
movements pointed and deliberate, a signal for his wife and daughter. He was believer in the 
importance of uninterrupted family meals, forty minutes of small talk and cloth napkins in laps. 
Straight backs. Celia followed his lead, taking another bite of salad before straightening the 
napkin in her lap, but Bea twisted in her seat to stare at the answering machine. She was a pudgy 
child cursed by genetics to view life through thick glasses. It was a sore spot with Celia, but 
George personally thought it would prove character building. Perfect eyesight wouldn’t push her, 
wouldn’t help her find grit. The light from the hallway hit her glasses at the right angle, turning 
her into a girl with flashlight eyes. The shrill cry of the phone rang out again.
“Bea. Dinner,” George said. “Let the machine do its job.”
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Bea turned back to her food, picked at her salad and shoved the tomatoes to the very edge 
of the plate. George could see her stealing side glances at the machine, but then she took a bite of 
potatoes and he decided to let it slide.
George’s recorded voice flooded the room as the message played. The beep came. Then a 
woman’s voice, high pitched and frantic. Regina. “George? Hello, listen, I need you to give me a 
call as soon as you can. It’s Lawrence, he’s done something. I don’t know what to do, can you 
just— damn it, I sound like such a mess, I know I do. Can you just answer, please?” The machine 
clicked off.
George’s spine stiffened when he heard the catch in his sister’s voice, knowing before 
he even heard the words that she was in the middle of another one of her little disasters.
“George, maybe you should—” Celia said.
“I’ll handle it. Just keep eating.” He grabbed the phone from its cradle and headed 
upstairs, wondering what kind of mess she’d found this time. She’d mentioned Lawrence. That 
didn’t surprise George. That boy had been a handful even before Bill’s death this past year. 
Always had a little attitude to him. Always running in the opposite direction of where he should 
be going. Lack of discipline, lack of a spine, maybe just a lack of brains. George didn’t know 
which. All that mattered was that it was always something with that boy, and this year he’d made 
the jump from a cheeky kid to a reckless, cheeky kid.
There was no answer on George’s first try. He didn’t worry. Regina was like that. Call 
you in a panic before wandering away from the phone. Regina. The sister who always needed 
someone to hold her hand, to guide her through the rough patches. The problem was that she 
couldn’t see them coming. She was the kind of person who’d walk right into a bank robbery. 
George had to watch her because of that. He had to be the sense for both of them. The only
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problem was that she didn’t always listen, and things had been even worse in the year since Bill 
died. A grieving widow with no common sense and a shit-for-brains son.
She picked up on the second try, breathless and talking way too fast. “H e’s just, I don’t 
know what to do anymore, George. I just don’t. He just got out and I’m worried—”
“Got out of where?”
“They sent him to some sort of asylum for a month. I mean, they don’t call it that, it’s just 
a place for kids having trouble—”
“W ho’s they?”
“What?”
George pursed his lips, biting down his frustration. She couldn’t help it. “Who sent him?” 
“It’s not as bad as it sounds, he—he broke into a shop or something. A meat shop.” 
“When? Why didn’t I know?”
“I didn’t want to be a pest. But, George, I’ve been thinking and maybe it’s me, maybe 
I’m not giving him what he needs. I just don’t know anymore...”
He let her keep going. Best to get it all out of her system. George already knew what 
needed to be done. H e’d wait for her to lose steam and then tell her it would be okay; he’d fix it.
After the call was over, George headed back downstairs. Bea was already in bed, but 
Celia was waiting for him on the couch, her fingers drumming lightly on the cushions. He filled 
her in, told her about the deli, the youth home, how Regina was lost— she had never been good 
with the dirty work, so Lawrence was coming to them for a few weeks, maybe longer. They’d 
straighten him out. Some family backbone, that’s what he needed.
“Is it safe?” Celia asked. “Should he be around us?”
“Christ’s sake, Celia. H e’s not violent.”
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“What about Bea?”
“What about her? She’s got her head screwed on straight. Hell, she’ll probably be a good 
example for him.”
“Why us, George?”
“Because nobody else will.” For George, that was reason enough. He was a man who 
believed in stepping up to the plate. “He doesn’t have anybody else.”
Celia stared at the coffee table, her expression carefully arranged— smooth and casual. 
The kind of look George recognized. Doubt. Passive, but present. A tightness that set them both 
on edge. “It’ll be fine,” George told her. “Don’t you trust me?”
Celia spread her hands open on her lap, examined her nails as if  they were discussing 
colors at a salon. “I won’t be able to watch him all the time,” she said.
“I don’t believe that will be necessary.” George leaned forward. “He doesn’t have 
anybody,” he said again. “Just needs some direction.”
Celia had a sympathetic nature, and George knew this would pull her to his way of 
thinking. Even there on the couch he could see some of the tension soften at the edges as her 
fears became colored by sympathy. She nodded, and he knew they’d reached an agreement of 
sorts before she even spoke. “You know,” she said, “There was a segment on The Today Show 
on children and grief. Maybe he’s still processing things—” She sat back and started talking 
about books she’d read, things that talked about trauma and lashing out. Her life hadn’t been 
touched by death, not yet, but she knew losing someone, especially a father, could trigger a break 
of some sort. All those books said so.
There was still a bit of tightness in her voice, but it was fainter now. As soon as he could 
hear the tone fading, George stopped listening, already shifting attention to the next hurdle. His
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mind was stuck on something Regina had said on the phone. “You know, she said they caught 
him real easy. Didn’t even try to run. He was just sitting there.” George frowned as he leaned 
back on the couch. “What kind of idiot would pull a stunt like that and not run?”
Celia didn’t know.
The day Lawrence was scheduled to arrive, the Clearys cleaned house. The windows 
were thrown open to let in the cool air of an early August morning. The carpets were freshly 
vacuumed. A hint of bleach and laundry soap was in the air.
It was a Friday, but George had taken a day off from the office to help, told the other 
accountants to hold down the fort. Celia was being a good sport about the whole thing, but she’d 
been a little touchy about the responsibility he was lowering on her shoulders. “You know, I’ll be 
here during the day, but I can’t watch him all the time,” she’d told George the night before. “I 
can’t just ignore the deadlines.” Celia worked from home, compiled reports from a 
pharmaceutical company she’d worked at since before Bea was born. Her boss let her type 
reports out of the office during the summers, something she’d requested to save them the trouble 
of finding a regular babysitter. George wanted to show he would be there, an equal partner.
Regina had told George about the kerosene on the deli floor, so now he walked through 
the rooms of his home and gathered all the matches and candles into a box. Always best to avoid 
temptation. When he went into the kitchen, he saw that Celia had already gathered the tall tapers 
she used for entertaining and had set them on the table. George made space in the box as she 
removed the knives from the kitchen drawers, wrapping them in a stained dishtowel.
“You want them in here?” George asked, motioning to the box of candles.
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“No, I ’d like to be able to get them if I need them.” She hummed while scanning the 
kitchen. There was no clutter. No piles to hide something behind. Just scrubbed sinks, open 
countertops, and tall shelves with neat stacks of matching pots and pans. The pots and pans. The 
hum intensified as she dragged one of the dining room chairs across the tile, positioning it 
underneath the tallest shelf. She kicked her heels off, climbed onto the seat, one hand pressed 
against the side of the fridge for stability, the other holding onto the knives. She placed the 
bundle inside the belly of the crockpot.
George watched as she climbed down and stared at the open drawer, the space reserved 
for the butter knives. She picked one up and ran a thumb down the thick edge, then pressed it 
against the back of her arm. Such a dull little thing. She reached over to drop it back in the 
drawer, but something made her pause. George wondered if she was imagining the utensil 
pressed against her throat, the blade with its hidden teeth. He felt a small tug of guilt, but then 
dismissed it. Lawrence was a kid, a smart-mouthed kid who didn’t know which way was up. He 
just needed guidance.
“Where’s Bea,” George asked.
Celia set the knife down on the counter. “Upstairs. She’s making him something. A card,
I think.”
Bea had expressed unbridled enthusiasm at Lawrence’s impending arrival. George had 
sat her down and explained the situation to her as straightforward as he could. He didn’t believe 
in covering up facts. Besides, he knew this would be a lesson for her. A moment where she could 
see where this type of behavior brought a person. She’d nodded and grinned, only asking how 
long he was going to stay.
“That’s sweet,” George said.
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Celia nodded. “Time?”
“Soon.”
The butter knives were all deposited in a paper grocery bag and hidden beneath the sink.
***
They arrived later than expected. Or perhaps they made it on time. Regina was reliably 
tardy. George always held out a bit of hope that she would change one day, show up at the 
designated time, but that hope dwindled in strength each year. She had always been on the 
forgetful side. Her marriage had escalated that trait, pushing her from absentminded to outright 
careless. Bill had been one of those men who rejected structure. He didn’t measure life by a 
watch, he operated on his own schedule, and Regina embraced the trait. It aggravated George, a 
man who understood that there were rules to life. He spent years trying to nettle Regina into 
feeling shame at such carelessness, but her ears were deaf to George’s comments. Even with Bill 
gone, the pattern held.
Catching up was quick. No, the drive wasn’t too bad. Yes, they had eaten. Tea would be 
lovely. The conversation faltered after that point, as it frequently did when there were too many 
topics to sidestep.
The Clearys were staring. George at his sister, an appraisal of the state of things. He saw 
how the old navy dress seemed to float around her frame, no longer finding any curves to hug. 
The thick layer of porcelain cover-up trying to balance out the bruise-blue under her eyes. The 
way her hands trembled, just a little, when she reached for the teacup.
Celia’s glances were directed at Lawrence, an evaluative gaze. Lawrence was skinny, tall. 
Mostly comprised of long limbs and freckles. At seventeen, he looked like bits and pieces. A
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growth spurt the rest hadn’t quite caught up to. He wasn’t talkative, that was for sure. He 
slumped onto the couch a few minutes after his arrival, silently picking at his ragged cuticles.
Regina sipped her gunpowder green. “How’s that girl of yours? I haven’t seen her yet.”
Celia and George smiled in harmony.
“Bea was just pushed up to the advanced math class.” Celia, who was dreadful when it 
came to numbers, was proud of this feat. She told everyone. She’d taped the letter from Bea’s 
teacher up on the fridge, highlighted the key praise: I ’ve never seen a nine-year old this 
determined.
“Lawrence was going to be in the advanced geometry class this year...” Regina’s voice 
trailed off near the end. Lawrence cracked his knuckles. George felt Celia give a start next to 
him. Footsteps on hardwood made them all look up.
Arms tucked behind her back, Bea walked in with flushed cheeks and a gap-toothed 
smile. Her attention went right to Lawrence. “Is that him?”
Celia nodded at her daughter when it became clear the boy wasn’t going to answer.
“I made you something.” Bea let her arms swing forward, a card in her outstretched
hands.
The grownups leaned forward to get a better look. They all stiffened when they read the 
cut-out quote pasted onto the blue construction paper: Home is where your bunch o f  crazies are.
Lawrence took the card, staring.
Celia’s hands rose to cover her mouth.
“It’s funny because of where you were staying before,” Bea offered. Regina coughed and 
sipped from her empty cup.
“Beatrice Ann!” George’s face was bright red.
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Lawrence started laughing, his thin frame shaking.
The adults stared at him.
“That’s awesome,” he choked out. “Fucking awesome.”
Bea grinned.
The house rules were laid out right after Regina left. George kept them simple: ask 
permission, be considerate, no back-talk, don’t question.
“Don’t even look at them as rules, “George advised. “They’re guidelines. You follow 
them, things will work out. You break them, you and I will need to have a talk about it outside.”
Lawrence broke most of them the next morning.
Bea had conned him into playing Go Fish before breakfast. They sat next to each other at 
the dining room table, the deck of creased Hello Kitty cards split between them. After five 
minutes she had a thick stack of matches to Lawrence’s single pair. “Don’t feel bad. I ’m really 
good at this.”
“You any good at the real thing? Fishing?”
Bea shrugged. “I’ve never gone.”
“Missing out.”
“Yeah?”
George walked into the room, a fresh newspaper in one hand and a cup of Earl Grey in 
the other.
“Yeah. Any lakes here? I can teach you.”
“Teach her what?” George settled into a chair, staring at the pair of them from across the
table.
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“How to go fish. For real.”
“She can’t.” George shook the paper open. An ad slip fell to the floor.
A corner of Lawrence’s mouth twitched into half a grin. “Yeah, see, that’s where the 
teaching part comes into play.”
There was a crisp static of crinkling newsprint as George set the paper on the table. He 
stared at Lawrence. Lawrence stared back.
“Do not speak to me like that.” George’s voice was soft, but the words were clear. “She’s 
not allowed near the water. Not until I feel confident in her swimming abilities.”
Lawrence leaned forward, hand tipped enough to give Bea a full glimpse of his cards. 
“Funny. I always thought you had to be in the water to learn how to swim.”
Bea bumped her heels against the wooden chair legs, kicking a rhythm for the silence. 
“Lawrence, why don’t you head on outside. I ’ll be out in a minute and we can continue 
this discussion.”
Lawrence tossed his cards on the table. He knotted his fingers together, cracking the 
joints. “You woulda won anyway,” he said to Bea, gaze still locked on George. He got up and 
made his way to the front door. George let him wait out there a minute before he followed. Bea 
got up as well. George thought about telling her to stay, but then he figured it would be good for 
her to see this.
Lawrence was stretched out on the front steps, head back, clouds reflecting in his eyes. 
George nudged his shoulder with the tip of his boot. “C’mon.”
The group walked around to the back of the house. George nodded his head towards a 
pile of logs. “There’s an ax in the shed.”
“Oh, that’s how it’s happening.”
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“What do you mean?”
“The fixing me part.” Lawrence started walking backwards towards the shed, arms 
stretched out like oak limbs. “Am I right? W e’re going to build a new man with each chop, aren’t 
we? Isn’t that the plan? It’s very Little House of you.”
A grin stretched the corners of Bea’s mouth.
George curled his hands into fists, his fingernails cut into his palms.
“Grab the ax,” he said quietly.
George didn’t let Lawrence stop until an hour had passed. He supervised the whole time. 
He had an epiphany halfway through: he started listing the reasons why Lawrence was here. He 
dispensed life advice, tried to reason with him. “You don’t understand how this all works, do 
you? You’re unstructured. A free floater. No spine. You can’t last like that. Nobody can.”
Even though the crack of wood was the only reply, George was sure it was therapeutic 
for both parties.
The paper didn’t show up the next day. George thought it had been delivered to the 
wrong house, but the problem continued. Two paperless days, three, then four. On the fifth day 
one showed up, soaking in a mud puddle about ten feet from the usual drop-off point. Celia told 
him not to make a big deal about it. The delivery boy might be new.
It only took a few days for George and Celia to realize how off-balance Lawrence was. It 
wasn’t the kind of crazy that goes hand-in-hand with youth. The kind that makes boys push gas 
pedals to a truck floor while driving down dirt roads. The kind that makes girls laugh and stick 
their heads out of the truck’s passenger windows, ribbons of hair flaring out like a comet’s tail.
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The kind that comes from being sure life will remain sweet, constant. Lawrence had a dark kind 
of crazy.
Celia started telling George stories when he got home from work at night, stories about 
the unsettling things Lawrence did sometimes. There was an edge to him that made her nervous. 
“He stares at things for the longest time, have you noticed that?” she asked George one night. 
“Ordinary things.” She told him about how the boy had been looking at a pair of Bea’s ripped up 
gloves, a stack of tires out by the garage, the gray gravel driveway. His focus made things seem 
important, as if they had secrets to tell and he was the only one listening. “I look at them 
sometimes,” she said. “After he’s gone, but there’s nothing special about them.”
George didn’t know what to tell her. “Maybe he’s bored,” he offered.
Lawrence had a habit of tearing, peeling, crumpling. His hands would not remain still. 
Holes appeared in the fabric of seat cushions. Small cuts and splinters appeared in his skin. There 
was drywall dust on the spines of his books. He pulled at the corners of pages while reading; 
long, soft rips that sent prickles across Celia’s skin. Sometimes he’d stop before the page tore 
completely. An entire page came out once. Celia had been clipping coupons at the table when 
she heard the familiar scratch of paper, a scratch that pushed past the expected time. Celia looked 
up and watched as he ripped the paper from the spine, slowly, carefully. He let the page fall to 
the floor.
“Lawrence?”
He looked at her, held her stare so firmly that she felt chastised. She felt heat spread up 
her neck, across her cheeks.
“I don’t like that part,” he said.
“Oh,” said Celia. She couldn’t think of anything else to say. It was his book, not hers.
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When she relayed the story to George, he chalked it up to a destructive habit.
George didn’t care so much about those little things; he was bothered by the lack of 
banter, the way Lawrence always seemed to hold a conversation at arm’s length. The boy wasn’t 
much of a talker. He was what George called a two-answer man. Ask him any question and 
you’d get a single word reply, yes or no. Didn’t matter what the question was, the answer was 
yes or no, sometimes a shrug. That’s not to say Lawrence was ignoring George. It was obvious 
he was listening. Sometimes Lawrence would start laughing at something George said, just bust 
up for no reason. Other times his mouth would twist like he was sucking on a lemon. Knuckle- 
cracking was typical as well, the snapping of bones serving as unvoiced comments.
“Maybe we should talk to him about the accident,” Celia said one night before bed.
“The boy needs to move on. No sense reminding him of things,” George said as he peeled 
off his socks.
“But some of the books say—”
“Damn it, Celia, who are you going to trust? Me or the books? If you want to make him 
talk about a damn car wreck, well then that’s your prerogative. It’s not going to do any good.” 
George switched off the light.
Before he fell asleep, George wondered if she was right, if  he should ask Lawrence if 
there was anything he wanted to talk it. George honestly didn’t know much about the crash. 
Another car had lost control, drifted into the wrong lane. He’d heard it was an ugly wreck. But 
then he thought about the way that boy answered. There was no use in bringing up such things 
with a kid who wouldn’t talk.
A few days later, Celia found a page from one of her cookbooks in the trash. She pulled 
it from the bin and stared at its edges: crumpled and torn.
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George came into the kitchen. “What’s that?” he asked.
“Nothing,” said Celia. She dropped the page back into the trash.
George pretended to believe her.
From his morning spot in an armchair, George watched his daughter and nephew play 
Clue sixteen times in the week and a half since Lawrence had arrived. Celia had told him they 
continued to play during the hours George spent at work. The game was Bea’s favorite; she was 
always trying to get George to play, but he didn’t care for games. It was a relief, in some ways, 
for her to have someone else to coax into these things.
On Tuesday morning, Lawrence came downstairs to find the board already set up on the 
living room floor. Bea leaned against the sofa, painting lime stripes on her fingernails while she 
waited. George sat in the leather armchair, trying to read a mud-smeared newspaper. Lawrence 
smirked. He plopped down across from Bea and rolled the dice.
“Bea. You see this?” George tapped a finger on a black-and-white image of a little boy in 
a baseball cap, his mouth stretched into a missing-tooth smile.
“No, Dad.”
“Kid ran in front of a car. Says they’re not sure if he’ll walk again.”
Bea stared at the photo. “Oh.”
“That’s why I tell you to be careful. If this kid had been careful he’d be kicking a soccer 
ball right now.”
Lawrence shoved his piece into the Hall, “There’s no law against careful people getting 
crippled,” he said.
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George lowered his paper. Bea pulled her glasses off and rubbed them against her jeans, 
the action smeared her polish.
“Fact of the matter is,” Lawrence continued, “being careful is the biggest piece of 
bullshit I’ve ever heard.” He ended with a trademark crack; the sound made Bea jump.
George tossed the paper aside.
“I know. Outside.” Lawrence tossed his cards onto the board. He turned to Bea. “Plum, 
Hall, Knife.”
Bea pulled the three cards from the case file. Mouth open, she looked up at him.
“How’d you know?”
“He cheated,” George said.
Lawrence smirked. “I guessed.”
Bea laughed.
The phone rang that night during dinner. The Clearys continued to eat, but Lawrence 
pushed his seat back from the table and stood up.
George looked at him. “We don’t answer during dinner, Lawrence.”
“It’s Mom. She said she’d call after work.”
George worked hard to keep his face fair, but firm. “That’s fine, but you’ll have to call 
her back. We eat dinner at the table in this house.”
The answering machine played George’s voice and then Regina’s leaked out through the 
speakers. Lawrence walked towards the phone.
“Lawrence, don’t—”
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“Hi, Mom. No, not at all. W e’re ju s t eating.” Lawrence held George’s gaze for a long 
minute before walking upstairs, the phone pressed to his ear.
George’s hands shook. Celia and Bea were staring at him now, he could feel it. “Keep 
eating,” he said, stabbing a piece of fish with his fork.
When Lawrence came back downstairs, George was waiting for him in the living room.
A hint of darkness was in the sky now, the sun slipping down into the trees, but George motioned 
towards the door anyway. Bea ran into the room just as they were heading out, quickly shoving 
her feet into her shoes at the door. George waited, glad she’d be able to see that actions have 
consequences.
When they reached the woodshed, Lawrence stopped. “You know, I don’t think I ’m 
feeling it today,” he said. He sank into the grass, stretched his legs out in front of him and stared 
at the ax buried in the stump.
George paused, unsure of what to do. “This isn’t negotiable,” he finally said.
“No, it’s not, is it?”
George’s face burned. “Get up.”
“Now, come on. I ’ve been playing along for a good long time, but I’m still a pain in the 
ass and my upper body strength was pretty much at its peak already, so I don’t see much of a 
point. Plus, it’s August. I don’t think w e’re in danger of freezing, are we?”
Bea giggled. George swung around and pointed at the house. “Inside,” he said.
Bea’s shoved her glasses further up the bridge of her nose. She glanced over at Lawrence, 
but didn’t move.
“Bea. If you don’t get your butt inside, there’s going to be consequences.”
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Bea looked him right in the eyes, something he couldn’t quite understand flashing behind 
those glasses. “But, Dad, you said I ’m not allowed to touch the ax.”
Lawrence let out a whooping laugh.
George took a few quick steps toward his daughter, his hand outstretched. She turned and 
ran inside. George stopped and looked towards Lawrence, the boy still laughing on the grass, and 
something stretched inside of him. A rubber band on the brink of snapping. He walked forward, 
raised his hand.
Lawrence opened his eyes and stared at George, his raised hand. “I was wondering if you 
were that kind of guy,” he said, calm and steady.
George’s hand dropped to his side. He breathed heavily, stared at Lawrence without 
really seeing him, ashamed at how close he’d come to following through. Lawrence got to his 
feet and walked inside, leaving George standing on the lawn, staring down at the bent grass the 
boy had left in his wake. It wasn’t his fault, he told himself. The boy wasn’t listening. Wasn’t 
open. George remembered the conversation with Regina, how sure he’d been that all the boy 
needed was structure. H e’d come, he’d feel the difference a life like that could be, he’d be 
different.
But this boy, he wasn’t open. Didn’t listen to anyone, didn’t talk to anyone. That wasn’t 
George’s fault. Wasn’t his fault at all.
George wasn’t entirely right. There was someone Lawrence was talking to: Bea. And she 
loved him for it. Unlike her parents, she made it clear she was glad he’d arrived, and her warmth 
grew as the days passed. Her jokes grew more elaborate. She started reserving her smile just for 
him.
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She had never been a fan of her single-child status. At sleepovers with friends she 
enviously watched little brothers try to sneak into the thick of things, the way older sisters 
threatened murder if their eye shadow and polish went missing during the night. She craved 
kicks under the table and soft punches to the shoulder, a secret language made up of insults and 
comradery.
Lawrence was her chance to pretend.
She’d sit next to him at meals, tell him every joke she knew and some she only half­
understood. She’d haul out the battered Risk board and sweet-talk him into a war played with 
only half the original pieces. She loved his daring, the way he remained silent when spoken to, 
even when it earned a scowl from her father, a tightening of the lips from her mother. To her, the 
tension felt right. It echoed those beautiful families who were always fighting amongst 
themselves: the Boyers whose twin girls were always cussing in each other’s ears; the Caxtons 
who couldn’t make it through a meal without one of the children hurling mashed potatoes at 
someone’s face. She tried to catch Lawrence’s eye sometimes after witnessing a moment of 
silent opposition. She’d shoot him a grin, a wink, because how else would he understand that she 
was more than ready to join the fun?
Like her parents, she noticed the things he did, the strange things. But, although she 
herself didn’t recognize this as momentous or consequential, for the first time in her life she did 
not follow the example of her mother and father.
“I don’t think this is working,” Celia told George that night. “I just don’t have a good 
feeling about this.”
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George leaned back into the couch cushions, closed his eyes. “What do you want me to
do?”
“Send him back. Just tell Regina to come get him.” Celia stood up and starting pacing in 
front of the couch. “Listen, you’re on edge all the time now, and I’m trying to finish up the 
yearly report; this is the big one, George, you know I can’t take time out to watch him, but I 
don’t like leaving him alone. This isn’t a good time. And he doesn’t want to be here.”
“Bad time?”
Celia and George turned to see Lawrence standing at the foot of the stairs. His face 
betrayed no emotion, like he’d just overheard them talking about the odds of rain.
Celia blushed. “Lawrence. I’m sorry, I didn’t mean.” She held up her hands for a moment 
before turning and heading to the kitchen.
Lawrence and George both watched her retreat, the clicks of her heels disappearing as 
she went downstairs.
“I thought it would be nice of me to apologize,” Lawrence said, slow and careful. His 
face was inexpressive. Calm.
George didn’t trust him. The easiness in his voice. But the words offered nothing to fight. 
He nodded.
Lawrence turned his attention to the bare wall behind George, surveying it as if  staring at 
a painting. “I sure hope I don’t cause any more problems between the two of you.” He turned, 
headed back upstairs.
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Two days later, the hushed stillness of their evenings was shattered by a scream coming 
from the basement. Bea and Lawrence were playing Go Fish and George was scanning 
spreadsheets at the table when the shrieks started.
“Celia?” George got to his feet and ran towards the basement, but Celia was already 
halfway upstairs. She pushed past her husband, paying no attention to his frantic questions, and 
ran towards Lawrence. “Get out!” she screamed at him. “Get out, get out!”
George grabbed her wrist and pulled her back against him. “Celia!”
“Mom?”
“He deleted it,” Celia said, her voice shaking with rage. “My report’s gone. It’s gone!” 
She pulled out of George’s grasp. “Do you even know how much work you’ve ruined? Do you? 
Why the hell would you do it?”
Lawrence shook his head. “I don’t know what you’re—”
“Don’t you dare lie to me! Don’t you dare lie!”
“Maybe your computer.. .malfunctioned,” Lawrence offered.
George reached out to his wife. “Celia—”
“Don’t!” She stepped away, her focus on George. “You said it was all under control. You 
promised me. W e’re being punished for no reason. No reason at all.” She took a step away, 
ignored his outstretched hand. “I believe you can fix this, George. I really do. But you should get 
fixing.”
They all watched her as she made her way upstairs. Heard the almost-slam of the 
bedroom door. For the first time, George understood what it must feel like to be Regina—to be 
swallowed by something larger than yourself.
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Regina cried when George phoned her about Celia’s report later that night. He wasn’t 
sure if the tears were for Lawrence or the threat of his return.
“You’re doing him so much good,” she said, struggling to keep her voice steady. “I just 
know this is helping him. Just another week. Just one.”
George pressed the phone against his neck and pictured how wonderful it would be if 
what she said was true.
“Please, George, please.”
He put the phone back to his ear and told Regina the boy could have one week.
The Clearys took Lawrence to church the next day. They’d let him stay home alone the 
last two weeks, but things were different now.
They weren’t particularly religious, but they were certainly faithful. George was a 
believer in the institution. Religion was a backbone, a habit. Follow the commandments, break 
the bread, and salvation is your reward. It was life’s rulebook; did it really matter if  it was 
heaven’s as well? As for Celia, she was a passive believer, fond of the simple sort of faith that 
required no questions, only acceptance and trust. It was easy to let someone else take the blame, 
to believe a larger design was in place, something to wipe away the uncomfortable bits and 
pieces. George saw this in the way she could rationalize away the hardest facts. When Celia 
heard of mothers with cancer, crack-babies, or cheating spouses, trust was all she needed to push 
them from her mind. There were reasons for such things, and she was happy to leave them 
unquestioned and vague. George did his part to strengthen this understanding of hers. He knew 
there were reasons for things. There were always reasons.
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They sat in the second to last pew. Bea pulled Lawrence into the spot beside her. It was 
an hour and a half of clasped hands and throaty hallelujahs. Lawrence cracked his knuckles and 
tapped his foot against the wood floor throughout the hymns, causing George and the preacher to 
direct some unholy glares in his direction. Celia was repeatedly forced to tug on George’s arm, 
directing his attention back to the melody and away from his nephew.
Lawrence was silent during most of the sermon. The preacher spoke of trusting in the 
Lord for He has planned it all, from birth to death, and plans are beautiful. Isn’t it a comfort, to 
know that everything is preordained? Take the new sign, for example. The preacher rubbed his 
palms together as he spoke of the sign, how badly the old one had needed to be fixed, how 
expensive it was, how the funds fell together. It was meant to be, just as all events of life, both 
the monotonous and defining. He gestured toward the window, fingers reaching out to the new 
sign on the lawn.
A laugh broke the moment.
The preacher’s hand remained outstretched, frozen. For a moment, all was quiet, then 
there was a creaking of pews as bodies turned to face the back. Their gaze passed over red-faced 
George, Celia, whose hands were covering her unoffending mouth, and Bea with her slack-jawed 
shock, finally settling on Lawrence, whose arms were folded and pulled tight against his chest. 
The picture of defiance.
“What the hell are you doing?” George whispered.
Lawrence smirked.
Hands shaking, George turned to face Lawrence. “The car’s unlocked. Why don’t you go 
keep it company? Now.”
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“Amen,” Lawrence said. His words echoed in the silence. He stood and walked out of the
church.
The preacher cleared his throat, calling the congregation back. “Let’s pray.”
Gossip hushed as heads bowed.
“Lord, we ask—”
A loud crash came from outside.
“That wasn’t—” Celia didn’t finish. George stared at her for a moment, then ran outside, 
hands already clenched into fists.
George’s truck was on the church lawn. Remnants of the new sign littered the grass. 
Broken wood pieces, the shards and slivers jagged and ugly. An intact pole from one corner of 
the sign was stretched out on the grass, the biggest piece that remained. The driver’s door swung 
open and Lawrence stepped out. “Whoops.”
George could feel the bodies stream out behind him, could hear the gasps turn to angry 
yells. Celia grabbed his shoulders, held him back. Bea pushed her way through the crowd. 
“Wow,” she said. She stared at the sign and then Lawrence.
George saw the look. Admiration. His hands went cold.
George sent Celia and Bea inside when they arrived home. He pulled Lawrence back to 
the shed. The first blow surprised George more than it did Lawrence. It landed square on the jaw. 
Lawrence stumbled back, shook his head. George’s fists found their own brand of logic. He 
came at the boy again, this time with a fist to the belly. Lawrence slammed back into the shed, 
dropped to his knees.
“What the hell is wrong with you?” George screamed as he punched Lawrence in the gut. 
“What is it? Huh? What is it?”
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Lawrence grit his teeth and squeezed his eyes shut. His hands stayed down even though 
George kept going.
The steam ran out before too long. George dropped to his knees beside the boy and sat 
there, staring at his nephew.
Lawrence opened his eyes and looked up. “Who’s crazy now?” he asked.
George looked up to see Celia staring at them through the kitchen window, her eyes 
wide, horrified.
Bea pretended to smuggle Lawrence’s dinner upstairs that night.
She had been charged by Celia to deliver the meal. “Take it up, but don’t talk to him,” 
her mother said. “H e’s in trouble.”
Bea took the bowl of soup up to the guest room and knocked on the door. She waited four 
heartbeats before opening it without permission.
Lawrence was stretched out on the bed, eyes shut. Bea carried the soup to him.
“Yeah,” Lawrence asked without looking at her.
“I brought you soup.”
“I don’t need their soup,” Lawrence said. “You can take it back. I ’ll be alright.”
Bea remained silent. She thought about how his eyes were never looking at hers at the 
right moment, how he’d missed so many signs of her support, the winks and nods. “They don’t 
know,” Bea said. “I got it for you.”
Lawrence opened his eyes and sat up. He looked at the bowl, then at Bea.
She shoved the bowl into his hands. “Don’t tell them, okay?” she asked.
A grin tugged at the corners of Lawrence’s mouth.
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Bea winked back, finally sure that he’d catch it.
For four days, George’s morning papers arrived without incident. There was no backtalk, 
no attitude. A calmness settled over the house. George and Celia did not openly talk on the 
change. If anything, they avoided it. George’s mind was fixed on the shed incident. He kept 
remembering how his fists just acted, how he had forgotten the plan—to give him a taste of what 
life was like if you just listened, just followed the rules. The calmness that comes with that, the 
assurance that everything will be alright. Maybe the boy needed a little bit of sense beat into his 
skull. George kept telling himself that. He noticed that Celia was being kinder to Lawrence. 
Serving him first at dinner. Moving softly around him. He looked away when he saw this, 
unwilling to acknowledge the reason for her sympathy.
On Friday morning, George’s car wouldn’t start. An ugly sound issued from the engine 
whenever the key turned. George had no time for accusations: he had a meeting at work, one that 
he couldn’t miss. Celia would have to drive him.
“You really think it’s okay to leave them?” Celia asked as she grabbed her coat.
“Do you really think I would suggest it if  I didn’t? He knows there’s a line. I think he’s 
found it, Celia.”
Bea and Lawrence were watching Animal Planet when George and Celia came in to 
explain the situation.
“I will be right back,” Celia said, half-promising, half-warning. George nodded in 
agreement as he glanced down at his watch, more nervous about what they were doing than he 
was about the meeting. But it couldn’t be helped, and George couldn’t help but think he owed 
Lawrence this. A gesture of goodwill. A showing of trust. Celia smoothed Bea’s hair and smiled
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at Lawrence before George hustled her out the door. They got in the car, drove down the dirt 
road connecting their house from the highway. The outline of their car shrank until all that could 
be seen from the Cleary’s front porch was a puff of dust, a hint of movement. Soon, even that 
was gone.
It was warm out, beautiful. The leaves rustled in the breeze. A wind chime clinked softly 
on the porch.
Bea stood up and watched the dust cloud of the Cleary’s car until it disappeared. As soon 
as it did, Lawrence walked out of the room. He returned a few minutes later, two fishing poles in 
hand.
“Where’d you find those?” Bea asked, shoving the thick glasses further up the bridge of 
her nose.
“Never you mind. Come on.”
“Where are we going?” Bea scrambled off the couch.
“A theme park. Where do you think we’re going?”
“Should we leave a note?”
Lawrence stared at the dry erase board. He smiled, then shook his head. “Let’s not.”
It only took Lawrence a few minutes to get George’s car going. He popped under the 
hood, reconnected wires, and the engine started right up. Lawrence got in the driver’s seat and 
winked at Bea.
They arrived at Ridgway Lake fifteen minutes later. Lawrence parked George’s car on 
the side of the road. He tossed Bea one of the poles.
“Do we have life jackets?” Bea scanned the backseat.
Lawrence shook his head, “Living on the edge today.”
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The water was much lower than usual, so the platform was tipped and tilted. Even in the 
best of times, the dock wasn’t much to look at, but the boards were worn smooth from bare feet 
and horse-play. Some chunks of wood were missing altogether, beaten away by rowdy teenagers 
or rough elements, dark water lurking below the gap they left behind.
Lawrence sat at the end of the dock. Bea kicked her shoes and socks off and sat next to 
him, let her toes dip into the water. Lawrence produced an Altoid tin from a jacket pocket, 
cracked it open to reveal earthworms. He grabbed Bea’s hook and baited it for her, then showed 
her how to cast it, the thin line whipping out, then settling into the water like spider silk. Bea 
gripped the pole tightly as she watched her bobber. Lawrence leaned back and stared at the lake.
“They’ll come looking for us soon,” he said.
Bea pushed her glasses back into position. She looked at Lawrence through smudged 
glass, then back at her bobber. She tugged on the line.
“Do we need to leave?” Bea asked.
Lawrence shook his head.
“No. They’ll find us. They’ll panic first, seeing as how the family nutcase took their kid. 
But they’ll see the car when they go looking. They’ll be pissed, but it won’t really matter, cause 
you’ll be fine. Panic only matters when—” A fly swooped around Lawrence’s face. He swatted 
at it a few times before giving up. He looked over at Bea.
“You think I ’m a little off?”
She shrugged. “Am I going to catch something?” she asked.
“Probably not.” Lawrence smiled and tossed one of the unhooked earthworms into 
water. “You know, my dad took me fishing once. I almost caught a trout or something. I don’t
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remember what kind it was. We pulled it all the way in, but it flopped off the dock when he 
unhooked it.”
He threw another worm into the lake.
Bea slowly swung her feet through the water. “Do you think about him a lot?”
Lawrence pulled his knees up, wrapped his arms around his folded legs. “We used to go 
to this movie theater every other week. On Sundays. H e’d make a big deal about buying 
popcorn. He’d decide not to get it, but he’d change his mind as soon as the previews started. 
Man, he’d scramble to get back in time. Usually spilled half the bag before he made it to his 
seat.” Lawrence exhaled sharply. He rested his chin against a knee. “You know what’s not fair? 
I can’t eat popcorn anymore. People never tell you about that sort of shit. They warn you that 
holidays will suck. They don’t warn you about all the dumb stuff, like popcorn.”
Bea’s bobber dipped down into the water. Neither of them noticed. Lawrence rubbed his 
face against his shirt sleeve.
“He wasn’t even speeding.” His voice shook. “He was going under. Can you believe 
that? Full daylight, five miles under, seatbelt. Didn’t matter. That’s all life is, you know? It gives 
you things just so it can take them away. It’s one big fucked up mess. That’s why we’re all so 
goddamn crazy.”
Bea set her pole down and scootched closer to him, wincing as dock splinters poked her 
skin. She stretched an arm across his back and leaned her head against his shoulder. After a few 
minutes, Lawrence gulped and straightened his spine. He grabbed his fishing pole and gently put 
it in Bea’s hand. “Try to cast it farther this time,” he said. His voice was raw.
Bea nodded.
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* * *
George and Celia found them two hours in. It was an ugly retrieval. They loaded them up 
in the car without a word. The poles were left on the dock. Bea was not allowed to take the 
speckled fish that she’d reeled in. It was left to rot on the boards.
Lawrence was locked into the bedroom when they returned. George said nothing to the 
boy. Instead, he called Regina, told her to be here in the morning, 8:00 sharp.
“H e’s leaving at 8:00, Regina,” George said. “I don’t care if it’s you or the police taking 
him, but he won’t be here past that time.”
It was decided that Bea would not be allowed to say goodbye. She was told that 
Lawrence would be leaving, that she was not to speak to him. She cried for the next two hours, 
refusing to speak to either of her parents. Celia brought Bea’s dinner to her bedroom. The girl 
was curled up in the corner of the room, between a toy chest and the closet, arms wrapped 
around her knees. Celia set the bowl on the nightstand and walked over to her. She crouched 
down and ran her fingers through her daughter’s hair. Bea buried her face in the crook of her 
elbow.
“I hate you,” she whispered.
Celia’s hand dropped. “No, baby, you’re just mad.”
Bea shook her head. “I hate you.”
Celia stayed for a moment. She finally stood and left the room, taking care to shut the 
door quietly behind her. Bea was crying on the other side. Celia leaned against the wall of the 
hallway. She sank down and wrapped her arms around her knees.
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***
George stood outside of Lawrence’s room and tapped against the frame. “Your mother 
will be here in the morning.”
There was no answer.
George unlocked the door and stepped inside. The lights were off and Lawrence was 
stretched out on the bed, staring at the ceiling.
George shut the door and walked over to the bed. “Did you hear me?” he asked.
“You can’t fix me?” Lawrence asked. He shut his eyes and let his head tilt back farther.
“What?”
“You heard me.”
The words were accusatory. They carried the weight of a failed test, the tone of a spurned 
victim. It made George’s skin prickle. “You’re not fixable,” he finally said. The words were 
packed with as much venom as George could muster. He wanted them to cut, to bruise deeper 
than a punch.
Lawrence said nothing.
George turned and made his way towards the door, but paused before he reached it. He 
knew he should just keep going, lock the door go to bed, get rid of the boy who had woven 
disorder into his life, but damn it, didn’t he deserve closure from this? The boy was all chaos and 
cracked knuckles and George had been so sure that he could pull him back to his feet, put him on 
track, but the boy wouldn’t give him a single inch, and George didn’t understand. There was 
nothing to be gained here, so much to lose, so why be the one who refuses to just listen? He 
turned back, sat on the edge of the bed and stared at his nephew. “Why didn’t you run?” he 
asked. “What’s the use of breaking in and staying? Where’s the logic in that?”
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“You’re asking me for logic?” Lawrence asked.
“You had time. You could have gotten away.”
Lawrence sat up and looked at George. “Getting away wasn’t the point,” he said.
“Then what was? Goddamn it, what was?” George asked.
“But see, that’s the point. It’s the understanding that’s holding you back, because where 
on earth is the logic for destroying a crappy deli on some street that you’ve never even been to 
before? Right? Isn’t that why I ’m here? Because there was no reason? Not because I did it?” 
Lawrence laughed. “God,” he said. “I’m terrifying. You all want such clean answers, but see, I 
don’t believe in those. You know why I did it? Because there’s nothing that brings you closer to 
the logic of life than smashing the case on a deli cooler for no reason. And you all know it. 
There’s a part of you that knows I ’m right and that’s why you hate me.”
There was that prickling again, the one that spread out under George’s skin. The one that 
set him on edge and made him feel like he was tiptoeing an invisible line. “You’re not making 
sense,” he said.
“Sure I am. You know exactly what I ’m talking about. You’ve done it too.” Lawrence 
leaned in closer to George, acted like he was giving him a secret. “Why’d you hit me?”
George’s face flushed with heat. “You deserved that. Nothing else was reaching—” 
“No,” said Lawrence. “Don’t lie. There was no point. It wouldn’t solve anything. You 
just did it. And it felt good, didn’t it? That’s why running wasn’t the point. It’s because nothing 
gives you control like losing it.”
The two sat in the dark. After a moment, George got up and headed to the door. “Your 
mother will be here at eight,” he said quietly. He locked the door behind him.
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***
Celia was putting the dishes away when George walked into the kitchen. Her eyes were 
red-rimmed and her hands were shaky. She said nothing to him, just continued to dry and sort.
George reached for a towel and a plate. He rubbed the surface longer than necessary, 
pulling any droplets of water away until it was bone-dry. He stared at the design, the blue- 
flowered petals, and wondered if he could wipe them away. When Celia’s back was turned, he 
let the plate drop, released it to gravity and tile. It smashed on the ground, scattering shards 
across the kitchen. Celia gasped and doubled over, pressed a hand against her calf. A few drops 
of blood hit the floor.
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A History of Leaving
There are some stories you never stop hearing.
“I don’t know what it is about me. Do you, Ella? Maybe I just look good in a rearview 
mirror. Your daddy-o must look real good in a rearview, cause people keep leaving me there. 
Did you know this, Ella? Did you know this about your dad?” He points to himself—his arm 
moving slow, fingers loose and imprecise in the gesture. His voice is loud and blurred. “There’s 
no reason for it. No reason at all.” He leans to the left, reaches for the crystal tumbler sitting 
beside him on the living room floor. He takes a drink and the whole world smells sharp. “You 
know, you don’t picture this stuff heading your way at fourteen, so let me, let me just tell you. 
Because it’s your history, yours too, Ella, and you should know they might leave you. They 
might all leave you. I don’t know how to get them to stay, so don’t ask me that. Do you believe 
in curses? That’s all I think about sometimes. Maybe it won’t happen to you, but us Cains seem 
to have it bad, so you should be ready. You really should be.”
It’s the newspapers that pull her in. A heap of them stacked high on the porch of a dirty 
little house two streets away from Bend’s Greyhound bus stop. Ella Cain sees them from the 
sidewalk—piled up like animal bones, pale and glowing in the streetlight. They give her hope. 
She crosses the street, pops the mailbox open to find it crammed with junk mail and magazines. 
Ella steps onto the porch boards and sees the stack is built from the kind of stuff most people 
take inside— seven or eight of the dailies with news stories too important to wait until Sunday. 
Her skin starts humming, fingers twitch and tap a beatless rhythm against her thighs.
It’s not the kind of place anybody’d want to visit. There’s a bunch of mason jars shoved 
in the corner by a wicker chair, their bellies discolored by the moldy remains of flowers. The
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siding is a faded blue, filthy. A group of tangled wind chimes are sprawled across a second chair 
like the broken bodies of bird. Not the kind of home that makes her jealous by any means, but 
it’ll do just fine for a night if  she can get in. The papers and mail beckon her closer. The calendar 
tells her it’ll be okay. Who comes back from a trip on a Tuesday night? And the bus, well, 
another one will pull out of town in the morning and she’s not on a schedule.
It doesn’t take her long to find the key tucked in the lip of one of the front porch fixtures. 
It’s the outline that tips her off: She recognizes the shape, the size. She drags one of the wicker 
chairs closer, borrows its height. Her fingers push past paper-dry bodies of moths, stop at the 
cool touch of metal teeth. Ella grins, mouths a hallelujah at her luck. She forces herself to look 
around before she goes in.
She’s made up rules for herself. Mostly untested, knowledge gained from movies and 
books, but they feel like they could be true. She hasn’t made it inside a house yet, but she likes to 
think these’ll help her get there, help her get back out. It’s best to take it slow. Don’t rush in right 
away. Break-ins are risky, even when you’re only there to slip your feet in a different pair of 
shoes for the night. Only pick houses that are empty at 7 pm. Don’t talk to the neighbors. Pretend 
you’re a granddaughter, a niece. Be ready to give up. There’s been a few close calls. There was a 
man with a rake who asked too many questions when she tried the green house on Sycamore. He 
knew she was nobody’s granddaughter. There have been a few phone calls, though she’s usually 
long gone by the time whoever’s on the other end of the line shows up. She’ll see the dialers 
hiding behind their kitchen windows, talking fast into the phone, staring at her. One man in the 
last town tried to chase her down, but he wasn’t fast enough to catch a fifteen year old girl with 
dirty fingernails and greasy hair, a girl who’s got running in her blood.
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She sits on the porch steps and counts to twenty. The street’s quiet and warm, soft in 
what’s left of the afternoon heat. There’s a few houses nearby, but their windows have curtains. 
Nobody’s chasing her here, nobody’s asking questions. Someone drives past, but doesn’t stop, 
doesn’t slow.
Ella figures it’s as safe a bet as it’s going to be, but her hands twitch like crazy when she 
reaches for the handle. The door swings open when she gives the handle a twist out of habit. 
Someone else’s mistake, forgetting to lock their life up tight; a side effect of not enough time and 
too much trust. “Hello?” she says, stepping inside, bracing herself for someone to call back. 
Nobody does. Everything is dark. A mistake, she tells herself. People make mistakes all the time. 
She forces herself to take another step in, to ignore her clenched muscles and the voice in her 
head singing out, this is wrong, very wrong.
She’s no expert. She’s only been trying this kind of thing for a little over a week, but 
she’s already learned it’s never this easy; she’s had to get dirty before. She’s had to build a 
trashcan tower to reach a second story balcony that ended up being locked. She’s crawled belly- 
to dirt under backyard fences, the ones too smooth for footholds. She’s fallen from the 
outstretched limbs of an oak, felt her body slam onto pavement. She’s already got battle scars: 
splintered fingernails, ripped skin, bone-deep bruises. She’s had to give up, accept the fact that 
most homes just won’t let you in, no matter how hard you try.
But this one, this one invited her in and you can’t turn that kind of thing down, so she 
shuts the door behind her.
Ella was holding up a cardboard sign in the Walmart parking lot two weeks ago. D a d ’s 
out o f  work. Anything will help. Most days, she got dollar bills, church pamphlets, and cat calls.
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Clarkston was big enough for steady business, but not enough for anonymity. Kids from her 
school hung out in that parking lot. They clustered in the outlying spots, turned their music up 
and let their speakers pulse with rap beats. When that got old, they went inside and stalked the 
aisles, searching for some way to kill time. She used to duck her head when the teenagers drove 
by, but after a month she reached the point where she’d stare into their windows the longest. 
That’s when she became all iron and hard edges. No blush, no backing down. She liked to break 
those kids, the ones that dared to look right at her. Sometimes the ones that thought they were 
tough would say something, shoot her a dirty look. But she’d stare until their faces burned and 
their chins dropped. And they always would do it, too. She didn’t know why, just that they did.
Her dad took shifts with a sign, too, but he didn’t get as much as she did. Kenneth Cain 
wasn’t any good out there. People didn’t believe him. They thought he was bumming for beer, 
lazy, just part of the landscape. They drove past, let him fade right into the bare hills rimming the 
valley. Nobody cares about a balding, forty-something year-old man who’s run out of luck. But a 
fifteen year old girl— one that doesn’t look strung up on meth, clean hair, straight teeth—that’s 
the kind of person people want to help.
“It’s advertising, baby girl,” her dad said, and he should know. He’d designed the 
billboards going out of town. A marketing king, that’s what his team used to say. The only thing 
he’d ever been good at. He knew how to catch an eye, what pulled the credit cards out. He knew 
how to sell everything but himself. One night he came home and told her there’d been 
downsizing, his whole team. “One of those big employment switch ups you always hear about,” 
he’d told her. He didn’t act worried at first, just kept telling her his bosses would regret it when 
he started making someone else all the money they were looking for. Neither of them thought 
things would get that bad. Just a transition, that’s all. At first they coasted on savings, but those
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ran out faster than expected. Nobody was hiring. Even the local McDonald’s had enough high 
school dropouts to fill each shift. Rent became a problem, so they downsized to a hotel room off 
I-90. Then rates became a problem, so they downsized again. Ella took the backseat of the 
Corolla, Kenneth claimed the driver’s seat. That’s when he knew he had to change his strategy. 
“Just for a few days,” he’d told Ella. “Just long enough to get a few bucks and a decent tan.” He 
dressed up at first, handed out business cards to anyone who’d stop long enough to roll down a 
window. He left the stack in the car after the second week. On week four, he worked up the 
nerve to ask Ella to help after school. She went fulltime after seeing how much more she could 
bring in. Kenneth was too practical to stop her. He spent a few days watching Ella from the car, 
stayed within sprinting distance, just in case. The sun would beat down on blacktop and make a 
Washington May feel like an Alabama July, but he kept the AC off in the spirit of solidarity. 
After he no longer worried as much, he put the interview clothes back on and spent his days 
trying to find something better.
After her time was up, she’d pull the wad of crumpled bills from her boot and dump it 
into the Corolla’s half-filled ashtray. Her dad would pick through to find the big bills before 
heading out to try his luck, sometimes in the lobby of an office building, resume in hand, 
sometimes on the asphalt with a cardboard plea. They never spoke during that part. He was too 
embarrassed, she was already pretending to be someone else.
There was only one rule: no matter how bad things became, they would not, under any 
circumstances, call Lori Cain for help. Ella was fourteen when her mother decided that she 
wanted to trade her family in for a do-over. She left the people, kept the last name. She liked the 
sound of it, thought it had a nicer ring to it than Lori Wilder. She took it with her when she went 
to Oklahoma to be with a man she’d met on the internet. She called Ella every few weeks at first,
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trying to convince her to come live in her new house, but Ella responded with a dial tone so often 
that Lori gave up. Lori had stopped calling months ago, so their promise wasn’t really about 
guarding their tongues. It was a safeguard. A pact not to use her as a lifeline. Lori was a runner 
and they had no use for people like that. They were sick of them, she and Kenneth both.
Ella was born into a family of runners. She knew their sins, carried them like seeds 
beneath her skin.
Some people are good at leaving, and Kenneth Cain’s family was full of those kind of 
people. The thing with leaving is that there always has to be someone to leave behind. That was 
Kenneth Cain— a man built for desertion. Whatever impulse it was that kept so many of his flesh 
and blood from respecting roots didn’t get passed down to him. If anything, their roots all found 
a home in his heart, made him sick for want of soil.
Lori Wilder promised him the earth and he believed her. They were both good at those 
things, pretending and believing. He loved her recklessly, planted his heart in her soil without 
imagining the consequences. The thing with Lori is that she’d found him first. She wasn’t a Cain, 
full of restless blood. Maybe that’s why it hurt that badly when she left. The world’s way of 
telling him that he couldn’t escape his role in life.
Ella heard him begging Lori back on the phone one night. Heard him crying, heard him 
promising her everything, anything. She scratched at her palm as she heard his voice break again 
and again, realizing for the first time that she was the only earth he had left.
Harl Cain
“This one I didn’t know, but he was the first I guess. One day he comes home from work, 
still covered in motor oil and needing a shower. My grandma, she said he took at her and
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something seemed funny about the way he did it. Wanted to know where the kids were at even 
though they were right where they always were before dinner, playing in their rooms, and she 
tells him so. He doesn’t say anything. Just walks upstairs and the shower water turns on. He 
takes his time. She said she thought he was just having trouble getting the oil off, but then a 
while later she hears the front door open and shut, and she looks outside to see him walking 
down the street with a bag in his arms. I asked her if  she ran after him and she told me she didn’t 
see a reason to at the time. She didn’t know what he was doing. You know, she told that story all 
the time. Haunted her. I didn’t understand then, but I sure as hell do now. Maybe it’s the same 
with you. You know, she always said he just looked funny standing in the kitchen, and I should 
have asked her more about that look cause I never did know what she meant by “funny” . Maybe 
knowing would help. Maybe I ’ve seen it and just didn’t understand. I wish I could tell you what 
funny looks like, Ella.”
Dust. That’s what Ella notices first when she steps inside. She doesn’t see it, but she can 
smell it, touch it. The air feels like a dirty sheet, the way it can look clean but feel wrong. She 
sneezes, runs her hand over the wall around the door. When she hits the light switch, she finds 
herself in a drab room filled with clutter. Not a messy clutter, but somehow this feels worse. Tall 
stacks of magazines are on the floor, pressed up against the walls. Piles of folded sweaters and 
jeans are on the couch, too many piles for a load of laundry. There are baskets of children’s toys 
and dishes on a coffee table. Heavy drapes hang over the windows.
Ella kicks her muddy sneakers off by the door and drops her coat on the floor. She tosses 
the key onto the wooden side table sitting in the entry way, one of the few bare surfaces she can
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see. She wishes she had more keys. It’s a powerful sound, a full key ring clinking against a hard 
surface.
She passes through the kitchen. It’s small. Linoleum floors, mostly bare counters. A large 
bowl filled with wrinkled apples sits by the sink. They give off a too-sweet scent. A few 
cabinets. There’s not much in the fridge: condiments, jars of pickles, a carton of eggs. The pantry 
follows suit. Ella finally finds a box of stale cookies near the back of a top shelf. She leans 
against the fridge and eats a row of them before she moves on to the rest of the house.
The hallway is full of photographs. Black and whites, sepias. Hardly any color. She looks 
each portrait in the eye and pretends she’s already met the occupants, weaves a whole life for 
each one. There are repeaters. Many feature a little girl with missing teeth, dark hair crazy with 
curls. Even if they only appear once, she knows their history before she makes it upstairs.
Secrets, feuds, alliances, backstories. No family is all the way happy, and it’s easier to picture the 
chaos than the calm. She can picture the Thanksgiving where the girl in the top right corner had a 
little too much to drink. The year where the two on the landing went into their crafting phase.
She knows how the girl lost her teeth.
There are two bedrooms. The master has fewer decorations than the rest of the house, 
fewer things. There’s a bedside dresser that houses a sketchbook and a pile of plastic toys: 
miniature farm animals, a yellow squirt gun. There’s a framed sepia photograph of the girl with 
the gap-toothed grin. Ella picks each up before moving on. She aims the squirt gun at the closet. 
“Pow,” she whispers as she brings the imaginary recoil back.
The second bedroom belongs to a kid. It has glow-in-the-dark stars plastered to the 
ceiling, 80s band posters along the walls. Mounds of stuffed animals. The bed’s not made. Ella 
wrinkles her nose at the posters, but the room has a nice view of the street. Ella deposits her
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filthy backpack on the floor before she stretches out onto the twin bed with the twisted-up quilt. 
She tilts her head back and stares up at the $5 constellations, wonders if the kid who slapped 
them up there even knows what the big dipper looks like.
Clint and Elsie Cain
“I know what you’re going say here, but let me tell you that dying is the same thing as 
someone walking down a road with a bag in their arms. They’ll never come back and you’ve 
gotta find a way to live with that. My momma and daddy didn’t pack any bags before climbing 
in the car that night, but it’s all the same. I still remember my aunt waking me up and not being 
able to speak she’s crying so hard. You know what that does to ten year-old? I guess you know a 
little bit, Ella. You got a taste now. I don’t know what that tells you about someone running off 
and someone dying, but goddamn it sure as hell always feels the same. You think about that if 
you ever find yourself wanting to run out on somebody. You’re not that kind of girl, I know, but 
you should know that’s what you can do to somebody. Ella, skootch that bottle over here, hun. 
Don’t worry, it’s fine. I’m not going anywhere.” He tips the bottle and amber liquid splashes into 
his tumbler, slow enough to feel like forever.
He started working the parking lot in April. Ella joined him by the end of the month, had 
him call the school and claim to be homeschooling instead.
There were nights where life was almost normal. Her dad would announce they had 
enough to stay in a hotel, buy a pizza, catch up on cable shows. He’d start smiling. For an hour 
or two, he’d stop being ashamed. But then checkout time would come and they’d be back in the 
Corolla. Him sitting there blank-faced, telling Ella he’d get them out of this, he was so close to
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getting them out of this. Sometimes the air had a sharp scent around him, but Ella knew he was 
trying.
He kept promising her things would change. She kept believing him.
After a month of the parking lot, Ella became restless. Her gaze started to wander. She’d 
forget to stare right at the driver. She found herself looking at the empty passenger seats instead. 
On the long days, she’d find herself thinking about old geography tests. She’d quiz herself on 
distance, the miles it would take to get from A to B. Her voice picked up an edge with the people 
who lingered to convert her, shame her, save her. She’d curl up in the backseat, fake sleep to 
avoid stilted conversations. Even in the silence, she felt like a piece of her was always 
screaming. She started to repeat the facts to herself, i t ’s a phase, not forever, i t ’s a phase, but she 
found that meaning dulls with repetition.
One day, Ella was leaning against the stop sign, cardboard held out to whoever came 
past. There had been two that morning: an old woman in a powder blue tracksuit who tried to 
prompt a need for salvation and a college boy with atrocious sweet-talking skills. Not a terrible 
start to the day. Not a great one either.
At first, Ella’s gut twisted when she saw the boy and his mother. Parents didn’t like to 
linger. They acted like she was contagious. But the pair got closer and Ella realized this wouldn’t 
be one of those parents. The boy was about four, Batman cape firmly fixed around his neck. The 
mother was young, a girl who’d been a grade or two above Ella back in Jr. High. Naomi. One of 
those girls everyone expects the world of, but pretends doesn’t exist as soon as she loses some of 
her options in life. They hadn’t been friends, but their school was small enough to know each 
other’s stories. This wouldn’t be a battle, not one of the peers Ella had to stare down and shame 
into walking away, but it wouldn’t be a donation either. Ella knew better than to expect that.
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The little boy pointed at Ella. He said something to Naomi, but she shook her head. She 
picked up the pace as they neared Ella.
“Please?” the boy asked.
Naomi gripped her son’s wrist a little tighter. She avoided eye contact with Ella as they 
came close. “Hush. We don’t give money to those people.”
The tone hooked into Ella’s gut. Naomi was using a voice Ella heard from some of the 
walkers all the time, filled with judgement. A voice used to put someone in their place. Ella’s 
fingers gripped the sign tighter. She stared at the young girl, only a few years older than her, the 
boy beside her. “How’s it going, Naomi?” Ella said, letting the same tone shape her words. “Still 
working on that GED?”
Naomi paused, put her hands on the shoulders of the boy. “Did you say something to
me?”
“Just checking in. Seeing how your life goals are coming.”
Naomi glared. “Better than yours, it looks like.”
Ella’s ears were hot. “Oh yeah? You going places right now? You walking to work or 
something? Heading out of town?”
“Jesus Christ, what’s your problem?”
“Your attitude’s one of them.”
The little boy was watching trucks drive past, not paying any attention to the argument. 
His cape fluttered in the breeze.
“Least I ’m not begging in a parking lot,” Naomi said.
“At least I’m not going to be here forever. It’s not one of those things that I ’ll always be 
stuck with, you know?”
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“Speaking mighty confident for a girl I ’ve seen bumming every time I’ve come to 
Walmart,” Naomi said. “You’re not going anywhere. You won’t ever go anywhere again, will 
you?” She reached down for her son’s hand. They walked toward the store.
It was eighty degrees, but Ella felt cold. “I ’m not going to be here forever,” she screamed 
after them. “You watch!”
They didn’t turn around.
Ella leaned back against the signpost.
You’re not going anywhere.
Ella stared at the cardboard in her hands. She remembered the first few times, how 
awkward it had felt in her hands. It wasn’t strange anymore, none of it was. Holding the sign, 
putting outstretched hands into strange cars, asking anyone and everyone for spare change, 
dollars, pity. It had somehow turned into a routine. A routine. Thinking of it that way made Ella 
sick.
Angie Cain
“There’s all kinds of leaving, Ella. Don’t go thinking somebody’s still with you just 
because they’re breathing next to you. My aunt tried, I think. I wasn’t paying attention too much, 
but I think she tried. She liked to make little glasses of whiskey and ginger ale. Little, pretty 
glasses. She’d turn on the television for me and sit in her room for a while. Looking back, she 
was real good about it. Sat in her room all day instead of out where I could see her. And she had 
a steady hand. She practiced holding the cup all steady. Can you believe that? Sometimes, I ’d see 
her practicing in there—holding the cup up to her eyes and the liquid wouldn’t even move. She 
was good about it. She held you when you were a baby. You don’t remember. Died a few
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months after you were born, but truth is she was gone by the time I was twelve. I think she tried, 
but it’s hard not to take that kind of thing personal sometimes. Don’t you worry about this, 
baby.” He holds up his glass, a swallow of dark liquid left. “It’s just a hard week. I think I’ve 
earned it. It’s not the same thing. Not the same thing at all.”
Ella drifts from room to room. She finds things to make up stories about, weaving herself 
a history to help her settle into the space. Some things are easier than others: the stack of old 
movies by the television is research— she’s a film student on break; the paper plates she finds in 
the kitchen cupboards are left over from a barbecue where family members got too sauced to eat 
much. She opens the bathroom cupboard and finds a row of open pill bottles, their lids piled up 
on a lower shelf. Fat pills with amber liquid. Prescriptions with names she doesn’t understand. 
Herbs. The prescription bottles all belong to a man named David Sullivan. An uncle, she decides 
as she twists the lids back on the bottles. An uncle with arthritis or bad memory.
After half an hour, she clears space on the couch and puts Bringing Up Baby in the DVD 
player. She decides to pull the curtains back even though it’s been dark out for a little while. She 
glances at the door every once in a while. A force of habit. Of nerves. She half-watches 
Katherine Hepburn pop olives in her mouth, half-constructs a new identity for herself. She’s got 
a knack for detecting gravel crunch. She won’t exist by the time the family finds the messed-up 
bed, an emptier fridge, she’ll be long gone before their engine shuts off. She’s Lori Cain’s 
daughter, so she knows how to do this.
The headlights of cars periodically flash by outside as the evening melts into a rich 
darkness, heavy and warm. Ella doesn’t know what time the buses start leaving in the morning. 
She’s not worried. One of them will be ready to go. As long as she keeps moving, she doesn’t
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care where it’s going. It’s nine thirty and Ella wonders if her dad’s at a cheap burger place. Nine, 
nine-thirty, that’s when they’d hit those up, putting it off as long as they could so there was 
something pulling them forward, no matter how small. She wonders if he’s still parked in the lot. 
If her leaving has shaken him out of there at all. She’d like to think so, but she doesn’t believe it, 
not really.
Onscreen, the leopard’s out now and Hepburn and Grant are trying to sing it home. It’s 
on the doctor’s roof, tail swishing back and forth, and any fool can see it’s not listening anymore, 
but Hepburn and Grant, they make themselves look like they really believe they can do it if  they 
just hit the right pitch. They’re wrong, of course. Those kinds of people usually are. The doctor’s 
wife opens the window, the leopard leaps off camera, and there’s the sound of boards creaking 
under new weight. It’s not until she hears someone fumbling at the door that Ella realizes the 
board creaks are part of her world, not the film.
The front lock clicks.
“Shit!” Ella grabs for the remote. She jabs at buttons until the scene freezes, gets to her 
feet just as the door swings open. An overweight man with a shock of white hair and thick 
glasses steps inside, his arms wrapped around a bulging paper bag. He slips off a shoe before he 
notices Ella. The bag hits the ground with a loud crash, the sides slip open and apples roll out. A 
whole bag full of apples. The door swings open a bit further, pushed by a breeze as he and Ella 
stare at one another.
A week ago, back when Ella decided to try jimmying house locks instead of sleeping in 
public park bathrooms, she’d imagined this happening. And it went like this in her head too, the 
long pause, the staring. But Ella would break it by rushing forward, fists and elbows flying, and 
she’d burst outside before whoever it was that found her even had a chance to yell or hold out a
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hand. And she feels so silly for that now. What a denier. What a believer. Her heart beat in her 
throat and her body shook so hard that her breath was coming out in pieces. This was David 
Sullivan and he was going to call the police and all she was going to be able to do was sob out 
apology after apology. “I’m sorry,” she says, holding up her hands. “I ’m so sorry.”
David Sullivan stares at her. He keeps blinking. There’s a funny look in his eyes. Not 
alarm or anger. A hazy suspicion. As if remembering something he doesn’t care to be reminded 
of. “You look like....” He squints at her, his voice trails off. “What did you touch?” he says, his 
gaze darting around the room. “Did you touch my things? I told you not to touch my things.”
Ella doesn’t understand. “Nothing, I didn’t touch anything,” she claims, hoping he can’t 
see the redness spreading up her neck.
He shoves his glasses further up the bridge of his nose. He steps closer. “You look like 
her,” he says, his voice caught somewhere between a question and confirmation.
“Who?”
“You could be her,” he says.
Ella thinks of the open bottles in the bathroom, the bowl full of withered apples in the 
kitchen. She knows there’s something wrong, but she doesn’t know what. Her stomach 
clenches—the same feeling she’s gotten every time she’s pressed her hands against a door that 
isn’t hers. “I could be,” she says, nodding slowly. “I didn’t touch your things. You asked me not 
to, remember, David?”
David Sullivan stares at her with his thick glasses, only one shoe on his foot, and Ella can 
tell by the way his muscles relax and his shoulders slump that he believes her.
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***
The last Saturday of June, a group of boys from the high school pulled into the lot, music 
blaring from their open windows, the hood pulsing with every beat. She recognized most of their 
faces from the hallways, her classes. No names came to mind, just sports numbers and class 
habits. She pulled the sign up a little higher, let her hair fall into her face. It didn’t do the trick. 
Three of them wandered over in a group, walking slow amidst the occasional bursts of hushed 
laughter as they got closer to her.
“Hey, how’s it going? Doing good today?” The boy in front grinned at Ella, a kind of 
smile that can only mean trouble. Ragged hair and a sad attempt at a beard that she’d heard 
people make fun of before; he was ready to laugh at someone else. The boy to his right was 
already sniggering, one of the barely-good-enough-for-the-team football players. The one to his 
left was a drop-out who still hung around with the crowd he’d left behind. He was the only one 
not smiling.
Ella stared ahead and pretended they weren’t there.
“Aw, come on. Ellen, right? No need to get embarrassed, we’re here to help.” The 
bearded boy rummaged around in his pockets while the football player chuckled. “See? Just 
trying to help,” he said as he placed a handful of paper in the jar at her feet.
Ella looked down to see a wad of candy wrappers, a few new pennies, a condom.
“Kurt, come on.” The drop-out reached forward and tugged on the bearded boy’s 
shoulder.
“Just trying to help,” echoed the football player.
“Hey, Ella?”
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The boys turned, but Ella didn’t need to. She recognized her dad’s voice, knew he must 
have been watching from the car. She glanced to the side and saw him walking towards them.
“That’s the famous dad, huh? Well, you keep doing what you do best.” The bearded boy 
clicked his tongue at her before walking away, the other footballer right on his heels, the drop­
out hanging back a little.
“Ella, everything good?”
Ella reached down and snagged the boy’s junk from the jar. “It’s all good,” she said, 
hiding it all in her pockets before her dad got a good look.
“You want me to take over for a bit?”
She nodded and headed to the car, pretending the heat on her neck was from the sun. 
There was someone leaning against the Corolla. The drop-out. Ella’s fingers curled into her 
palms. “Get off our car,” she said when she got close enough.
He held up his palms. “Look, I just wanted to say sorry. I didn’t know they would do that. 
Shitty move.” He looked over at her dad. “Does this suck?”
“No, it’s great. It’s really great,” Ella pushed past him and got into the car. Her dad had 
left the windows rolled down, so the move didn’t have as much impact as she’d wanted it to.
The boy moved closer to the window. “Dumbass question. Fine. Listen, I wanted to let 
you know that some buddies and I are driving to Billings next Saturday. Not those guys,” he 
said, nodding his head at the car he’d arrived in. “Cool people.” He leaned down so his head was 
level with hers. “If I were you, I ’d want out of here. If you want a ride out of town, here’s my 
number. My cousin owns a diner up there. I can hook you up with some work. Under the table.” 
He held out an index card with a number scrawled on the back.
Ella held still. “What about my dad?”
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“What about him?”
“I’m not ditching him, if that’s what you’re saying. H e’s going to get another job soon. 
He goes out every day for interviews. Companies just aren’t hiring right now.”
Their heads both turned toward the figure standing by the stop sign.
“He’s interviewing?”
“Goes out every day,” Ella said.
“Every day, huh? What time?”
“Does it matter?”
“Yes.”
“He takes a break at lunch time and comes back.”
The boy cleared his throat. “You know,” he said slowly, carefully, “I see him sometimes. 
Sitting at the bar off Sixth. Seen him around eleven on a lot of days.”
Ella doesn’t say anything.
“Listen, I don’t want to tell you how to handle your business. But I ’d think about Billings 
some more.” He dropped the card in her lap. “Just let me know.” He turned and headed across 
the parking lot.
Ella kept the card in her pocket for a while. She felt the edges press against her skin 
when she was standing in the lot. It felt heavier than it should. She pulled it out on Friday night 
when her dad was in line for McDonald’s hamburgers, stared at the digits and pictured what her 
life would be like in Billings. She let herself pretend she was there already, working a real job, 
her wages arriving in bills rather than ashtray coins. She looked up from the booth and stared at 
her dad’s back, how he stepped forward hesitantly as if  bracing himself for a blow to the head. 
She crumped the paper up in her palm, let it fall to the floor.
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She didn’t intend to be a runaway daughter. She didn’t have a stash of crumpled twenties 
hidden beneath her pile of socks. There were no inked-up roadmaps in her backpack, no half­
formed notions in her mind. But still she felt the seeds split beneath her skin, hooking into her 
veins and creating fault lines. She knew they were there, but she stitched herself together with 
purpose, with faith. I t ’s ju s t a phase. She knew what leaving did to people.
The Women
“I didn’t start thinking about curses until I started falling in love. Started seeing how 
things don’t change even when you get out of the bad place you’re in. My family, well, maybe 
we were all knocked down by the same blow, but then I started falling in love and seeing how 
it’s the same everywhere I go. I say women, but there weren’t that many. Don’t go thinking your 
daddy’s a chaser. Not that many, but enough. And they all had beautiful smiles, hands, and they 
all cried when they left me. They cried, most of them, but they still left.” He leans against the 
couch and the glass falls from his hand, clatters on the floor, but he doesn’t look down or reach 
for it. His right hand stays curved, as if  it never left. “You ever fall in love? Never mind that, I 
forgot who I was talking to. You won’t know for a while. I think it’s funny how singers always 
talk about giving hearts away, cause there’s nothing voluntary about it. You talk to someone for 
a while and one day you realize they’ve got something of yours and all you can do is pray to God 
they don’t break it. I won’t lie, Ella, there was a time where it was hard to keep myself from 
thinking that women are the most dangerous things in the world. I think you might be the only 
one now, Ella. You might be the only one I can trust. Do you know that, Ella? I sure hope you 
know that. No matter what anybody tells you, trust is the rarest and most precious thing.”
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***
She helps David Sullivan gather up the fallen apples and take them to the kitchen. He 
dumps the bowl of withered apples into the trash. She sees others before he lets the bowl tip, 
hears the wet sound of their flesh as the newer ones hit bottom. The sweetness of rot fills the 
room before he can shove the can back under the sink. He takes the apples from her hands and 
dumps them in the empty bowl. “Are you going to apologize,” he asks suddenly. He arranges the 
apples in a tall stack, his hands lingering on their flesh until it’s clear they won’t fall.
“For what?”
His eyes are magnified by the lenses. They shine and seem too big for his face. “For 
touching my things. I ’ve told you so many times not to touch my things.”
Ella knows she should get out, but she doesn’t know how to stop now that she’s started. 
“Yes. I ’m sorry.”
David Sullivan nods. “Do you think God will punish you?”
Ella’s skin feels electric, her muscles clench so tightly she thinks she might break. 
“What?” Her voice comes out in a squeak.
“Do you think God will punish you for touching my things?” David Sullivan looked at 
her and his face was filled with curiosity. “I wonder, sometimes, what he lets slide.” He hands 
Ella the bowl of apples and walks into the living room without explanation. She follows and he 
points toward the coffee table. She sets the bowl on top of a stack of newspapers.
“This again?” he asks as he sits down and sees Katherine Hepburn’s face frozen 
onscreen. “It’s always this.” He’s whining, but there’s a smile on his face. He reaches out and 
takes the top piece of fruit. He holds it out to Ella, insistent. She takes it and pretends not to see
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the dark bruise on the side, pretends it’s perfect. He hits play and they sit on the couch and eat 
apples. Ella barely touches hers, but he finishes three right down to the core.
They say nothing until the end, until the leopard goes home and the giant skeleton starts 
to sway. “I did miss you, you know,” David Sullivan says, although begrudgingly, as if  admitting 
something unpleasant or embarrassing. “I just don’t want you to touch my things.
Kenneth Cain stopped trying on the fourth of July. “Everything’s closed today,” he told 
Ella after she stared at the frayed jeans, the worn shirt. His interview clothes were rolled in a ball 
and shoved beneath the passenger seat. No interview clothes, but he still left her around eleven. 
She didn’t notice at first, but then she looked at their spot and the car was empty. That night he 
climbed into the car and she could smell the sharpness. She noticed how he managed to hold his 
hands steady. The interview clothes stayed beneath the seat after the fourth. Waiting on 
callbacks, he said, holding up his cheap, disposable cellphone as evidence.
“Dad,” she said, and there must have been something in her voice that told him what she 
was thinking.
His face darkened. “Come on, Ell. What else do you want me to do? I’m waiting on
them.”
“Who, Dad? W ho’s going to call?”
Streetlight illuminated his face and deepened the shadows—the darkness around his eyes 
extended to the cheekbones, the wrinkles gathering on the edges of his face seemed harsher. His 
lips were pressed together, his jaw  set.
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“Nobody,” she said. The sound of her own voice sounded very far away, a sound 
underwater. “Nobody’s ever going to call, are they?” Her voice was getting louder, sharper. 
“You’d need to give them your number, wouldn’t you?”
The palm of his hand slapped the dash. “The things I ’ve done for you, Ell.” He got out of 
the car, slammed the door behind him. In his haste to walk out of the lot, Ella could see the sway 
in his step. A stumble unearthed by speed and anger.
He came back the next morning. Pale and ashamed. They didn’t talk at first. Ella stared at 
the sign that neither of them were standing beside. She wondered when he’d given up; if  he’d 
even tried at all.
“I ’m sorry,” he finally said. The stale stink of old breath and alcohol wafted through the 
car. “I should have told you, Ell.” He ran his hands over the wheel, sank lower in his seat. 
“Listen, I ’ve been thinking a lot, thinking about all of this, and I ’ve wanted to share these plans 
with you. We need to be on the same page, I know that now. Listen, hun. W e’re going to change 
our tactics. I was looking at the Safeway lot and I think our best bet is to each take one. Between 
here and there, we’ll bring more in, and w e’ll save it, baby. W e’ll save it all and then w e’ll get 
out of this.”
Ella twisted and stared him down. “What do you mean? We can’t split. You have to keep 
looking, Dad. Don’t give up, you have to keep looking.”
Kenneth shook his head. “Ella, it’s not, it’s just not a good time right now.” The wheel 
was budging a little in his hand, twisting side to side. If Ella’s eyes were barely open, it would 
look like they were going places.
“It doesn’t matter,” she said. “It doesn’t matter if  it’s a good  time right now! You have 
to! We can’t stay here, you promised w e’d—”
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“Ella! It’s just the first step! It’s the first step, hun. Just the first step. I ’ll get another job 
and that one will work. You gotta trust me.”
That one. “Dad,” Ella said. Her hands were shaking. “Who else was cut?”
“What?”
“In the downsize. Who else? Tell me who else was cut!”
But he couldn’t. All he could do was lean forward against the wheel, his shoulders 
shaking as sobs beat through his body. “Oh God,” he kept saying. “Oh God, oh God...”
She didn’t know what to do, so she went outside and held the sign, left her dad crying in 
the car. She stuck it out for a few hours, collected thirty bucks and two Jehovah’s Witness 
pamphlets. She dumped it all into the hat they’d placed between the front seats when she slid 
back into the passenger seat of the Corolla. A few dimes fell out and rolled beneath the seat.
Her dad pulled the pamphlets from the pile and tossed them into the back. His face was 
red, but dry. “They’re catching up with the Mormons this week.”
“You’re counting?”
“Aren’t you?” He dumped the change into a to-go mug.
“Are we done?”
He didn’t say anything.
“Dad—”
“Ella,” he said. “I love you more than the world, but you’ll need to trust me.” He reached 
a hand into the hat and fished out two five dollar bills. “Go buy yourself something, El. 
Whatever you want.” He wouldn’t look at her and she knew they weren’t done, that they might 
never be done.
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Ella filled a shopping cart in Walmart: two rotisserie chickens, carrots, a bag of bite-sized 
Snickers, ranch dressing, pretzels, two sweatshirts, jeans, a blue-flowered bedding set, and a pair 
of high heels. She went down each aisle and picked out whatever she wanted. She built off the 
selections. She found curtains to match the bedding. A pair of sneakers for more casual 
occasions. She abandoned the cart on the last aisle before she headed to the in-store deli, because 
real life only gave her enough for a bag of jalapeno poppers and soda.
The bus was right there when she walked outside. The driver was gone. Inside maybe. 
Stocking up on chips, soda, whatever got him through the day.
The bus itself wasn’t unusual. They stopped here all the time. Ella didn’t usually pay 
them much mind. Yesterday’s Ella would have marched back to the car.
Maybe next week.
Ella picked a seat in the back.
She could see her dad from her window. He’d gone back out, was holding up the sign.
She could see all the traffic flow past his spot by the stop sign without pause. She watched him 
beg from a distance, saw the white puffs of his breath. She wondered if anybody ever watched 
her like this. She wondered how she looked out there with her sign. Only, Ella didn’t really have 
to wonder. If she looked hard enough she could see that girl out there. The girl with the sign. The 
one asking strangers for handouts. Ella could see her and she knew. That girl, that girl was going 
to stay there. There was no escape for her.
The people started to wander back onto the bus, bit by bit. The driver returned with a 
bulging plastic bag. He settled back into his seat. Adjusted the visor. Didn’t bother to look back, 
to make sure he hadn’t picked up a stowaway. He shoved the keys into the ignition, let the
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engine roar to life. That sound hit her like a drug. She grabbed onto the seat in front of her and 
couldn’t stop grinning. She was out. Ella Cain, going, going, gone.
But then she remembered. She wasn’t rootless. She couldn’t leave. She refused to let Lori 
Cain’s blood pull her away.
She stood up and made a move toward the front. Her mouth opened, the words were 
there: I ’ve made a mistake, let me off. Put me back where I  belong.
But then the bus started moving. She sank back down in her seat and watched the girl 
with the sign slip away.
She called him that night from a truck stop pay phone. He picked up on the first ring.
“Goddamn it, Ella. Goddamn it.” His voice broke on the last cuss.
“Dad—”
“Just come back.”
Ella pressed her forehead against the metal panel. Her hands shook as she hung up the 
phone. She cried in a restroom stall for the next two hours.
Lori Cain
“You know she called today? Right before work. Shook me up so bad I had to stay home 
today. Told me all about her house in Texas, all the room, the pool. I bet the guy was there when 
she was telling it to me. She didn’t talk about him, didn’t say anything about him, but she kept 
talking to me like there was an audience. She didn’t say it yet, but she’s going to soon, Ell. She’s 
going to want you to come stay with her. I know it. I don’t want you to hate your mother, Ella. I 
just think you should be careful because she’s a runner. We met at this party, you’ve heard that. 
She likes to tell it. Likes to talk about how she saw me in the corner and just had to talk to me.
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Did she tell you she was with someone? I don’t know if it’s right for me to tell you this, but I just 
need you to be careful with her. She’s a runner, Ella. Man to man to man, she just keeps running. 
I thought I was the finish line, but look where she’s at now.”
“Will you make breakfast?” David Sullivan asks as the credits roll.
Ella reaches forward and scoops the apple cores up in her hands. “I ’m going to throw 
these away,” she says without looking at him. She can feel them: roots blooming from the split 
bellies of those seeds, wrapping around her veins, pulsing.
“Pancakes would make me very happy,” he says.
She takes the cores into the kitchen, but tosses them on the counter instead. She leans 
forward and covers her face in her hands, trying to breathe, trying to hold herself together and 
stop listening to her selfish pulse, the way it hums. She hears footsteps. She takes a ragged gulp 
of air and frantically picks up the cores scattered on the counter, keeping her face down to avoid 
David Sullivan’s stare. She cradles the remains in her hands and takes them to the trash.
“If it makes you feel better,” she hears him say from the kitchen doorway, “I do hope 
God forgives you for touching my things. Even though I do have to keep telling you.”
Ella nods and looks up, but David Sullivan is already turning, already walking down the 
hall. He doesn’t tell her where he’s going, what he’s doing. He walks away with the steady step 
of a man who trusts there will be time to explain it all later. She’s seen that walk before. It’s the 
kind of walk used by people who don’t lock doors. Men and women who wear their vulnerability 
like armor: moving through the world with reckless beliefs about stability, closing their eyes and 
praying their bloodied palms and bruised throats will compel everyone else to love them whole 
again. It’s the walk of dangerous people. People who break you by shattering. People whose
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hearts beat loudest for the boys and girls with twitching palms who will never be able to hold 
them steady. David Sullivan is gone, but Ella can still hear him. Even now, she knows she will 
always hear him. Jazz music starts playing from another room. It’s not loud enough to cover up 
that sound scratching beneath her skin, the one Ella fears isn’t just any sound, but rather a 
refrain: seeds splitting; her heart humming shoebeats on pavement; all the movement in the 
world stuck in her bones, vibrating her spine. It’s the sound she heard on that first bus, when her 
hands pushed against each and every home she planned to leave behind, the one singing her into 
reckless surge, wind-tangled hair, exhaust fumes and dust. A backbeat of funny looks, cars 
smashing their way into another kind of gone, steady hands and men begging her to stay, always 
to stay. Ella listens to herself and hates the sound, but knows it’s the only one she’ll ever hear.
The jazz song finishes up, a new one starts. Ella starts walking. She heads out of the 
kitchen, her hand reaching out for the door handle slow and dream-like. She’s hardly making any 
noise, but the jazz music stops mid-chord.
Ella runs. She yanks open the door, runs so fast that she’s halfway down the street before 
she feels the breeze on her bare arms and realizes she’s forgotten her coat, but she doesn’t slow 
down at all. She runs until every beat of her heel against pavement rattles her bones, runs until 
her lungs ache and her blood sparks. She runs and runs until the streetlights are gone and her 
face is wet and nobody will ever be able to catch up, not in a thousand years, and still she runs. 
She runs until she no longer feels the scratching beneath her palms, until the thud of her heart 
beats away the sound of her dad’s stories and David Sullivan’s voice. She runs until she can no 
longer say goodbye. Until she can’t see the face of Lori Cain and Kenneth Cain, the terrible 
weight of their legacies and their love. She runs until she is all blood and bones and muscle and 
beat and there’s no room left for anything else. And there, in that screaming quiet, she pretends
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this can last forever. That stopping is always optional. That even she will never be able to catch 
up with herself.
***
“All I can say is that I sure hope these people know. You hear me, Ella? I sure hope they 
all know just how dangerous they are. Goddamn it. The things we do to each other.”
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When the Echoes Hit Home
When she was twelve, Marlee Cruger pushed her brother from a pine because she wanted 
him to break.
It was meant as a gift.
Clay was eight. He followed her. He always followed her. As a baby, his eyes traced her 
movement. When he could walk, their mother could not keep him from running after his 
wayward sister. He raced down the thin paths she cut through forbidden wheat fields, 
disappeared into her wake. It unsettled their father, scared him even more after his wife died 
young. He was burdened with a stubborn daughter who would not hesitate to run down a road of 
broken glass, a fragile son who would stumble behind and blend his blood with hers.
Clay did not scream when he fell from that pine. That came after. He held himself silent 
as he flew, eyes clenched tight even as the sharp-needled boughs cut his skin on the way down. It 
took the force of the fall to knock him open, mouth and lungs. Eight years is not enough time to 
learn how to fall. He hit hard, right leg first, fragile bones punching together. There was a sharp 
crack that signaled the pain. His mouth opened so wide he feared he’d rip apart, that the only 
thing left would be his voice. Clay’s eyes opened, searched for his sister. She was looking down 
at him, her arms still outstretched. They would hear the echoes for years.
Thirteen years later, Will Cruger’s hearing echoes of his own. He starts talking about his 
son on his second to last day. “Is Clay off work yet?” he keeps asking from the bed, acting like 
this was any old Wednesday night from a decade long gone. Never mind the fact that Clay hasn’t 
walked through that battered porch door or made eye contact with a Libby resident for the past
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five years. Never mind the fact that Will’s too strung out on meds and pain to really see him even 
if this wasn’t the case.
The hospice nurse warns Marlee about this during her last visit. She is not being paid for 
around-the-clock care, just for check-ins, so she comes for a few hours each day and finishes 
most shifts by talking Marlee through the things experience has taught her will happen. They sit 
together on the porch after the pain killers are administered and watch Marlee’s daughter,
Audrey, play in front of them on the patch of dried-out lawn. The woman bums a cigarette, lights 
up, and tells Marlee that death likes to throw a party near the end sometimes. Old ghosts 
resurrect and crowd around deathbeds, leaving little elbow room for the living. “That’s how 
you’ll know,” the woman says as she blows smoke through the gap in her front teeth. “You’re 
too young to know that’s how it goes at the end, so I just thought you should know.”
Marlee’s fingers play with the lid of the carton, but she doesn’t pull one out. Her gaze is 
fixed on Audrey. “I ’m not so young,” she says, her voice sounding forty-five rather than twenty- 
five.
When the nurse leaves, the party continues. “I need to talk to him,” Will keeps telling 
Marlee when she goes back inside. At first she tells the truth. “H e’s not here. You know that.” 
But he keeps asking, keeps saying he needs to talk to the boy who isn’t there anymore. I ’m here, 
Marlee can’t help but think as she changes the sheets around her father’s body.
On his last day, she starts lying. “He’s on his way,” she tells her father, her hand wrapped 
around his. “He’s driving down Main and getting held up by folks heading to the bar, you know 
how they get, already too drunk to park properly. He’s taking the long way back now, you know 
how he is.”
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Her stories bring her brother all the way to the kitchen by the time her father dies, and 
Marlee thinks that’s the end of it.
Then the phone rings two days later.
Marlee’s spent most her life trash talking ghosts. People don’t come back to places that 
dish out pain, that’s one thing she’s learned. But then her phone rings the Friday before her 
father’s funeral and it’s his voice on the other end: “Hey, Mar.”
It’s right there that she starts wondering about herself, wondering if she’s capable of 
summoning the past, of prying half-gone bodies up from the mud with her voice alone.
“God, Clay,” she says.
“I heard, Mar. I just heard.”
“How?”
“Does it matter?”
“Clay, I’m so sorry.” There’s nothing for a minute and Marlee wonders if she’s lost him. 
She cradles the phone in her palm and leans against the wall. There’s a stack of programs on the 
table for the funeral. She stares at their father’s face, remembers how easy the lie came to her: 
H e ’s on his way.
“Can you get me?”
“What?”
“I can get a lift to Missoula. Can you come get me?”
Her gut twists and she hates herself for it. “It’s not that easy, Clay. I’ve got stuff, yeah? 
Work. Audrey. The funeral’s in a few days. I can’t just drop things—”
“You owe me, Mar,” he said. “You know you do.”
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She can’t fight that one. She’ll never be able to. “I can’t promise I’ll be able to drive you 
back after the funeral,” she says.
“Who says I need driving back?”
She doesn’t understand. “Why?”
“Home,” he says. “I want to come home.”
A few days before pushing Clay from the pine, Marlee watched a man split his skull open 
and resurrect himself in the Rosauers parking lot. She was sitting between two propane displays 
in front of the store, halfway done with a limegreen popsicle she’d snuck outside. The sticky- 
sweet juice was dripping down her hands, smeared thick around her mouth. She was trying to 
figure out where to wash up before going back home when she saw a singing man flying towards 
her. His voice drew her attention first, caught somewhere between a holler and a hymm, shout- 
singing words she didn’t understand. He was moving so fast that at first she thought he was 
flying, but then she heard the rattle of wheels and noticed the board beneath his feet. The last 
chunk of the popsicle fell from her hand as she jerked back against the wall, trying to press 
herself smooth as he smashed into the concrete pillar right in front of her. There was a crack, and 
the man’s spine arched and his head jerked back, a mist of red spraying out from his face. The 
board spun out beneath his feet and skidded away towards Marlee. The singing stopped. The 
man hit the ground and there was blood, so much that Marlee knew he just had to be dead. Two 
shoppers ran toward him and his face was obscured behind their bodies as they crouched down 
beside him.
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Marlee pushed herself away from the wall and reached out for the board. She heard a 
voice say something about needing a sink, then the two shoppers bent down and hauled the body 
to its feet and dragged it inside, leaving a mess behind.
Marlee thought about going home, but the board was still in her arms. It felt like her 
responsibility. She decided to wait for the ambulance to arrive, for the man to be zipped up in a 
body bag. She would give the board to whoever was taking him away. Maybe they’d zip it up 
with him. Maybe they’d know who to give it to next. It felt like the right thing to do. She waited 
on the bench by the doors, wondering if the sirens would be on for someone past saving.
The ambulance didn’t show up, but the man did. He walked out on his own with a clean 
face, a bandage pressed to his forhead. He didn’t react when he saw Marlee holding the board. It 
was almost as if  he expected this.
Marlee was a horror movie veteran, a daredevil, but seeing him walking towards her 
knocked her heart into her throat. It didn’t seem possible. She’d heard the sounds, seen the blood. 
He reached out for the board and she practically shoved it in his hands.
“How are you okay?” she asked as he pushed it beneath his feet.
He looked up at her. His mouth was redder than it should have been and up close she 
could see bruises already blossoming under his skin. He grinned slowly and dark gaps appeared 
in place of some teeth. He pointed back towards the pillar, his movements loose and careless. “I 
just beat all the weakness out,” he said as if that explained everything. There was a rattle in his 
chest, a slur to the words. “Knocked it clean onto the pavement. A month’s worth of it.”
“You did that on purpose?”
The man held up his hand as if showing her his palm. “I’m invincible now,” he told her. 
He stood up, started humming, then pushed off into the parking lot. He was almost losing his
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balance on the board, but Marlee didn’t notice. She was looking back at the pillar and trying to 
understand.
It’s halfway dark when Audrey runs inside and asks her mama when they’re leaving. 
Marlee’s on her knees in the hallway, drowning in a sea of flannel and denim. Shoulders curved, 
feet wedged between the floorboards and the back pockets of her jeans, she’s wrist-deep in piles 
of worn t-shirts and faded pants, men’s clothes salvaged from the black trash bags surrounding 
her. There’s a hum caught in her throat as she sorts, folds. It’s a nervous hum. The kind without a 
pattern to fall into— something to force yourself to think about meaningless sound.
“We can’t leave till it gets good and dark,” Marlee tells her girl. “Don’t you know that?”
Audrey shakes her head. She’s six, accustomed to not knowing things.
Marlee balls up an empty plastic bag, tosses it into the corner. She’s twenty-five, 
accustoming to pretending. She lets her voice take on a lullaby lilt as she reaches for the next 
bag. “The roads aren’t slicked up enough,” Marlee says. “If we leave now, we’ll be driving 
forever. We need some moonlight grease. When tires hit that stuff, there’s no stopping them. All 
that silver spilling down will be as slippery as fish scales. W e’ve got to wait till that big, 
beautiful moon comes out and slicks up the roads a bit for us. Then we’ll f ly  right down to 
Missoula.” She shoots her hand forward, breathes out a whoosh of an exhale. “W e’ll hit the 
pavement, blink, be there. Does that sound alright?”
“I guess so.”
“You just guess? You want to be out there driving forever?” Marlee grabs another shirt 
from the pile, holds it up to the light. “Why don’t you go park yourself on the porch, huh? Watch 
for stars. Our green lights.”
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Audrey takes off running, slamming the screen door behind her. Marlee listens to her 
girl’s footsteps beating across the porch boards, waits for the sound to fade before pulling a pack 
of cigarettes from her back pocket.
She’s craving an empty highway tonight. No headlights but her own. They could have 
left hours ago, but she kept putting off getting in the truck. Marlee leans back against the floor 
and lights up. The neighbor’s dogs are barking again, probably at Audrey. Their sharp yips and 
graveled snarls push against the growing ache in her skull. She rubs her free hand against her 
temple as she turns her head to stare at the stacks of folded clothes. She’d found the clothes in a 
pile of her mother’s things. A row of black bags that had been hauled from the basement last 
year after the funeral. Marlee figured she’d take the things worth saving. She wonders if they’ll 
fit Clay the way they used to— hanging off his frame like a second skin, a body he couldn’t fill.
She’s been trying to picture him since the call. She sees him waiting for her, leaning up 
against a red-brick wall, his scarred-up hands twitching at his sides like broken birds. Only he’s 
eight, not twenty-one, because he’s always eight for her and that’s part of the problem.
That phone call didn’t help; him calling for her to come get him, just like a kid. No words 
shared between for five years, then a call asking her to bring him home.
Marlee finally decides to load up at ten. Audrey begs to ride shotgun, so Marlee leaves 
her in charge of clearing out the junk food wrappers littering the seat, the empty bottles rattling 
about on the floorboard. Audrey waits till her mama’s not looking to shove it all beneath the 
seats. Marlee’s got trash of her own to worry about. She tosses two bags of castoffs into the truck 
bed, the black plastic stretched around the unsavable—jeans with too many indecent holes, shirts 
with thick stains, loose threads. The rest are things Clay might want. She doesn’t know what
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he’ll want anymore, so she held off on tossing all the clothes. She secures the bags with bungee 
cords, crossed fingers.
Audrey’s kicking the dashboard when Marlee climbs inside.
“Is Uncle Clay going to take my room?” she asks.
“No, baby. You can keep your room.”
“Why not? Doesn’t he want to live with us?”
“H e’s not living with us.”
“Will he remember me?”
“Of course. Stop kicking the dash.”
Audrey’s kicks stay steady.
“Can he play Parcheesi?”
“I don’t know,” says Marlee as she turns the key, lets the engine flare.
“Will he—“
“Audrey!” Marlee’s hand leaves the steering wheel, presses down on Audrey’s knee. 
“Good girls listen to their mamas. Am I right or am I right?”
Audrey’s face reddens. Her feet fall still against the seat. An empty can rolls out from the 
hidden trash pile. Marlee pretends not to notice, but she grips the wheel a little tighter.
Until the age of sixteen, Clay Cruger was the kind of boy found in library corners. The 
kind a small town kindly overlooks. Quiet. A nice kid, but anxious, jumpy. He melted into the 
background of Libby, Montana, one of those boys who would either live quietly within its 
borders or leave. Not much potential for trouble or gossip. His sister had all of that. She was the 
one that prompted sales clerks to trail her through store aisles, the one whose name kept coming
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up in the back sections of the local newspaper. Whenever something was vandalized or 
destroyed, people knew Marlee was part of whichever group had done it. In some ways, Clay 
was almost forgotten in Marlee’s wake.
Paths are determined early in a town like Libby. Everyone watches and keeps track of 
your pattern. They trace the threads quicker than even you can and they’ll call out your future 
before you hold it in your hands. They’re usually right. That’s the sweetness and poison of a 
small town. A comfortable reliability.
Even though the local paper didn’t list any names after Brandon Casey’s house was 
broken into, word got out quick that it was a Cruger. That didn’t surprise them. What did surprise 
them was when news started filtering in specifying which Cruger. At first, people thought their 
neighbor’s wife or grocery store deli man were mistaken, that they’d gotten the name wrong. 
They hadn’t. Marlee Cruger wasn’t the name that fell from anybody’s lips once more 
information leaked into Libby. It was Clay’s. That quiet library boy had smashed the inside of 
the Casey home while the family was on vacation, left the mirrors cracked and the windows 
shattered. There was money missing from the son’s room, a college fund. The damage was 
extensive, impressive. Nobody could quite wrap their head around the image of Clay Cruger 
taking the butt of a gun to drywall and glass. The Caseys pressed charges and Clay was sent 
away for a while. Ironic was a word that came up frequently in conversation that week.
In some ways, it was almost a relief when Marlee dropped out of school and started 
working at her mother’s old job, swelling stomach hidden beneath loose sweatshirts and 
oversized t-shirts. The father’s identity didn’t become public knowledge, mostly because it 
wasn’t part of public interest. Marlee had a habit of sweet-talking boys, talking them right into 
detentions and holding cells before losing interest and moving on. Another pattern. One not
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worth solving. They knew this was one of the roles allotted to that kind of girl in that kind of 
town and, in a way, they were comforted by this return to reliability.
Some thought Clay would pick up the old pattern when he returned, but he came back 
different. Hard edged. Still quiet, but with a different tone. He took cars for joyrides. He lifted 
things from convenience stores without even bothering to hide them. His mother only kept him 
in the house for another year, eventually kicking him out for reasons she wouldn’t share. Some 
people thought Marlee kept in touch with him. Some said she didn’t give a damn. He 
disappeared from the county lines and the town added the name of another prodigal son to its 
ledger.
Libby is quiet tonight, filled with burnt-out streetlights and the kind of hush that comes 
from nobody watching, waiting. Marlee feels the silence enter her muscles, soak into the bone. 
Her grips loosens on the wheel. She’s always believed this is the only time of night it’s possible 
to fall in love with such a place, to be comforted by the way the worn-out buildings hold her still. 
Maybe the fresh air creeps back in at night, maybe it’s only the absence of people, but the 
darkness wraps the ugly bits up tight. It’s too late for tongue wagging. For people watching. 
These are the hours when action kicks off a different small town cycle. A time for teenagers to 
fall halfway into something kind of like love out by a riverbed, for a quick drink to morph into a 
late night problem, for house-sick wives to drive too fast on dirt roads, their unknowing babies 
sleeping right through the almost-leaving. These used to be the hours where Marlee felt like she 
was made of sparks, a rebel capable of burning up the place. She’d hit the gas station on seventh, 
slip tubes of mascara and Hershey bars down her sweatshirt sleeve. Sometimes she’d wrap her 
hands around the curve of half-empty spray paint cans, etch neon sayings along the guardrails,
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the post office, the hair salon, anyplace that needed a bit of color. It was beautiful, the way this 
shade of darkness could swallow all of her sins.
They zip down Main Street, right through the red light that doesn’t take any pictures of 
lawbreakers. Old habits. Marlee doesn’t tap on the brakes till she sees the welcome sign at the 
edge of town, a big wooden square with a row of empty Jim Beam bottles spaced out along the 
top—the ever-present teenaged tribute to a boy who couldn’t handle that hairpin curve on the 
way out of town.
Marlee counts down the distance by naming graves. This is how a small town works; 
you’ve reached the outskirts when you can’t recite the story. Familiar roadsides are marked by 
crosses she doesn’t need to read, the scars and heartache of families are markers etched into the 
landscape. There’s the incline where the mother of three hit ice, slid off the steep hillside and 
landed in December snow. She can touch the exact section of train tracks where the Wilson boy 
shot himself. She knows the terrible details because words are currency here. The boy made his 
bed beforehand. The mother was found hours later, not by the police, but by her husband, 
flashlight in hand. Marlee’s own mother’s cross is out on the other side of town, chipped and 
battered. A story of carelessness, the dangers of trying to pass a tractor on a narrow road with too 
many curves. Marlee was six. In that story, other details stand out. Her father screaming on the 
front porch, screaming so loud that he lost parts of his voice for years. The way he tried so hard 
to learn how to braid her hair; the hollow look he had when every effort turned into a rat’s tail 
sneaking its way down her back. The way he let work swallow him whole, taking on a never- 
ending series of shifts and extra hours.
An hour past the state line, her headlights uncover a wreath of plastic flowers tied to a 
guardrail. Her body loosens when she realizes she doesn’t know why.
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But now she’s left with her own markers.
When Marlee thinks of Clay, she thinks of alarms. The feeling of a glass window 
shattering beneath a baseball bat in her hands, the pictures shattering, the walls shattering. 
Walking through the door and seeing her father sitting alone at the dining room table, cigarette 
shaking in his hand. He stared right through Marlee, didn’t seem to register the late hour, the 
scratches on his daughter’s arms. “Your brother won’t be coming home tonight,” he had said. 
“He won’t be home for a few nights.” He never did ask Marlee about those scratches.
Audrey’s asleep now and Marlee keeps hearing those alarms. She wonders what she 
should be expecting in Missoula. She wasn’t living at home when her mother kicked him out. He 
left town and didn’t seem to care that he’d left her too.
The road’s as quiet as Marlee hoped it would be. She tries to put the alarms out of her 
head, tries to let the darkness hold them as she heads out to meet a boy she’s no longer sure she 
knows.
Marlee had been the one to press the gun into Clay’s hands. He wasn’t able to see it; the 
trees were too thick, the sharp tangle of branches held back all the moonlight. His fingers had to 
do the looking. They explored the crack in the grip, felt the familiar slant of a barrel gone bad.
“It doesn’t work,” he’d said.
“It doesn’t need to,” she’d said. “It just needs to look like it could.”
“What if someone finds out?”
“They will,” she said. She didn’t tell him to keep quiet. They both were old enough to 
know Clay couldn’t keep secrets. He didn’t mean to be a snitch. He just couldn’t keep them
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inside. They had a way of brimming to his lips, hushed words blooming on his tongue. It didn’t 
matter this time. She wasn’t planning on getting away with anything.
Marlee told him about Steve Casey’s lockbox. He was his daddy’s son; an eighteen year- 
old who didn’t trust banks, kept his future underneath his bed. His name was barbwire against 
her tongue. She couldn’t hide all of the anger in her belly. Even if she tried, there’d be no space 
to store anything there soon enough. She told him how they’d take it all, split it, spend it on 
whatever they needed before Steve even knew it was missing.
The gun felt cold in Clay’s hands. He’d heard stories at school: Marlee screaming at 
Steve on the football field last week, the mark of her hands against his face, the way he’d taken 
to pretending she didn’t exist in the hallways—treating her like a ghost with flesh fists. Clay had 
found the test in their bathroom trash. He had stared for a while, then buried it deeper beneath a 
handful of wadded up toilet paper.
“What do you need to buy?” he asked, the tips of his ears turning red.
“Mind your own business.”
The air smelled like laundry soap on along Pipe Creek Road. Both of the Crugers 
breathed it into their lungs.
For Clay, the deep breaths were for getting his bearings.
But his sister didn’t need any more guidance. She knew where she was going. For 
Marlee, the deep breaths were for taking it all in: the clean scent, the hint of retribution. “They’ll 
be on vacation,” she said as they walked down Steve’s street. He’d accused her of having shitty 
timing: I ’ve got Hawaii next week, Mar. You expect me to drop everything because you messed 
up? The words rattled around in her skull, had been echoing there since she’d tried to punch 
them back up in his throat.
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“Then why are taking the gun?”
Marlee didn’t know how to explain, how to tell him about how she’d felt after seeing the 
gun in their father’s closet: the way things felt perfect when she’d held it in her hand. The weight 
of it made her feel like she could do anything. “Just for show,” she said. “Just in case.”
“Maybe this isn’t a good idea.”
“Go home then, Clay,” she said, walking faster. “Just fucking go home.”
He had to jog to keep up, tied himself shadow-close.
The window was locked. Marlee pushed against the pane, told Clay to find a rock.
“Marlee, wait—”
She walked toward Mrs. Casey’s garden bed, bent down to grab the hideous gnome 
hiding in the tomatoes. The sharp clatter of breaking glass stopped her. She turned around to see 
Clay holding the gun like a hammer, the glint of window shards around his feet, his eyes bugged 
out at his own daring.
Marlee had gone straight to Steve’s bedroom, dropped to her knees and shoved her arms 
under the bed. Her fingers brushed against dirty socks and shoes before finding the cold edge of 
the box. She pulled it out and stared at the lock. She didn’t know the combination. It didn’t really 
matter. She looked up at the poster-covered walls, the glass trophy case along the far wall. She 
stood up and shoved the box into Clay’s arms, grabbed the baseball bat leaning by the side of 
Steve’s bed.
“Mar—” Clay stepped forward, but she was already winding up.
She didn’t stop when the case was in pieces. Her momentum pushed her forward, her 
swings beating dents into the drywall, smashing the picture frames, cracking the slats on the 
closet. Clay kept screaming at her to stop, his hands yanking on her shoulders. “I ’ll get
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someone,” he kept yelling. “I ’ll go get someone!” She whipped around and shoved him to the 
floor.
“Stop being such a baby!” she screamed. “For once in your life, will you just stop being a
baby?”
Marlee and Clay stared at each other, eyes wet, faces twisted. They didn’t break eye 
contact until they heard the sirens. She and Clay turned toward the window at the same time, saw 
the soft red and blue glow flashing from the street. Marlee did not hesitate. She grabbed the 
lockbox from the bed and took off running towards the living room with the broken window, 
jumped through its ragged edges and disappeared into the woods behind the house, her hair 
blazing behind her, each strand sparking.
It never occurred to her to look back, to keep tabs on her shadow.
Marlee ran fast, but she knew they’d catch her. She could already feel arms around her 
waist, the back door of a cop car locking her in. She could already hear the rumors. She veered to 
the left, stumbled forward in the dark until she found the river that cut around town. There 
wasn’t time to go to the bridge and drop the box right in the middle of the Kootenai. She had to 
settle for the edge of the bank instead, trade gravity for the strength in her arms.
It wasn’t until the box was in the water that she realized she didn’t remember Clay 
following her out of the house.
They arrive in Missoula at three in the morning. He’s not sitting on the curb when they 
arrive. She imagined he would be.
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Audrey wakes up when they pull in beside the bus stop. It doesn’t take her long to adjust 
to the darkness and the lack of sleep. “Is that him?” she asks, pointing towards a man walking 
down the street.
Marlee grips the steering wheel a little tighter before looking over. “No, baby. That’s
not.”
“Are you excited, Mama?” Audrey’s face is smooshed against the glass, tilting every so 
often to try and see through the darkness.
“Listen, Audrey, I don’t want you pestering him with questions. He’s going to be tired,
hun.”
Ten minutes pass and Marlee’s wondering how long she should wait when she finally 
sees him. She doesn’t recognize him at first. He’s heavier, blurred edges. She didn’t expect that. 
She’d imagined his cheekbones carved into angles, the edges defined. She didn’t expect the face 
to reclaim its old softness. She recognizes the clothes: the stained logging jacket, the frayed red 
flannel cuffs. He sees her right away and walks toward the truck, a grin stretching his face. 
Marlee gets out of the truck and catches him, holds him tight. He feels familiar. She feels her 
breathing come a little easier. He laughs and breaks away first.
“I hate to tell you this, Mar, but someone gave you a mom-haircut.”
“Yeah? Well, it looks like you’ve been shooting up gravy. Get in the truck”
In spite of her warm-up questions, Audrey falls silent when Clay moves into the seat 
next to her.
“There’s no way this is my niece,” Clay says. “She’s only supposed to be like six. You 
brought a ten year old by accident.”
Audrey giggles as Marlee pulls onto the road.
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They exhaust the safe topics early on: the diagnosis, the funeral details, how fast it all 
happened. They fall into a silence filled up with static and the banter of radio DJs, Audrey 
already asleep again in the back. She’s no road warrior.
“Where’d you catch the bus from,” Marlee finally asks.
“Salt Lake,” he says. “I live there now.”
Marlee nods. She doesn’t ask him where he went after he left, what he’s been doing. “Is 
that where you’re heading after the funeral?”
Clay doesn’t turn away from the passenger window. “Did you know he sent me a letter?” 
“Who?”
“Dad. About a month ago. I didn’t even know he had any clue where I was.”
A month ago. Right about the time his doctor told them there’d be no getting out of this. 
He never said anything about a letter. “No. I didn’t know.”
Clay turns to Marlee. “I was wondering if you’d given him my address somehow.” There 
was something buried in his tone, something like hope.
“How would I even know your address, Clay? You sure as hell didn’t tell me where you
were.”
“There’s ways of finding that stuff out if  you care to, Mar.”
Marlee’s grip tightened on the wheel. “He must have gotten it from someone in town 
somehow.”
“Yeah, I figured.” Clay turns to Marlee. “I ’m so glad you’re here, Mar, I’m so glad. I just 
wanted you to take me home. I just really want to go home.”
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She feels something shift. It’s like something unclicks inside of her. They’re driving 
down the highway toward the park. She pictures how it would feel to step on the gas and just fly. 
“I know,” she says. “I know.”
They make it back to Libby by ten.
“Let’s stop at the diner,” Clay says while they’re driving through town. “I’ll buy you both 
breakfast.”
Marlee starts to protest, but Audrey hears and starts chanting, “Waffles, waffles, 
waffles,” from the backseat. She could say no, could drive them home, but she wants to be easy. 
Marlee pulls into a spot but waits to open the door. “You got the money for this?” she asks Clay, 
half-hoping his face will fall, that they’ll be able to just go home. She makes no effort to lower 
her voice, hide the question from Audrey.
His face turns red. “Of course,” he says.
The diner’s quiet. A few old men in a corner booth, a group at the counter. They don’t 
pay much attention at first, but the side glances start coming once they’re seated. Two men at the 
counter nudge each other and stare at Clay. Marlee shifts in the booth.
“You’re back,” the waitress says to Clay when she comes to take their order.
Clay smiles. “Hey, Jeanann.”
“Sorry about your dad,” she says, pulling a pencil from behind her ear. “You here for
long?”
Clay shrugs.
“You don’t know? You aren’t out on bail or anything, are you?” It’s said like a joke, but 
Jeanann’s only half smiling.
Clay’s grin slips.
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“Come on, just a little joke. Never can tell with you Crugers,” Jeanann says with a laugh 
while flipping through her order book.
You Crugers. Marlee’s spine pulls up a little straighter.
“What’s bail?” Audrey asks.
“W e’ll take three orders of waffles. To go,” Marlee says.
Clay waits until they’re back in the truck to say anything else. “They don’t wait to jump 
into old shit, do they?”
Marlee watches Jeanann talk to the men at the counter through the window. One of the 
men turns to stare at her truck. “Don’t worry about it,” she says, accepting an apology that 
wasn’t given. “It’s not your fault.” She doesn’t believe this, but she says it anyway.
You Crugers.
When they get back, Clay goes right upstairs, right up to the empty bedroom on the south 
side of the house. He disappears into a place full of dust and storage boxes. Marlee leaves him to 
it for most of the day, keeps Audrey busy with folding programs and rearranging the two vases 
of flowers. They all turn in early. “Tomorrow will be a long day,” Marlee catches herself saying 
to Clay and Audrey at the dinner table. She admires the easy way that phrase falls from her lips, 
the way she sounds like the kind of woman who helps make these kind of sayings so threadbare 
and common.
But when Marlee tucks Audrey in, that easy language disappears.
“What’s bail?” Audrey asks again.
Marlee’s no stranger to explaining bail. She’s explained it to her father, her brother. The 
word’s at home on her tongue. She hesitates, full of stops and starts. “It’s for mistakes,” she 
finally says. “Bail’s just another word for mistakes.”
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“Uncle Clay made mistakes?”
It’s funny, how sometimes your mouth stumbles over truth and lies, but falls so easily 
into something in between. “Yes, he did.”
The idea came to her as they stood below the pine, bare feet rooted in parched soil. The 
light was leaking down and getting caught in her frizzed-out curls, an unruly halo. Light socket 
hair, her mother called it. Clay was telling her about the nightmares again. He was a chronic 
monster-spinner. He saw danger everywhere, his heartbeat always a step ahead of everyone 
else’s. Nothing like his sister there. Marlee was the one to get in trouble for watching horror 
flicks while their mother was at work. Clay was the one who would scream if the nightlight was 
switched off. Marlee was always having to save him.
“—they were coming in through the ceiling and I didn’t know how to get away from
that—”
But Marlee wasn’t listening. She was looking up at the branches, her mind already full of 
the sound a body makes when it hits the earth. She was remembering. Thinking of the power 
gained from slamming kneecaps on pavement, the possibility of beating the weakness out.
“— and I kept trying to scream but—”
“Clay,” Marlee said. “You don’t want to be afraid anymore, do you?”
He stared at her. She pointed to the tree.
“You can knock it out of you, you know.”
The funeral is sparsely attended. Waitresses from the diner. A few men from the bar. A 
handful of people come just to grieve for a family they’d lost twenty years ago: a few high
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school classmates of her mother’s, old neighbors. People Will Cruger had lost touch with back 
when his world hit a guardrail in the left-hand lane of Highway 2. H e’d disappeared into double- 
backed shifts at the diner and any odd job he could find. H e’d disappeared so good that Marlee 
and Clay had to squint to see him. They’d let him go without too much commotion, because 
what else do you expect from someone who’s the new face of tragedy for a month? But they are 
here now, just as they’d been there at Marlee and Clay’s mother’s funeral. They sneak side 
glances at Will’s prodigal children during the preacher’s half-second lulls, little looks that should 
feel familiar to Marlee, but there’s something different about it now that it’s Clay sitting next to 
her instead of Audrey: there’s something closer to pity than judgement.
“Let’s go,” Marlee says as soon as the dirt hits the wooden lid, no longer wanting to stay 
for any conversation these people have to offer. Clay hesitates, but follows.
They stop for gas on the way back to the house. Audrey sees the neon in the store 
window and begs for a soda. Marlee tells Audrey it’s not the right time for that kind of business.
“I could buy her a soda, Mar,” Clay says.
“We were just at a funeral, Clay—”
“But, Mama—”
“No, Audrey.”
“Mama, please—”
“Audrey.” Marlee gets out of the truck and shuts the door.
She watches the numbers on the price dial tick up and up. The nozzle trigger finally 
clicks closed. She closes her eyes and waits outside a moment longer than she needs to.
When she gets back in the vehicle, Clay’s the only one in the passenger seats.
“Where’s Audrey?”
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Clay turns from the window to look at her, confusion on his face. “She got out with you, 
didn’t she?”
“You’re joking, right?”
“No, Mar, I’m—”
For a moment, Marlee forgets to breathe. She jumps out of the car before she realizes she 
doesn’t know where to go, doesn’t know which direction holds her girl. She runs toward the 
store, decides to have the attendant call someone, anyone, but she stops in her tracks when she 
gets close enough to see Audrey through the glass door. She’s in the back by the fridges, a 32 oz 
jug of Sprite in her arms. She’s cradling it like a baby, something worth hiding.
Marlee is silent when she walks into the store. She grabs Audrey’s arm and pulls her 
from the fridge. The soda falls to the floor.
The owner walks out from behind the counter, Donald Tucker, a man who loves to claim 
he can remember any purchase he’s ever rung up. He takes a long look at Marlee, at Audrey, the 
Sprite. “None of that here,” he says to them coldly.
“W e’re just leaving,” Marlee says.
“Are you? What else is going with you?”
Marlee’s twelve again. She feels the stickiness of stolen sugar on her face, an itch in her 
palms. “We didn’t do anything,” she says.
“Pockets.” He looks at Audrey.
“We just came from a funeral—”
“Pockets.”
Marlee reaches down and yanks the pockets on Audrey’s dress, lets them hang inside out 
like two tongues on velvet.
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“Happy?” she says, all venom. She pulls Audrey outside, walks her back to the truck. She 
pauses when she sees Clay’s face in the window, the grin. He’s trying to wink at Audrey. 
Marlee’s hands grow cold. Audrey’s crying and trying to yank her arm away, but Marlee knows 
how to grip. She holds her words back until the lock clicks. Then, she breaks open, lets her fears 
and how-dare-yous weave together in the scream. “What are you trying to be, Audrey? What are 
you supposed to be trying to be?”
Audrey’s crying so hard she can barely speak: “A good girl.”
“Do you ever see me acting like this? Do you? You need to listen to me! You need to do 
what I tell you! Do you understand, baby?”
Audrey’s eyes are red, her face smeared with snot and tears, but she nods. “I need to be a 
good girl,” she sputters, “like Mama.”
Marlee feels the weight of that gun in her palm. “Yes,” she echoes, the words hollow on 
her tongue. “A good girl like Mama.”
Clay shifts in the seat next to Audrey. Marlee keeps her gaze focused on her girl.
“C’mon, Mar,” he said. “It was a joke. I thought—”
“Don’t even, Clay.”
“It’s just a soda! My treat. It’s not like she stole—”
“Clay—”
“I’m being serious! You’re yelling at her for buying a soda and telling her to be like you? 
That’s really—”
Marlee turns to face him, her voice cold. “Don’t push me, Clay.”
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His face turns red. He opens his mouth to say something, then decides against it. “You 
would have thought it was funny once, Mar. You would have thought this was real funny.” He 
turned to face out the window.
“It’s now, Clay. Not a while ago.”
“Will you quit that?”
“Quit what?”
“Acting like you can talk like that!” Clay smacks his hand against the dash.
Audrey’s sobbing in the seat between them. She keeps saying, I ’m sorry I ’m sorry I ’m 
sorry. She fills the whole car with her sorrys.
Clay fumbles in his jacket pockets, pulls out a letter and shakes it in front of her face. 
“You know what this is, Mar? You know what he said? Sorry. Six pages of it, six pages of him 
asking me to forgive him for not being around when I needed him. He says that a lot in here, not 
being there when you needed me. Thought it was all his fault. Isn’t that funny?”
“Stop it, Clay!”
“He didn’t tell you that he asked me to come home, did he? This whole thing, Mar, he 
wrote this whole thing telling me every mistake I ’ve ever made was all his fault. I just thought 
you’d find that funny—”
“Let’s just go home,” Marlee hears herself saying. Clay isn’t looking at her. Her hands 
are shaking when she starts the ignition. She switches it off after just a few seconds. “Why’d you 
even come back, Clay,” she says, staring out the windshield, voice finally cracking. “Why did 
you even want to come back?”
At first she doesn’t think he’s going to answer, that they’re going to sit there with her 
daughter crying between them forever. She starts the engine again.
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“You’re all that’s left, Marlee.” There’s an edge to his voice. A bitterness Marlee 
pretends she didn’t hear.
In the tree, Clay pressed his forehead against the pine, shook it slowly, tried to swallow. 
Marlee leaned closer and whispered in his ear. She asked him, “What’s the worst thing that could 
happen?” already knowing his answer as sure as if  it was written on his skin. She whispered 
some more and he let go of the tree, the sharp scent of pitch marking his fingers. He held onto 
her instead until she told him to let go, to close his eyes. She stretched his shaking arms out, 
spread his fingers till they looked like feathers stripped to the quills. She kissed him on the 
forehead before she gave him a sharp push.
She drives past the house, chooses the road pulling them out of town rather than the 
sidestreet that would take them home.
“Where we going, Mar?” Clay’s looking out the window at the highway as she drives 
past the city limit sign.
Marlee doesn’t respond.
They don’t go far. Marlee pulls off onto the shoulder just outside of town. There’s an old 
bus stop there, a warped park bench, a few trees. Marlee cuts the engine, opens the door and 
looks over at Clay. He stares at the bus sign and follows suit.
“Stay here, baby,” Marlee tells Audrey. Her face is buried in a pile of coats in the 
backseat, but Marlee can see her head nod. She’s still crying, but it’s softer now, muffled beneath 
fabric and exhaustion.
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They leave Audrey in the car, walk towards the bench. Clay takes a seat first, raises his 
hand when Marlee moves to sit beside him. “You don’t have to wait with me.”
Marlee sits beside him. “You’re not waiting for anything. I was just looking for a bench. 
A spot.”
Marlee looks at her hands. She knows Clay’s looking at her, knows he’s trying to read 
her. She can still sense these things about him, and that realization makes her start crying.
“Sometimes,” she says, “I think I’ve already ruined her somehow. Don’t you understand? 
I’m just so good at ruining people. It’s just so easy for me.”
He looks at his hands, the patterns of branches etched into his skin.
“I don’t know if I ’ll ever stop,” she says. “You know? I don’t know if I can stop. And 
even if I don’t ruin her, that’s still who I am, you know? And I don’t think she can know that, 
Clay. I just really don’t think she can.”
The bus headlights flash over them as it pulls up to the stop. The doors hiss open, but 
nobody gets out. Marlee’s head is in her hands, her back hunched over. The driver looks at Clay 
and gestures towards the doors. Clay shakes his head, but he stares after the bus as it rattles down 
the road.
He transformed in the air, in that quiet moment when he was soaring. He became more 
bird than boy and Marlee was captivated by his beauty, touched by her own generosity. She 
watched him fly and was proud, envious, her heart almost too full for her body.
Marlee scrambled down the tree quickly, knowing the moment was over, that he needed 
her again. She reached him and placed her hands on his face and reminded him how brave he’d 
been. He screamed louder when she said she had to leave him, that she’d bring back their
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mother, a neighbor, someone strong enough to carry him home. She pulled herself from his 
grasp and disappeared into the trees and for once, he did not follow her.
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Gunshooting
Dan’s face cracked right in the middle of one of his damn Buddha grins, but not in the 
way Emmy wanted it to.
It was eight in the morning and the Calders were sitting on their plastic beach chairs on 
the front lawn, mugs of black coffee cradled in their palms. This was Emmy’s daily ritual: a soak 
in the healing powers of the sun, even on days when the sun itself failed to show up. Her bare 
legs were splayed out in front of her on the dying grass, plump body straining the seams of her 
purple one-piece and the pair of bargain bin shorts she’d found in a discount bin. She belonged 
to an ad for a beachside retirement community, a figure plucked from azure waters and hot sand 
only to be pasted onto a paint-peeling, parched lawn backdrop of a side-street neighborhood. In 
the chair beside her, Dan seemed overdressed. He was not an active participant in the sunbathing 
process, merely dragged along for the company. He was wearing his reliable khakis and a 
pressed blue button-up, his gray hair already combed and gelled into Ronald Reagan style 
submission for the day. He looked about ready to head off for work even though such an action 
was no longer required of him. Their chairs were pushed together so tight that the two armrests 
merged into one. His coffee-free hand was curled around hers, his palm greasy from her tanning 
oil.
Another domestic drama was taking place in the house across from theirs— a dirty-blue 
three bedroom with a dying lawn and perpetually open living room blinds— and Emmy was 
narrating. Occasionally, she’d cast a side glance at her husband to gauge his reaction. Dan’s face 
was carefully arranged: eyes half-closed in a squint, an easy smile. Placid. A special brand of 
mild-mannered northwestern Zen that Emmy was trying to dislodge with a laugh or a flush. This 
was a game they’d played throughout their marriage, one Emmy had turned into a high stakes
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sport since retirement: the sinner dragging a chuckle from the lips of the saint while he himself 
was trying to coax her closer to the pearl-coated gates.
The couple across the street was either fighting or telling each other atrocious secrets; the 
woman was pacing in front of the dining room table and gesturing wildly, while the man sitting 
in front of her watched with an expression stuck somewhere between terror and fascination. A 
teenaged girl was lounging behind them on a recliner, a modern day ragamuffin. Ripped jeans. 
Maroon hair teased to the moon and a stack of rubber bands and tarnished bracelets covering her 
forearms from wrists to elbow. She was watching the yelling couple and Emmy could not blame 
her. Emmy made no move to conceal her own interest in the pair. She sat on the very edge of her 
seat, weight pressed down on her toes, leaning forward. Her sunglasses had been tossed aside 
when she’d first noticed the excitement. “— and now she’s telling him where she had to stuff 
that Ziploc of cocaine when she passed through Customs—”
“Are the girls still coming for dinner tomorrow?”
Emmy twisted around in her seat and stared him down. “That’s not the topic at hand right 
now, Dan. Do you think they paid her something on top of travel costs? Or was it one of those 
‘get a free trip to Mexico’ kind of deals?”
Dan squinted up towards the sun rather than meeting Emmy’s gaze. “You know, Em, I 
don’t believe I ’m qualified to answer that question.”
Emmy turned her attention back towards the house and resettled into her racecar driver 
position on the chair. “You know, it’s a real blessing that I keep you around in spite of your 
limitations.”
“Don’t I know it, love.”
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The woman in the dining room raised her hands, palms flat and fingers spread as if 
surrendering to the man.
“Ten bags! For Christ’s sake, you wouldn’t think walking would be possible!”
“You know, Em, their windows might be open—”
“They’re not. Cocaine rots in the open air.”
“Well, they’re going to notice if you don’t sit back just a bit—”
“Goddamn, let ‘em, babe. They’re begging for it with this window set-up. Oh, look,” 
Emmy said, leaning forward and pointing at the couple. The man jumped up from his seat and 
waved his arms at the pacing woman. “She’s asked him to carry the next shipment. How 
progressive.”
The ragamuffin girl got up from the chair. Emmy watched as she walked closer to the 
window, her attention fixed on Emmy and Dan.
“Shit, the dealer’s noticed us,” Emmy said.
Dan shifted his weight in his chair. He cleared his throat and studied his knees, pulling 
his coffee free hand up to rub his jawline, thumbs tracing that stitched-on smile.
Emmy turned and snapped her fingers at him. “Oh, come on. Look sharp, Dan. They’ll 
never invite us along if you don’t get your poker face under control.”
“You’re probably making them uncomfortable—”
“Not as uncomfortable as those plastic bags they’re shoving up their—”
“Come on, hun, just maybe don’t point like that.”
Emmy waved at the ragamuffin. “Why the hell not? Do you think they’re going to come 
out and scold me?”
“What if they’re having a real sad problem right now? Wouldn’t you feel a little guilty?”
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Emmy watched as the girl glanced at the yelling couple. She turned back to the window 
and flashed Emmy the bird before heading back to her seat. “They have absolutely no clue what I 
am saying right now,” Emmy said.
“You don’t know that for—”
Emmy reached out and placed a hand on his shoulder, her gaze still focused on the 
woman in the window. “I know what this is about, Dan, but don’t you worry. I won’t let them 
take you and use your body for their filthy business. I ’ll jump in front of you and fight them off 
if  need be.”
“Jump? I didn’t know that was still a possibility.”
“Dan Calder. Are you attempting to sass me?”
There was the start of a laugh, but it didn’t come out whole. Just the expulsion of breath, 
the early sign. Emmy turned to Dan and saw the left side of his face slip, suddenly full of loose 
skin and muscle. His hands opened and he lost the mug. It busted on the curb, the hot coffee 
splattering Emmy’s feet, the hem of Dan’s khakis.
“Dan?”
There were sounds coming from his mouth, not words, but something close to them.
A connection took shape in Emmy’s mind. The kind of sensation that comes when a lost 
listener hears one familiar word in an otherwise foreign tongue, the briefest flash of 
understanding. Fragments of printed sentences came to her, echoes from the myriad of 
preventative pamphlets she always snagged from the doctor’s office after visits— a recollection 
of the body’s distress signals.
Emmy held out her hands. “Give me your arms, Dan. Reach them forward for me, can
you?”
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But there was nothing. More sounds. His mouth moving and full of sounds. He was 
looking at her like she could save him. Emmy got to her feet. “I know,” she said in a rush.
“Don’t worry, I know. I ’ll call somebody. I’m going to call someone and you’re going to 
breathe, do you understand? You’re going to breathe while I call.”
She ran towards the house as quick as she could. She couldn’t help turning around before 
going inside. She could see in him the chair, sitting calm and steady just like nothing was wrong. 
Emmy wondered if the people in the other house had noticed, if  one of them would see Dan’s 
unfocused eyes, his loose mouth, if they would run out to help. But there wasn’t any time to wait 
for someone else. Emmy opened the door and ran inside, left him sitting on the lawn but his face 
stayed with her as she grabbed the phone: his tipped back head, his eyes open wide, but looking 
right past her.
Emmy had been banished to the hallway. She’d cussed out two nurses and a third had 
held out her beefy arms to keep her from following Dan’s stretcher through a set of doors. 
“Patients only past this point.”
Emmy tried to shove her way past the woman. “This isn’t the time for pettiness. That is 
my husband and those last folks had a yell coming to them! They were not forthcoming with 
necessary information!”
The nurse’s nostrils flared. “Do you need to make any calls? Someone to wait with you? 
The front desk will let you borrow the phone.”
“I’m perfectly capable of waiting by myself,” Emmy snapped. She knew what calling 
their daughters would accomplish. They’d gasp on the phone and rush down as fast as their 
respective SUVs could manage. They’d swoop in and drown her in their voices. They would act
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like the world was breaking apart and they were the ones responsible for picking up the pieces, 
their tones too comforting and authoritative, easily forgetting that they were the children and she 
was the parent. Better to hold off, to call when things settled down a bit more. “Besides,” she 
added, pointing towards the doors, “there’s really no need to ask someone to sit with me when 
the person I should be sitting with is already here.”
“W e’ll let you know when we know something,” the nurse said as she stepped through 
the doors.
Emmy slumped into a hard cushioned seat. When we know something. Wasn’t that what 
they were here for? To know things. She’d held up her end of the responsibilities. She knew it 
was a stroke. She remembered that brochure, its list of stroke signs and what to do if they present 
themselves. She’d interpreted them correctly and acted accordingly; she remembered the steps of 
an online tutorial she’d watched a year ago on household emergencies common to the elderly 
even though she’d spent most of her energy ridiculing the dramatized video. She’d known about 
the aspirin under the tongue, how time was the enemy. How was it that a retired bookkeeper 
knew more information than all the goddamn professionals in this institution? She rubbed her 
hands on her shorts and left a smear of oil down both legs.
There were children down the hall. Two boys under the age of ten. They were hitting one 
another and roaring with delight when one of their blows landed somewhere sensitive. The head. 
The belly. A woman was on her cell phone near them: “I don’t know— boys stop it!—the last I 
heard she was at like twenty-four centimeters or something. Hang on one sec—boys, I swear on 
Jesus Christ’s sandals that I will tell your mother about this when she’s done in there if you don’t 
keep your hands to yourselves!”
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Twenty-four centimeters. “Their mother must be the elephant woman,” Emmy muttered. 
She looked to the left out of habit, but no one was there.
The hallways emptied after a while. Nurses walked through the doors and past her. They 
were always searching for someone else, people who never seemed to be present in this hallway. 
If anyone else’s family members were beyond those mysterious doors it was obvious that they 
were not loved very much.
Every second lost can lead to more damage. That was the phrase Emmy remembered 
most clearly from the video. It kept rattling around in her head until she reached for her purse 
and fumbled around for a pen and some paper. She remembered all the actions she’d taken. She 
wrote them down and started estimating the number of seconds it had taken to complete each 
task.
Stroke Testing—twenty seconds 
Walking from  Lawn to Phone—forty-five seconds 
Length o f  Phone Call—two minutes 
Waiting fo r  Ambulance—eight minutes 
She stared at the time and wondered if she was being too generous with herself. She knew how 
time speeds up in such situations, how five seconds can feel like ten minutes, how thirty minutes 
can disappear in the space of a few breaths. She recalibrated.
Stroke Testing—two minutes 
Walking from  Lawn to Phone— three minutes 
Length o f  Phone Call—seven minutes 
Waiting fo r  Ambulance—fifteen minutes
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Was she being too hard on her time now? She made more tallies, encountering other problems 
with each new equation. She didn’t know whether to add time for the ride, whether she should 
stop the clock when the EMTs arrived or when Dan went through the mysterious patient doors. 
She wrote down all the possibilities, tallied up all the possible times, crossed out seconds and 
reevaluated time more kindly, then more harshly. The paper was soon full of numbers. She 
balled it up and threw it at the wall across from her seat.
“Fuck,” she said.
A nurse walked through the doors. Emmy got to her feet, the skin on the back of her 
thighs sticking a bit to the vinyl cushion. The nurse kept on walking.
“Hey!” Emmy called after her.
The woman did not turn around.
Emmy sat back down. She stared at the ball of paper, at the numbers still visible on its 
crumpled up surface. A world of different times. Different answers.
It took a while for Emmy to remind herself that she knew things. She’d taken all the right 
steps on her own and she’d gotten Dan here because she knew things, knew about strokes, knew 
what to do when her man’s face split down the center and his brain flooded with blood. Some 
people wouldn’t have caught on, but she had. She knew it was happening and she’d made the 
call in time.
And she knew other things too. This is what she had to remind herself. She knew he was 
going to survive. She did. She’d fed the man kale smoothies and vitamins every goddamn 
morning and those things build up in your system after a month or two. She’d made him sit in the 
sun. Sure, he’d worn clothing over most of his body, but surely some of it managed to leak 
through to his skin. She’d tried to restrict his salt intake. Those things all counted. He would
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come home. She just didn’t know how much of him would. That was all the paper was telling 
her, really. She’d always been good with numbers because they didn’t play games—the answer 
was the answer. Plain and simple. You do everything correctly and you receive the answer. No 
shifting rules or altered meanings, no murky answers. The only problem now was that the rules 
to this equation weren’t clear, so she was left with numerous answers for a single problem.
The hitting boys had disappeared hours ago and were now replaced with a wailing man. 
He was sobbing loudly in his seat and making quite a fuss. Emmy would have felt sorry for him 
if she hadn’t noticed that his volume increased dramatically whenever a stranger walked past.
Maybe not all of Dan would come back. But as Emmy stared at the man blowing his nose 
loudly into a handkerchief—good lord, you brought all the right props, d idn’t you?— she 
remembered another thing: she’d always been good at dragging hidden parts of Dan to the 
surface. He wouldn’t be gone, just sunken.
Another nurse walked through the doors. This one stopped. She started talking about 
possible damage, her tone quick and simple, the tone of a woman who had fifteen similar 
conversations lined up and waiting to happen, conversations she was trying to get through as 
efficiently as possible. His lungs were moving. His heart beating. They didn’t know about the 
brain, the brain was trickier to observe and he would not wake up for a little while. “This is 
common with stroke victims,” she said. Victims. As if he’d been stalked and his brain punched 
out by one waiting in the dark corners of his body.
“But he’s breathing?”
“Yes.”
“And he’s not in danger of anything?”
“I didn’t say that. There is possible damage to the brain.”
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Emmy shook her head. “I mean he’s not going to go into one of those heart arrest deals. 
You know, the ones where they convulse and buck around on the stretcher like in ER? That kind 
of thing?”
The nurse stared at her.
“What I mean is, he’s not in imminent physical danger?”
“To the best of our knowledge, no. But we won’t know about his possible mental state 
until . . . .”
The nurse’s voice faded for Emmy, turned into background noise while she processed. 
Possible. She kept using that word. Possible and i f  Damage control. Them covering their asses, 
that’s all this was. Maybe he’d be a little off. Hell, his brain just seized, that’s the kind of thing 
that can throw anybody for a loop. But the brain was in the body and the body was working.
“You know,” Emmy said, interrupting the nurse’s flow of hypothetical damage 
assessment. “The thing is that I ’ve spent fifty-one years analyzing that goddamn brain of his. I 
could write a book, let me tell you, and I would if there was any market for understanding the 
inner workings of Dan Calder. But now that his mother’s gone there’s no real point in that 
venture.” Emmy paused and took a breath, drawing her chin up to look the nurse full in the eye. 
“My point here is that I know how he works. So I ’ll know how to fix whatever possible damage 
you think might hang around for a while.”
The nurse reached over and took Emmy’s hand. “It’s not really that simple—”
Emmy smiled and removed her hand from the woman’s latexy grip. “Neither am I.”
It was not, technically speaking, an authorized highway memorial sign. Emmy had, of 
course, looked into going through the official channels, but she’d learned that authorization
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comes with pointless limitations. No rhapsodies, litanies, or even longish sentences detailing 
personal attributes or achievements allowed on those plaques, all the Department of 
Transportation wanted was a name. Preferably a short one. Not only did they restrict outpourings 
of love, their website also sent a very strong message regarding what kind of people were worth 
remembering. It was clear from the sign options listed on the website that these people were only 
interested in deaths they could hijack for their own propaganda purposes; “Don’t Drink and 
Drive,” “Remember to Buckle Up,” and “Drive with Care” were just a few examples of the self­
serving phrases these people insisted accompany their authorized signs. They wanted the 
toddlers plowed down in their strollers by tequila-soaked teenagers, the stubborn old men whose 
refusal of seat belts helped them fly straight through their unwashed windshields. Emmy 
supposed that all those fathers brought to their knees by heart attacks and the babies ravaged by 
leukemia would just have to content themselves with one of those dirty park bench plaques or 
those engraved sidewalk bricks installed outside of hospitals. It seemed discriminatory and 
Emmy refused to support that kind of practice. Also, she wondered if that meant they’d require 
proof of a road death, something Emmy was both unwilling and unable to provide. If that wasn’t 
enough (and this was the clincher), highway grief apparently doesn’t last forever, only for two 
years. Maybe four, if you’re approved and willing to fork up the renewal cost.
Emmy didn’t like to operate outside of the law, but, honestly, these road rule thugs really 
didn’t leave her with much of a choice. She ordered her sign from a company one town over, one 
that didn’t put a limit on her words.
The sign company called two days after she’d placed the order to tell her that the 
memorial was ready. Emmy was filling out forms in the hospital waiting room, trying to tune out 
the Judge Judy episode playing on the television in the corner and racking her brain for the last
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three numbers of Dan’s social when the call came through. The man she’d talked to during the 
ordering process had assured her of “a faster processing time” if she upgraded to a rush order, 
but Emmy figured that just meant the sign people would skip their second lunch break while 
working on her order. It cost an extra hundred dollars, but Emmy had agreed without hesitating, 
without stopping to think about the savings drained by hospital bills. “Are you sure?” Emmy 
asked the nasally woman on the other end.
“Yes, ma’am,” the lady on the other end said. “I ’m staring at the sucker right now. 
W e’ve been a bit slow lately; it’s our down season.”
Emmy valued efficiency and couldn’t help but be pleased with the quick turnaround: 
stroke on Monday, order placed on Tuesday, ready to be jammed alongside some asphalt by 
Friday. “You guys are damn solid, I’ll give you that,” she said while chewing on the end of her 
pen. “Now how fast can you get it set up? I ’m in a bit of a time crunch here.”
“Well, that’s actually up to you, ma’am. We don’t deliver or install.”
Emmy’s pen hit the floor and rolled beneath her chair. “Now, wait a minute here, I ’m 
supposed to install the damn thing?”
The nurse at the front desk looked up from her work and glared at the cell in Emmy’s
hand.
“That’s correct, ma’am. W e’re just the artisans.”
A series of soft pops were audible in the pauses between the woman’s words. Emmy 
pictured her chewing on a hunk of bubble gum. How unprofessional. Emmy gripped the edge of 
the paperwork stack and crumpled the edges of the top form. She wanted to tell this lady to act 
like a goddamn adult rather than a junior high cheerleader, but she knew she’d have to work 
carefully here. She looked around the room, her eyes settling on the television. Onscreen, a
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young man with greasy hair was sobbing as a little pinch-faced woman with bedazzled jeans and 
heavily bangled wrists enthusiastically described her experience of being bitten by his Labrador. 
“W e’ll just keep it for ya in the back until you have a chance to swing by.”
“Goddamn, I sure wish I could do that,” Emmy said, her gaze still fixed on Judge Judy. 
“You honestly don’t know how deeply I wish I could drive down there myself. It’s my right leg, 
you know? The doctor’s trying to keep things positive, but there’s only so many funny 
amputation jokes in this world. W hat’s your name again, sweetheart?”
“Doreen. Amputation?”
An image of the Labrador appeared behind the bedazzled woman. Her bangles flashed in 
the studio lights as she flailed her arms above her head in a dramatic reenactment. Her eyes 
rolled back in her head as if she was performing a death scene. Judge Judy shook her head in 
solidarity.
“Doreen. How lovely. I am telling you what, Doreen,” Emmy said as she leaned forward 
to set the stack of forms down on the waiting room table, “don’t you ever put off a tetanus shot. 
It’s not worth it, I am telling you what.”
“Jesus,” said Doreen, a soft whistle trailing the word. “What happened?”
“I don’t really like to talk about it. But now, about getting that sign delivered—”
The next morning, a pickup truck pulled into Emmy’s driveway. An acne riddled 
teenager carried the sign up to her door. Emmy grabbed a pair of work gloves and instructed him 
to place the box in the backseat of the LeBaron and to place himself in the passenger seat. He 
opened his mouth, possibly to protest the passenger component of the plan, but Emmy was 
already reaching out for his hand, already pushing a crumpled fifty dollar bill into his palm. 
“Don’t worry. I’m not strong enough to abduct you,” she assured him.
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He shifted the weight of the sign. “Backseat, you said?”
As they pulled out of the driveway, Emmy noticed the ragamuffin watching them from 
neighboring window. “Probably thinks I ’m buying myself a prostitute,” Emmy muttered.
“Excuse me?”
Emmy waved a hand in his face. “For Christ’s sake, don’t flatter yourself.”
They drove in relative silence, the shovel and bucket of cement mix in the backseat 
clattering whenever they encountered a pothole or took a sharp turn. A jug of water sloshed 
around even when they reached the smoothness of the highway. Emmy pulled off onto a 
nonexistent shoulder when they hit mile marker twenty-seven. She handed him the gloves and 
placed another fifty dollars on the dashboard. She’d stopped by the ATM on her way home last 
night. She’d withdrawn a fistful of cash, averting her eyes from the account balance. “You see 
that clump of dead grass?” she asked, pointing towards a tangle of weeds a yard or so past the 
mile marker sign. “Get out there and dig me a real good hole, why don’t you? You on a 
schedule?” The boy shook his head. “Alright then,” Emmy continued. “Feel free to dig at 
whatever pace feels most comfortable.” Might as well give the boy some ownership over the 
process.
It took another fifty for the cement and a fourth for holding the sign still as it dried, but 
the final effect was lovely. That boy’s skin was a disaster but he sure knew how to dig a hole. 
Straight, perfectly angled. And the sign was better than Emmy had imagined. Sapphire blue 
metal sharp enough to leave a clean cut against skin. Mountains etched into the backgrounds.
The lettering bold and black. It looked like it belonged here, like it had grown here, shot up right 
alongside the mess of pine trees and tall grass lining the road. There was a pasture off to the side,
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a herd of brown goats peacefully grazing. Emmy couldn’t help but stare, reach her fingers up to 
trace the outline of Dan’s name.
“Is it for the leg lady?” the boy asked.
“Does Dan strike you as a likely name for a leg lady?” Emmy said, still admiring the 
lettering.
“I was just asking,” he said with a shrug.
On their second date, they’d gone to a godawful ballet. It was not a professional 
company, but rather a small production put on by of those local community groups that middle- 
aged folks join so they can dabble in their fondest delusions, wander down paths not taken when 
they were younger: the hobbyesque reclamation of lost dreams. The kind of group where 
standards and reality mattered less than good intentions and hope. Dan hadn’t realized that when 
he’d bought the tickets, although Emmy’s suspicions were raised by the Based Loosely on The 
Nutcracker warning printed on the bottom of the tickets. They settled into a nearly empty 
auditorium and watched pudgy men and women hurl themselves across the stage with all the 
grace of a seizing cow. They were wearing canvas shoes rather than pointe, costumes built from 
exercise leggings and discount skirts. They were offbeat and unsyncopated more often than not; 
the movements were more akin to jazzercise than classical ballet. In spite of all that, they were 
smiling, joyful; obviously unaware that passion alone couldn’t bring them to their desired 
destination.
“Look at all those idiots. Mired in denial, the whole lot of them,” Emmy couldn’t help 
but whisper in Dan’s ear after the first number. He said nothing, but she heard the muffled laugh,
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saw the blush spreading up his cheeks. She smiled, decided this was a better game than watching 
folks perform CPR on a dying dream.
After the first fifteen minutes, Emmy started stage whispering in Dan’s ear, getting 
supreme delight in watching him struggle not to laugh, not to be rude even though the ridiculous 
people on stage probably needed a wakeup call. Things escalated. Emmy started to pretend like 
she was inebriated. Loudly clapping at inopportune moments. Yelling Brava when one of the 
women clearly forgot the steps to the routine. Dan’s ears burned ember-red. He kept choking 
back laughter. Emmy’s swan song was rushing up to the stage and attempting to join the dancers 
in a number. One of the stage managers had to frog march her out of the building.
“Don’t forget that scamp in 24A,” Emmy had said, pointing dramatically at Dan.
After being deposited outside the establishment, the two made their way to a diner to 
round off the evening. After they were seated, Dan leaned back in the booth and stared at 
Emmy, his face smooth and calm as one of those lake pictures you find in a calendar. “You 
know, you’re a bit of a handful.”
Emmy stared back, refusing to blink. “Don’t I know it.”
Dan’s face cracked. “W hat’s your Saturday look like?”
“Don’t bother to brace yourselves, it’ll hit you good and hard,” Emmy told the girls as 
she sped around one of the final curves before mile marker 27. “You’re heartless if it doesn’t 
make you cry a little bit. It’s quite classy.” The daughters said nothing, their spines unyielding, 
mouths pressed tight. Emmy was not discouraged by this. Trish and Stacy were in their forties 
and utterly mirthless. It had been their condition since birth.
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Emmy had ambushed them when they’d shown up to drive her back to the hospital. It had 
been a step they’d insisted upon every morning, carpooling rather than independent journeys. 
Emmy might have found it comforting if not for the strong suspicion that they were only doing it 
to keep her from behind the wheel. Too delicate right now, they probably thought. What a 
steaming load of shit.
Emmy was waiting in the front seat of the LeBaron when they arrived, the engine already 
purring. “Come buckle your butts up girls,” she hollered at them from her open window. “I’ve 
got something to show you.”
Stacy and Trish got out of Trish’s SUV and walked over to her, their arms folded.
“Mom,” Stacy started. “We really don’t have time—”
“For the woman who potty-trained you? Who helped you become socially acceptable 
members of society? Get in the car.”
The girls exchanged a glance before settling in.
Emmy slowed the LeBaron to a crawl long before the sign was readable. The girls made 
no move to unbuckle when they were finally parked in front of the memorial, but it was clear to 
Emmy that they were fiercely touched. Stacy’s mouth was hanging open just a bit. There was a 
soft sound coming from Trish, something between a sigh and a moan. The three women listened 
to the idling hum of the motor as they stared at the glossy metal in front of them.
In deepest loving memory o f  Dan Calder—a phenomenal lover, an award winning 
member o f  the cast o f  Riverdance, and a terrible marriage proposer.
“Sweet Jesus,” breathed Stacy.
“Mom, this is morbid,” Trish said. “The whole thing is just so unspeakably morbid.” 
“Now, girls—”
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“H e’s not even dead,” said Stacy. “And Riverdance?”
“It’s an inside joke, Stacy. And don’t worry, the other two are very real,” Emmy assured
her.
“How on earth did you even get this up so fast? Oh. My. God. Mother, how long have 
you had this sign?” Trish wrapped her hands around the oh-shit handle on the ceiling.
“How on earth is this going to make Dad feel if he ever hears about it?”
Emmy stared at the lettering she’d designed. A phenomenal lover. “Well, I expect he’ll 
laugh when he sees it.”
The girls said nothing. They all sat in the car and stared at the sign while cars rushed past 
them on the road.
“You’ll need to take it down. You know that, right?” Stacy said.
“Not until he sees it.”
“Oh, Mom,” said Trish. “That’s not—”
Emmy threw the car into gear. “Hush up. Just hush.”
Dan had not woken up yet. Not really. He’d opened his eyes a few times, briefly, but he 
acted like he didn’t know where he was and who was with him. He wasn’t speaking either. At 
most he’d open his eyes, scan the room, then fall back asleep, even after Emmy started telling 
him that she’d beat his ass clean off if he pulled that stunt again. And you do n ’t have much o f  it 
to lose, she’d reminded him. But he kept on doing it.
The doctors had talked at Emmy until she’d wanted to scream, telling her a list of 
maybes and ifs that ultimately translated into a big fat we do n ’t really know. They told her about 
damage and how he’d be sleeping a lot in the coming days. They told her they didn’t know the
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full extent of the damage, that it’d be a long road back even if the damage was minimal, that 
there was a risk for more incidents.
The girls were more accepting. They were not cold or unaffected, but they were able to 
take it all in stride, almost as if  this was something they’d been expecting for years, something 
they’d prepared for.
They all sat with him throughout different parts of the day, the girls and Emmy. The girls 
took it in shifts, coming in together in the mornings, then splitting up the rest of the day 
depending on their work schedules. “There’s no need for you girls to act like this is a deathbed 
watch,” Emmy had told them. “He’s my husband, I ’ll sit next to his sorry ass until he wakes up.” 
But they’d insisted on coming and ferrying her back and forth between the hospital and home, 
claiming it was no good for her to be driving around with all this stress. Some evenings, she 
drove herself back after their vehicles disappeared down the road.
The day they all returned from the trip to the sign, the girls stepped out of Dan’s room 
just as the doctor turned to leave. They shut the door behind them, but Emmy could still hear 
their voices. She got up and pressed her ear against the frame.
“—professional opinion is that she wouldn’t be able to provide the quality of care he’ll 
need in that case,” the doctor was saying.
“W e’ve been researching homes already. There’s one in Sandpoint that seemed like it’d 
be a good—”
Emmy pulled away from the door and returned to her seat. Her hands shook.
The girls walked in a few minutes later and took their spots by the bed.
“You’re stepping out of line,” Emmy said, not bothering to pretend that she hadn’t been 
listening.
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“Mom—”
“I am perfectly capable and even if I wasn’t it’s not your decision.”
Stacy rubbed her temples. “We need to consider all the options. You’re only considering
one.”
“Do you think I’m addled? I know what could happen. The sun could blow up. I could 
win Miss USA. A lot of shit could happen. He won’t need that. I ’m the expert here, he’s my 
responsibility.”
“Look at him, Mom,” Trish said. “You can’t take care of him if he stays like that.”
“He won’t.”
“You don’t know—”
“Stop,” Emmy said. “It’s not your decision. Research those places if that’s what you want 
to do, but don’t pretend like I’m an invalid. Also, drive yourselves tomorrow. I have a license 
and I sure as hell don’t need a goddamn ride.”
She drove past the sign the next two mornings, each time slowing down to admire its 
beauty, to chuckle at the inscription. Each time she passed it, she imagined what Dan’s reaction 
would be. These fantasies always started with surprise. After that they varied. Sometimes he’d 
blush at the things she’d written. Other times he’d roar with laughter. Sometimes he just reached 
out and held her hand.
She’d had a few calls since the sign went up. People calling to pay their respects.
“He isn’t dead yet, so hold that thought,” she told them before hanging up.
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The girls got most of those phone calls since Emmy hadn’t cultivated much in terms of 
friendships. They were the ones complaining of embarrassment. “For the love of all that’s holy, 
you should be grateful that so many people care,” Emmy told them.
But then the third morning came.
She saw the color first. Lime green, a whole slick of it, bright enough to set her spine on 
edge the moment the sign came into view. She knew something was wrong but didn’t understand 
it yet. She sped up, her sweaty palms clutching the wheel. The LeBaron rattled down the 
highway and every beat of the wheels brought her closer to the realization that death happens for 
a reason and that memorial signs happen after death for a reason. She pulled over to the shoulder, 
a familiar action, but one driven by shock as opposed to admiration on this particular instance. 
She could not stop staring, her hands loose on the wheel. Her words were gone, buried. A new 
message muffled them:
“TEACH YOURSELVES, SHEEPLE.”
The rush of cars was the only measure of time for a while. Emmy heard them distantly, a 
part of her wondering why nobody else was stopping to examine the horror before them. The 
spray paint was so bright, so ugly, spelling out a message Emmy didn’t quite understand, but felt 
nonetheless. It hit her chest like a punch. Teach yourself. What did she have to teach herself? 
Something hard and cold was at the edge of her consciousness, a sick feeling. Something like 
shame. Something like guilt. She pushed it away, refusing to look at it too directly.
But then she noticed the other splashes of green, and the feeling slipped away.
The signs around hers were marked as well. The out of date billboard for the defunct 
Taco Bell was sprayed with a web address for a site called ThinkingForDummies.Com. The
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green metal listing off upcoming gas stations boasted a quote about the hollowness of bravery, 
although the paint had smeared a bit on that one and rendered the pithy wisdom unattainable.
This message was not for her. She was merely the victim of some paint-wielding bastard. 
Something loosened in her chest, giving her space to dive into anger, into dwelling on the 
depravity of such an individual—their utter lack of respect, their piss poor taste in colors. The 
sick feeling was almost gone, but there was an aftertaste: a coldness in her bones that hadn’t been 
there before.
Emmy did not make any calls when she made it to the hospital. She tried. She held the 
phone in her hand, even going so far as to switch the thing on and stare at the screen for a while. 
She needed to call somebody. She needed to scream and demand that something be done. The 
problem was that there was no one to call. The Department of Transportation would likely not 
assist her in this matter, those pretentious control freaks. She opened the hospital phone book at 
one point and scanned the yellow pages, searching for someone she could hold accountable. She 
turned to the internet when she arrived back home. She searched for removal procedures. The 
results were not promising. They called for solvent, steel wool, a cheerful anticipation of defeat. 
One website warned graffiti fighters to “expect to encounter examples where the best you can do 
is reduce the graffiti to an unrecognizable fade.”
Emmy did finally call somebody. Luckily, Doreen was the one who answered.
“I need to contact that kid you sent out,” Emmy said. “I need his number. His personal 
number. Or just go ahead and send him out here as soon as you can spare him.”
“We don’t typically give out our employees’ numbers,” Doreen said after a long pause. 
“That’s smart. You guys are a wonderful company, I hope you know that. Real 
watchdogs and your people appreciate that, I’m sure they do. But listen here, Doreen, that man,
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he left something here and he’s going to want it back. I’d drive it up to him but I can’t, you know 
this about me.”
A sharp intake of breath cut through the line. “Did they take the leg?” Doreen asked.
“I wish they’d stopped there, Doreen, I most certainly do.”
To his credit, the boy hardly blinked when she’d handed him the scrubbing supplies at the 
front door. He lingered long enough for Emmy to press another bill into his palm before heading 
towards the car. He broke the silence midway through the drive. “My name’s Bradington,” he 
informed her midway through composing a text message.
“That’s nice,” said Emmy, pressing harder on the gas pedal.
The paint came off for the most part, although the steel sponge left behind scratches. 
When they returned to the house, Bradington gave her a card with his name and number on it. 
“For next time,” he said.
“There won’t be a next time, Bradly.”
“It’s Bradington.”
“Not with me it’s not,” Emmy said, shutting the front door behind her.
There was a next time. Two next times. “DON’T TRUST THE SIGNS” appeared the 
next day. The third happened the day after that: “BE THE WIND BENEATH YOUR OWN 
F ’ING WINGS.” Nobody cleaned off the other signs, so their messages stayed the same. Emmy 
couldn’t sleep during the nights anymore. The stress was taking a toll on her body and the metal 
she loved. The sign was getting scratched even though Emmy had warned Bradly to be careful. 
She was running out of loose cash. She knew it was not personal, yet she still drove up each day 
half-expecting to find a message meant for her and her alone. An attack. A dismantling of some 
kind.
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She complained to Dan at one point while he was still sleeping in the bed, her voice 
brittle as she listed the slogans painted over her memorial. “They don’t even make sense,” she 
said. “And in the most awful shade of green.”
***
The plan needed to change. Emmy realized this on the fourth day of scrubbing green 
paint from the surface of the sign: “Start Thinking or Stop Breathing!!” This whole time, she’d 
been thinking she’d take Dan to the sign when he was ready and lucid, perhaps on the way home 
from the hospital. But she couldn’t count on that anymore. She needed to get him there sooner 
rather than later, needed him to see the sign before the paint layers became permanent or things 
escalated even further.
She decided to tell the girls on the afternoon of the third vandalization. She hadn’t 
planned on telling them initially, but then she decided that they had a stake in this as well. At the 
very least, she didn’t want them to panic if they stopped by the hospital and found that their 
parents had both stepped out. God only knows where their jumpy minds would go with that 
information.
The girls had brought pamphlets to the hospital. Glossy images featuring the extended 
care home in Sandpoint, a few facilities in Coeur d’Alene. Emmy flipped through them without 
bothering to read the print. The people had the complexion of prunes and were grinning like 
idiots. They are not us, Emmy couldn’t help but think. “Your father’s sign has been vandalized,” 
she announced rather than comment on the papers in her hand. “I don’t know who’s doing it or 
why, but some bastard is—”
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“God, the sign is still up?” Stacy ran both hands through her hair. “Never mind, never 
mind. That’s not what we’re talking about right now. The one on the top has an excellent care 
program, Mom. Top notch.”
Emmy tossed the brochures to the floor. “I told you, this is not your decision. Now, back 
to the sign—”
Stacy bent down to collect the pamphlets. “It doesn’t have to be forever.”
“It doesn’t have to be at all. And didn’t you hear me? Someone is vandalizing your 
father’s sign!”
“The sign isn’t important—”
Emmy smacked a hand down on Dan’s bed, the force of it sending vibrations across the 
blankets. “Just because it didn’t knock you on your ass doesn’t mean it isn’t important!”
“Look at him.” Trish pointed to the Dan, his mouth open and the monitors beeping in 
rhythm with his heart. He’d been waking up more and more, but there’d still been no words, a 
fog in his eyes. “You can’t fix this. You can’t even maintain this. We couldn’t maintain this.”
“Now, there’s a few things we need to discuss here,” Emmy said, raising her voice. “I ’ve 
been thinking of hiring someone to sit out by it. I know a boy who’d do it, but I think it’s fair if 
we all chipped in for the cost. H e’d have to stay all night, we haven’t pinned down the time of 
the attacks and that kind of dedication costs money.”
“The doctor agrees that he’s going to need long term care,” said Trish.
“I think a hundred per night ought to cover it. We just need it to stay clean until your 
father sees it. And that’s another thing we need to di—”
“Mom! Are you listening to yourself right now? We are not paying anybody actual 
money to guard a sign that shouldn’t even be there in the first place. And he might not see it! Do
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you realize that? He can’t see it unless he gets better and we,” Trish grabbed the pamphlets from 
Stacy’s hands and waved them in front of Emmy’s face, “are trying to make that happen.”
“Trisha Leigh, you put that tone right back where you found it.” Emmy snatched the 
brochures from her daughter’s hands. “Now, as I was saying, I ’m going to run your father out 
there during one of his awake moments, maybe this afternoon. I want him to see it when it’s not 
all messed up.”
The girls stared at her, looking for all the world as if  she’d just sprouted the head of a 
pitbull on her shoulder.
“Mom, that’s not possible. You know that, don’t you?”
“Don’t be silly, I ’m not checking him out permanently. And we can wait a day or two—” 
“No,” Stacy said, her voice sharp edged. “You can’t just take a debilitated stroke victim 
out of the hospital to drive past a sign.”
“The hell I can’t,” Emmy said. “I put him in here, I can take him out. And stop treating 
me like an invalid, I know how serious this is and I also know how to handle—”
“You don’t!”
A nurse walked into the room to check one of the machines surrounding Dan’s bed. Stacy 
continued to glare at Emmy. “Watch, Mother. Just watch and listen,” she said. She turned to the 
nurse. “M a’am, what would you say to someone trying to check my father out of here in his 
current state?”
The nurse didn’t even look up from the notations she was making on her clipboard. “He 
hasn’t been cleared for release.”
Stacy turned back to Emmy with a smug expression.
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“Hold up here,” Emmy said. “I won’t be checking him out, my daughter doesn’t seem 
like she’s able to grasp what’s happening here. I ’ll just be taking him for a drive during one of 
the awake periods.”
The nurse looked up from the board. “I ’m sorry, but that’s not an option. He needs to be 
monitored.”
“H e’ll be fine. It’s a short drive. Hell, I ’ll pay one of you gals to come along with me if 
need—”
“That won’t be necessary.”
“Mother, stop—”
Emmy gestured toward the nurse. “What does she know? She’s not the one who’s in 
charge of these things. Now, I appreciate your input, but you’re really not the one calling the 
shots here—”
“Mother!”
“Will you all just shut up for a second,” Emmy snapped. “I’ve told you, this isn’t your 
decision to make!”
The nurse held up a hand. “M a’am, you raise your voice again, I ’m going to have to ask 
you to step outside.” She stared at Emmy before gathering her things and heading for the door. 
“And just so you know, it’s not your decision to make. Let me be perfectly clear, this man is not 
going anywhere. Everyone in this hospital will tell you that.”
The cold feeling was back. Close enough for Emmy to sense edges this time, the way it 
pushed against her like a gun barrel pressed against one’s back.
The girls were no longer looking at her. Trish was smoothing the blankets on Dan’s bed.
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Stacy gathered up the brochures that had fallen from Emmy’s hands. “Now that that’s 
settled,” she said, “let’s get back to the task at hand. Mother, the only thing we can do right now 
is take some preventative action. Maybe he won’t be in there forever, but we need to consider 
putting him there to avoid him needing to be there forever. Doesn’t that make all the sense in the 
world?”
Preventative action. Emmy was a goddamn preventative action spokeswoman. Kale 
smoothies, stroke brochures, the sign. She was the one thinking ahead here.
“The staff is top notch, Mom, really. See, it says here—”
Emmy was no longer listening. Preventative action. Maybe the girls were on to 
something here. If Dan couldn’t be taken to the sign right away, she’d need to take steps to keep 
it safe and whole until he was out for good. Something emerged alongside the coldness: a rough 
outline of an idea taking shape.
“— and look at all the people in these pictures, Mom. Have you ever seen anyone so 
happy?”
It was here that Emmy started to see the idea clearly for the first time. In some forgotten 
corner of the universe, John Wayne’s spirit was stirred from the cosmos and pulled towards 
Idaho for channeling purposes just as Emmy found herself waist-deep in understanding, not 
about the home and the girls, but about how what she really needed to do was put it all on the 
line. She needed to make something happen. The girls were still talking but she was no longer 
listening. She was John Wayne now, her mouth filled with wisdom and sass, the reluctant pull of 
the trigger giving way against the power of her palm. Her eyes were open, but unseeing, focused 
on the blurred-out face of a miscreant howling in pain and repentance.
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She was going to shoot him. She knew this now. She was going to shoot the unknown 
bastard desecrating Dan’s sign.
For once, Emmy did not rise to the challenge of a verbal spar. Her chest tightened. There 
was not enough air in this room. She walked out of the room, striding down the hallway, past the 
frowning nurses and the patients in wheelchairs, past the children playing with Hotwheels by the 
vending machine, past the doctors in coats and the girls crying in those shitty waiting room 
chairs. She grabbed her cell when she reached the parking lot, punched numbers on the screen so 
forcefully that she dropped the phone on the asphalt three times.
“Bradly? Emmy. Pack yourself a Tupperware dinner. W e’re going gunshooting tonight, 
do you hear me? W e’re blowing his brains out. W e’re spreading his goddamn intestines all over 
the fucking asphalt tonight, Bradly! Give me a call when you get this.”
Once the idea became clear and fully formed in her mind, the choice felt easy. Rather 
than question her capability of harming another human being, as someone else might, Emmy was 
impressed with her self-restraint. She’d been dealing with jackasses for over seven decades and 
this was the first time she’d decided to shoot one. In many ways, it actually was less a choice and 
more of a duty. Highway memorial signs are supposed to be something sacred and beautiful, but 
Dan’s had been desecrated four times within the space of a less than a week. Society was truly 
rotting from the inside out. No, the choice to shoot was an easy one. Bullets were cheap and 
nobody was going to incarcerate a seventy-six year old woman
Emmy found Dan’s rifle in the closet wedged between a twenty-four pack of toilet paper 
and the wedding album. The shells were downstairs in the kitchen drawer, rattling around amidst 
half-empty bottles of sunscreen and tubes of chapstick. She pulled a boxed lasagna from the
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freezer, paused, then removed a second. There was no telling how long they might have to wait. 
She would buy some bottled water in town. She baked the lasagnas and dumped the contents into 
plastic containers. She didn’t really trust Bradly to remember bringing his own and she sure as 
hell wasn’t going to go hungry on a night like this. She placed the rifle by the door, the shells by 
her keys. Her heart beat a little harder, but not unpleasantly so. It was the beat of waiting, a 
countdown. It lulled her into a sense of calm while she waited for Bradly on the front porch.
The couple across the street was yelling again. The screen door was open, so Emmy 
could hear the tone but not the words. Aside from them, the street was hushed. The pine trees 
just beyond the neighborhood were swaying slightly, the limbs swishing side to side and the 
trunks creaking in the wind. A half-sliver of moon was visible in the bruised remains of daylight.
Headlights appeared on the end of the street. Emmy gathered up her things: the beach 
chairs, the Tupperware containers of lasagna, the laundry bag holding Dan’s rifle.
The door slammed across the street just as Bradly pulled into her drive. The ragamuffin 
stomped across the lawn, the jingle of her bracelets audible even from Emmy’s spot on the 
porch. What i f  they ’re having a real sad problem right now? Emmy felt something, but she 
certainly wasn’t about to call it guilt. Nonetheless, she raised a hand to the maroon-haired girl, 
feeling a bit smug in how pleased Dan would be to see her reaching out.
The girl paused for a moment on her lawn. “Come on, get a television why don’t ya?” she 
shouted at Emmy before stalking off into the night.
Emmy’s hand dropped to her side. She could hear Bradly snickering from inside his 
truck. “Stuff it,” she said, dropping the beach chairs on the grass. “Load this shit up.”
“Man, these goats reek.'’”
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Bringing Bradly had been a mistake. Emmy realized it as soon as they settled the beach 
chairs on the side of the highway, hidden by darkness and foliage. Sure, he’d been useful. He 
helped carry all the gear to the spot behind the sign. He parked the car on the shoulder a ways 
down the road.
But then the complaining started. The goats stank. It was cold. The leaves from the 
bushes surrounding them kept getting in his face. How long would they wait? How much money 
was she going to give him, exactly (she’d been purposefully vague on this point)?
“If you don’t shut up, he’ll hear us when he shows up,” Emmy hissed. The rifle was 
loaded and resting across her legs. She kept touching the trigger, imagining how it would feel to 
pull it all the way back. The darkness embraced her, made her feel ready. The leaves and 
branches keeping them out of sight made everything serious, gave the gun in her hands 
additional heft.
“I was just saying.” Bradly leaned back in his chair, the plastic creaking beneath his
weight.
The occasional car whizzed past on the highway. Emmy’s heart beat a little faster with 
each one, but none stopped or even slowed. The lights flashed in Emmy and Bradly’s eyes, but 
none of the drivers seemed to noticed their presence.
“Hey, can I ask a question?”
“Shoot,” said Emmy.
“Are we, are yo u .. .I mean, what’s going to happen?”
“What?”
“What’s going to happen to me if people find out I was involved?”
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Emmy shifted the gun so that the barrel was pointing towards the highway. “Do I look 
like a psychic? You’re not the one doing the shooting. You’re a pair of eyes. That’s it. There’s 
no law against looking, is there?”
“I mean, I’m going to be liable for this, am I?”
“For the love of Christ, Bradly, shut up.”
“I was just saying.”
The headlights on the highway became less and less frequent. They stopped altogether 
around one. Emmy’s back was knotted. Her feet had that deadened sense of cold that comes 
before the limbs fall asleep. Bradly was snoring in the seat next to her, his eyelids fluttering with 
each burst of sound. The darkness felt thicker now, oppressive rather than welcoming.
But Emmy kept her focus on the sign. She waited.
It hadn’t occurred to her that he wouldn’t come. A pattern had been established and 
nothing, to Emmy’s knowledge, had broken that pattern other than their intentions. He should be 
here. She kept staring down the road and willing a silhouette to appear, almost getting herself 
close to praying. This felt bigger that the sign now, bigger than the ugly paint and the messages. 
She kept staring, her focus shifting between the road, the sign, the gun, but they were all dead- 
still and unchanging.
She woke Bradly up at four. She’d already stuffed all the empty Tupperware containers 
into the laundry bag. Her seat was folded up next to it. The gun was cradled in her arms. “Get up. 
W e’re going back.”
They carried the bags back to the car, their steps heavy.
“I’m sorry,” Bradly mumbled when they climbed into the LeBaron.
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Emmy started the engine. She stared into the rearview mirror at the gun in the backseat. 
She said nothing.
They drove fifteen miles under the speed limit. Emmy kept seeing the prune people in the 
brochures rather than the road, the pines, the softening darkness of the sky. “Tomorrow,” she 
said. “W e’ll come back tomorrow. He just took a night off. What was on television tonight? 
Maybe he’s a fan.”
“Miss Calder—”
“For the love of Christ. Mrs. Hasn’t anyone taught you anything about life?”
“—I don’t know if I ’ll be ready for another go tonight. It’s a lot of work, you know? And, 
you know, I’m starting think that maybe shooting someone isn’t the best way to resolve this 
situation, you know?”
Emmy’s foot pressed harder on the gas. “You quitting on me, Bradly? You a quitter?” 
Silence. She glared at him but his face was turned toward the passenger window. A 
tangle of tree branches and roadside railings swept past them in a blur, nothing to see out there. 
Emmy pressed harder on the gas without realizing it. The car lurched forward but Bradly still 
kept his face pressed against the glass. She turned her attention back to the road. A sign warning 
drivers to watch for deer threw the reflection of their headlights back at them for the briefest 
flash.
“You know, what gets me about it all?” Emmy said her knuckles white like bones on the 
wheel. “It’s unfair. But not in the regular unfairness of it all, this is something else altogether. 
There’s a whole lot of unfairness in the world people can’t do anything about, but someone sure 
as hell could do something about this. Do you realize that? Do you know how borderline 
blasphemous it would be to not do something about this when we could?”
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“I don’t see how not shooting a man would be blasphemous. Isn’t that a commandment?”
“Not in the God-sense, Bradly! In the life sense, Bradly, the life sense. And you know 
what? If you want to be a life-heathen, go for it. Be that kind of person. I won’t lose any sleep 
over you from this point on. You’re a lost heart beating in the dark, you know that? I don’t need 
you to come along, you know that? Do you know that? I ’ll be here. I’ll do, I ’ll more than do .”
They rounded a curve and their lights swept over a dark form scurrying away from the 
edge of the road, drawing a light-reddened glow from the animal’s eyes.
“Would you slow down?”
Emmy imagined the crunch of bones beneath her wheels, the way it would feel to fight 
something and win. She felt no fear. She was not a Bradly, not a passenger clinging to an armrest 
while the terrifying speed of life swallowed him whole. No, she was the kind of woman who set 
the pace. She pressed harder on the gas. Deliberately this time. They sped past whatever animal 
it was. “Can’t handle the speed, Bradly? Is that it? You can’t handle the full-throated throttle of 
life?”
They whipped around a corner, the force pulling them both to the right in the car. The 
road was a straight shot now, the edges of the highway thick with spruce trees, a lonely billboard 
a little ways down. Emmy kept pressing on the gas.
“You’re going to hit something,” Bradly shouted.
“Hit what? Night vermin?”
Bradly leaned forward in his seat, his arm outstretched before him.
“Her! Hit her!”
Emmy stared up ahead. It took her a minute to see what Bradly saw, then another second 
to see past what Bradly saw: the ragamuffin on a step ladder in front of the Log Inn sign. There
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was something in her hands and Emmy felt rather than saw the smear of green. “Holy shit,” she 
shrieked as she slammed on the brakes.
The car tires screeched as their bodies lurched forward only to be jerked back by their 
seatbelts. The gun thunked against the back of their seats and Bradly was shrieking. The car 
came to a stop but Bradly was still raising a fuss, alternating now between howls and whimpers. 
Emmy was about to smack him, but then she felt a terrible hollowing in her gut when she 
remembered the bullets she’d forgotten to unload.
“Are you shot, boy? Jesus Christ, are you dead?” She reached out to touch him and 
noticed the wholeness of his body, the lack of blood. She smacked his shoulder and he finally 
shut up—physically fine, but shaken by the violent halt. Emmy looked up toward the sign. The 
girl was staring back at them with an almost defiant posture, the can of spray paint still in her 
hands.
“It’s her,” Emmy shrieked. “Goddamn it, what are the fucking odds?”
Bradly was whimpering and unmoved by this realization.
Emmy yanked on the door handle and spilled out of the car.
The ragamuffin was still on the ladder. “Are you people crazy? Did you have a stroke or 
something?” she hollered at Emmy.
Emmy did not waste time or energy on a response. She stumbled to the backseat and 
yanked out the rifle.
“Whoa, wait a minute, what are you doing?” The sneering bravado disappeared from the 
girl’s voice.
Emmy held the gun just like she’d seen John Wayne hold his in the movies, walking over 
to the maroon-haired girl with exaggerated strides, trying to close the distance between them.
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“Shitshitshitshit!” The girl fell from the ladder, a short distance that she recovered from 
quickly. She stood up and backed away from Emmy.
It was the first time Emmy had seen the girl up close, unhindered by window panes and 
a street. Her hair was a violent shade of maroon, even more vivid up close. A silver ring was 
hooked around a nostril. Her ears were studded with a row of delicate hoops. She looked to be 
about sixteen. Her mouth was hanging open and she was staring at Emmy like she was a thing 
risen from the dead. “What are you doing? What the hell are you doing?” she yelled as Emmy 
advanced. She held the paint canister up towards Emmy like a pistol, her hands trembling so 
much that it looked like she was merely shaking up the paint.
Emmy came to a stop and leveled the gun at the ragamuffin. “You. Desecrator!”
“What? This? This?” The ragamuffin nodded upwards toward the Log Inn sign. “It’s 
cool! I ’ll stop!”
“A memorial sign is practically sacred,” Emmy said. “Did all the metal you’ve inserted 
into your skin burn a little when you plastered that hideous paint over that sign? Because if 
there’s any justice in the world it did!”
A car door opened behind Emmy. “Mrs. Calder?”
“Get back in the car, Bradly,” Emmy said.
The ragamuffin squinted at the headlights. “What. The. Hell.”
“Hush up.” Emmy didn’t lower the gun an inch.
Seeing Bradly seemed to have given the ragamuffin back some spunk. She drew up a bit 
straighter and her voice regained its judgmental edge. “You guys lovers or something? I ’ve seen 
you  stopping by her place. Yeah, that’s right,” she said, giving Emmy a hard look. “You’re not 
the only one who watches people! You know you’re hooking up with some NRA drone, kid? Did
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you know your girlfriend’s a peeper? Has she heard of television? Way to go. Way. To. Go. I 
hope you’re happy together.”
Bradly had both of his hands stretched outward now, swiveling his body from the 
ragamuffin to Emmy. “Umm, this might not be the best time—”
“Get in the car,” Emmy snapped. “Both of you. You’re driving, Bradly. You’re in the 
back with me,” she said, nodding at the girl.
“Like hell I—”
Emmy cocked the gun.
The sun wasn’t up, but it was coming when they reached the sign. The sky lightened 
enough for them to see the goats in the field, the sharpness of the pine needles on the tree 
branches. The wording on the sign.
“Get out,” Emmy said.
The doors all opened at the same time.
“Not you, Bradly. You’re a hindrance.”
He stepped outside and Emmy didn’t have the energy to fight it. She was a woman 
possessed, driven by instinct alone at this point. All she knew was that whatever happened 
needed to happen by this sign. Amends had to be made, things needed to be put back the way 
they were supposed to be. So she tapped her fingers on the barrel and they all walked down to 
the sign: Emmy behind, the ragamuffin ahead, Bradly off to the side. They stopped a few feet 
from it, close enough to see the scratches from the scrubbing.
“Take a good look,” Emmy said. “A good, long, hard look.”
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They were on the edge of where they needed to be. Emmy could feel it, could feel herself 
getting closer to where she wanted to be. The girl was going to feel shame. She would 
understand, repent or pay, and the sign would be ready for Dan when he was ready to see it. And 
it was better this way, Emmy could see that now. She’d leave the gun in the backseat on the 
drive home, she’d tell him what she’d done and how he’d scold her then, how he’d look at her 
with disbelief and love. How he’d laugh.
“What am I supposed to be looking at?”
That question was cold and hard, a blade-edge pressed against Emmy’s understanding of 
this moment. She stared at the girl, hoping to detect sass behind the words, a curl of the lips or 
narrowed eyes, the kind of attitude John Wayne encountered at times in his films during the final 
scene. But all she found was confusion. The gun started to feel very heavy in her hands. “What 
you’ve done,” she said slowly. “You’re looking at what you’ve done.”
The girl stared down the highway. “The signs?”
“That sign!” Emmy swung the barrel up and pointed it directly at Dan’s sign, all too 
aware of the smallness of herself, the way her nerves felt stretched and cracked.
The ragamuffin stared at the memorial sign, then back at Emmy. “Oh.” Pieces seemed to
click.
“Oh,” said Emmy. “Is that all?” Her hands were shaking very badly now. She pulled her 
finger from the trigger, a little fearful of herself, of her ill-mannered body.
“The other peeper.”
“Bingo.”
“He checked out?”
“That’s an irrelevant detail.”
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“I didn’t know.”
“Another irrelevant detail.”
“Well, how the hell was I supposed to know that was your sign?” the ragamuffin 
snapped.
Emmy’s nostrils flared. She pointed the gun barrel directly at her, no longer caring if 
these kids noticed the unsteady grip she had on the weapon.
Bradly’s hands were up again. “Hey now, hey, hey—”
“Goddamn it, kid!” Will you put those mitts of yours down for two seconds?” Emmy 
lowered the barrel again, just enough to reassure Bradly that he wasn’t about to see blood. Her 
ears felt very hot. She kept herself from imagining what she looked like right now.
The goats bleated as they foraged for grass. A car whizzed past, but nobody made a 
motion to attract its attention. The gun was hanging loose and low in Emmy’s hands. She stared 
down at the trigger, felt something stirring inside her. Longing. A need to go back to that place 
she’d been a few hours ago.
The ragamuffin’s earrings glinted in the half-light as she cocked her head at the sign. 
“What made him a terrible proposer?” she asked, the words hesitant and much too casual for the 
moment.
Emmy absently stared at the sign. Bradly was right, she couldn’t help but think. The 
goats smelled disgusting. “He turned himself down,” she heard herself say. “He asked, then 
assumed I’d say no, so he apologized and told me to forget it happened. It was an abysmal 
display.” Emmy looked down at the gun in her arms, remembering the way she’d seen it all 
unfold—the myriad of ways Dan would react when he saw what she’d done. Those possibilities 
had seemed so sharp to her a few days ago, the images clear as a movie in her mind, but now
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they were blurry, harder to believe. It was all canned laughter and stage lights, Dan with staging 
equipment visible in the background, the lights bringing out the wrinkles on his face, making 
them deeper. Prune-like. Emmy wrapped her finger around the trigger once more, remembering 
the power that move had over her not that long ago. Her skin chilled against the metal. She 
waited, but that feeling was no longer there.
“Look,” the ragamuffin said, her words slow and deliberate. “It’s early, late, however you 
want to look at it. Let’s just all go home.
The coldness was all over Emmy now. She felt it pressed against her, no longer on the 
outskirts of her mind. It was everywhere. She couldn’t pretend anymore. “We can’t,” she said.
“Well, you don’t have to go out of your way or anything. You can just drop us off 
somewhere,” Bradly offered. He walked closer to Emmy, getting right up alongside her. The 
ragamuffin was in front of them, nodding enthusiastically. It was getting lighter out and the sign 
seemed to glow behind her. It suddenly looked very small to Emmy.
“We can’t go home,” Emmy said again, her voice getting louder with every word. “Don’t 
you understand that? We can’t go home!”
Emmy raised the gun up, her aim moving from the ragamuffin toward the sign. She heard 
the girl scream, heard Bradly shout something. She pulled the trigger just as he shoved her 
shoulder. Emmy spun to the right and felt the give she’d been imagining as the bullet left the 
chamber. There was a bang. A small burst of blood bloomed in the air out in the pasture as the 
bullet found a goat. It fell to the ground as the others scattered.
“Oh man,” said Bradly.
Something shattered in Emmy. She could feel it. Sharp edges in her gut. She stared at the 
goat and raised Dan’s rifle again. She was no longer thinking about what he would think. What
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he could think. What he might think. No longer imagining the multitude of ifs stretched out in 
her mind.
There were sounds coming from the field, a high pitched cry. She saw the body twitch. 
She fired again. Another burst of blood. Smaller this time. She readjusted her aim. Fired again. 
Again. She kept squeezing the trigger even when nothing emerged from the barrel, when the 
only sound left was the click of an empty chamber. She held her stance and fired invisible shots 
toward the still form of the goat. The chamber clicking until sunlight hit the body, until the ifs 
were gone and all that was left was what was.
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In Whatever Wreckage Remains
June runs over the cat on her way to Drug Bust Beach. It’s dark, she’s been crying, and 
she doesn’t see the flash of eyes until right before the dull thump.
It’s a cross-eyed tabby. June knows that the spine is broken when she sees the way its 
head is bent back, by the way it’s trying to drag itself forward by the front paws alone. The 
mouth is open so wide and it’s filling the air with such awful noises. June feels sick when she 
hears it and sees it and understands what she’s done. There’s no collar and it’s thin enough to 
prove that nobody will miss it.
“Oh God, oh God,” she says as she stands by her door and watches the cat pull itself 
across the dark road, towards the trashcans set out by whoever lives in these houses.
“Kitty,” Russell says from the backseat of her Corolla.
“No, baby. No. There’s no kitty,” she says to her toddler, the pitch of her voice rising, 
betraying.
“Kitty,” he insists.
June presses fingertips against her mouth, thumbs wedged beneath her jawbone, holding 
in all the sounds that she would make if she were alone. She stands in front of the backseat 
window, tries to block Russell’s view with her own body. She looks at this new thing that she’s 
broken.
“What happened?” a voice asks.
June turns around and sees a man walking along the sidewalk towards her. The man’s 
arms are full of dirty plastic bags and his gray hair is greasy. There’s a clinking sound coming 
from the bags. June can see the glint of beer bottles through a tear in one. H e’s staring at the cat. 
“What’d you do?” he asks.
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June shakes her head. She backs away, palms up. “I didn’t—” she whispers.
The man steps out into the street and walks toward the cat.
June jumps into her car and locks the doors. She tries not to look behind her as she drives 
away, does not want to see the man touch the body.
When she was young, June’s grandfather used to tell her stories. Always Greek stories 
because his family could distantly trace their lineage back to one of the smaller towns outside of 
Athens, and even though his was a heartbeat born and shaped in Kansas soil, he still believed 
there was a bit of Greek dirt churning around with every pump. He would have June sit at the 
little kitchen table while he heated pots of simple food: boxed macaroni, canned soup. He spoke 
about satyrs and gods, the hum of boiling water weaving through his voice, punctuated by the 
thump of her grandmother’s footsteps as she paced alone in her room upstairs. June listened as 
he told her about the weaving of fate. About boys dipped in holy water moments after birth and 
girls who dreamed of their deaths, knew them as intimately as a lover. And he told her about 
signs and warnings, how we can all be prophets if only we have the sense to listen. “Those 
Trojans,” he liked to say, “truth is they burned themselves. Cassandra saw it coming but they 
stuffed up their ears. That story’s not about pride, it’s about listening to the signs and what 
happens when you don’t.” From a young age, June had prided herself on her ability to listen, to 
sense the edges of threats before they were clear.
It had been a mistake, leaving the clinic bill in her purse.
She’d rediscovered the paperwork earlier that day, pulled it out by accident while 
standing in line at the grocery store, a corner of the bill caught between her thumb and her wallet.
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The pages were crumpled and bent, battered from the four weeks they’d spent in the bottom of 
her bag. June had shoved the paperwork there during the checkout procedures at the clinic, more 
focused on hiding it than listening to the nurse rattle off a list of what to watch out for with 
abortions, the normal aftereffects and the dangerous ones. Russell babbled at her from his seat in 
the cart, waving his ring of brightly colored plastic keys at her. June looked up and stuck her 
tongue out, a reliable means of delighting him. While the woman in front of her sorted through a 
stack of coupons, June stared back at the dark lettering of her name on the form. The coupon 
woman gathered her bags and the checker started scanning June’s groceries. June returned the 
papers to her purse.
When they arrived home, June left the grocery bags on the floor and walked into the 
living room, fishing the paperwork out from her bag on the way. Russell’s footsteps beat out 
behind her as he raced into the heart of their home, seeking out some new adventure. The bill felt 
light in her hands, familiar and worn even though she’d barely touched it since it had first been 
placed in her hands. She sat on the couch and placed the bill on the coffee table, re-confronted 
with the problem of what to do with it.
It didn’t seem right to throw it out. The bill seemed almost holy in a way. The charred 
remains of a sacrifice. It made June feel stronger. She thought about tucking it somewhere out of 
sight, folded away in the back corner of a drawer or between the pages of a book Henry wouldn’t 
touch, but then there was a crash in the hallway followed by a wail. June placed the bill back in 
the bag, but near the top this time, not shoved beneath the clutter of backup diapers, her planner 
and wallet. There was no reason to think it wouldn’t be safe in the same old place for a little 
longer.
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The cadence of her home tugged her away from the problem of the bill and deeper into 
the rhythm of living: following the soft-soled pulse of Russell as he raced down the hall, 
suddenly forgetful of his fall; the insistent ring of her phone—her mother-in-law wanting to 
know when exactly they were going to book those flights for Christmas; Russell laughing as the 
loose-lidded bottle of bubble bath tumbled down the stairs—no, hun, please d on ’t; the 
judgmental silence of the washer, the vacuum, the sinkful of dishes; the sharp crack of that same 
bottle breaking, her boy and carpet slick with sweet lavender; a volley of text messages from her 
boss asking her to call the Drewer boy’s last speech pathologist first thing during Monday’s shift, 
to find Mr. Vasquez’s file first thing during Monday’s shift, to call the woman with the 
articulation disorder first thing during Monday’s shift; the way 4:50 pulled her into the kitchen, 
sent her digging through bags of frozen peas and bread; the heavy thud of her blade hitting the 
board as she cut through chicken joints; the questions, questions, Russell’s voice singing so 
many questions; the soft crackle of hot oil on the stove.
And then there were keys clinking in the front door, the thud of a briefcase.
Henry came into the kitchen with a bottle of wine in his hands, the kind she liked. He had 
been bringing her things lately, coming home with arrangements of lilies wrapped in brown 
paper, chocolates filled with cream. He set the bottle on the counter, wrapped his arms around 
June’s waist and kissed her neck while she turned toward him, their actions slow and deliberate 
as children learning how to write.
“Fried chicken?” he asked.
June nodded, pleased to hear the surprise in his voice.
“What brought that on?”
“I just thought it’d be nice,” she said. Her own offering.
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The mention of food pulled Russell’s attention away from the toy trucks on the floor. He 
whined, then screamed for dinner.
Henry crouched down to scoop up their howling boy. “I’ll change him,” he said.
“Thank you.”
The oil hissed and spit as June lowered the pieces of chicken into the cast-iron, waiting 
for him to come back, to pull blue-flowered plates from the top shelf. She heard Henry call out, 
asking about diapers.
June cussed when she remembered the new packs in the grocery bags still sitting in the 
hallway. “In the bags,” she called out.
The chicken turned golden amidst the pops and soft crackle of the oil. June turned the 
heat up under the pot of potato chunks floating in water, wishing she’d remembered to start them 
sooner. She pulled the pieces of chicken from the oil, only noticing afterwards that Henry was 
taking a few beats too long to come back.
June switched off the stove, a sick feeling in her stomach. She left the peeled chunks of 
raw potato floating in the stockpot.
Henry was sitting on the couch, the backup diaper from her bag in one hand, the 
paperwork in the other. She could see the places where he’d tried to smooth the bill out, folded 
backwards on the creases, but still it curled beneath his palm.
He didn’t look at her when she walked into the room. She sat next to him, a shoulder’s 
length apart, the cushion sinking beneath her added weight. A car door slammed across the 
street; neither of them jumped.
Upstairs, Russell was talking to himself, his voice audible even through his bedroom door 
and the muffle of blankets: an unceasing chant of syllables and consonants, combinations both
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precise and indecipherable, the hymn of a two year-old. June wondered if he was praying. There 
was a beating in her ears. Her hands still held the scent of lavender. She would have to buy a new 
bottle. The diaper was still in Henry’s hand, and June thought about reaching out and taking it, 
but she worried what touching him now would feel like.
“You w ere.. .were pregnant,” Henry said in that halting way of his, the vowels strung out 
long and heavy— a throat ripped-up by an old stutter.
That stutter was why they were married. She was the receptionist at his speech 
pathologist’s office, the one who signed him in every Tuesday. He wasn’t as bad as most of the 
patients, but he still had to work harder than most of the men she knew to get the right words out. 
It only surfaced when he was nervous. It made her appreciate the jokes more. Made her pause 
when he asked her to dinner. All that extra effort forced him to mean what he said, to think 
through the sentences and carefully carve them in place. It made her trust him.
But now he wasn’t stuttering because she made his heart pound harder, at least not in the 
same way.
You were pregnant. A statement, not a question, not something for her to verify; 
something for her to face. Beneath the lavender lingering on her skin, June could smell the 
clinic— sweet-soured, astringent. She felt the chill of her bathroom tile.
“Yes,” she admitted.
Henry stared at the bill the way a drowning boy looks at a rope he knows he’ll never 
reach. “Did, d-did you even think about telling me? Or was it just. a given?”
“It wasn’t like—” she said, reaching a hand toward him.
He jerked away.
“Henry—“
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He got off the couch, started walking away, balling the paperwork up in his hands.
June had always wondered what Cassandra did when it was clear Troy would burn—if 
she kept trying to save the disbelievers before blood pooled in the streets, or it she fell silent in 
the space between sensing and experiencing.
She watched her husband walking away and felt the flames at her back. “Just let me talk, 
will you?” she said, getting to her feet and starting towards him. “Just give me a chance to talk!”
Henry turned, his fist rising and winding back before throwing the crumpled bill to the 
floor with a ferocity undermined by the lightness of the paper. “D-don’t, don’t even say that, 
June! D-don’t you even!”
She took a step back, her hands on her mouth to hold herself together.
“God-d-damn it, June! I thought we were try-trying to fix things.” Henry’s face reddened 
and she heard the catch in his breath, knew he was trying not to cry. “You’re all that m-matters, 
aren’t you?” he said, the stutter full blown now, words cracked into shards.
Her bones were tile. Selfish. He was calling her selfish. Selfish even though she’d let 
doctors crack her open. Even though she’d sacrificed pieces of herself to keep them all steady. 
Her hands were soaked in lavender and the bottle kept breaking in her ears.
A car door slammed from across the street. Henry leaned against the wall. His face was 
wet now, but June pretended not to notice.
“What was the poi-point, June,” he said, his voice pitched and fragile. “What was the— 
point of any of this?”
It was the cracking voice and the way he shook his head again and again that made her 
stay silent. Explaining wouldn’t do any good now. It just isn’t as easy to fight when you realize 
you’re what makes the world dangerous, so she faced the window instead.
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The neighbor kids from across the street were sprawled on their front lawn and cracking 
up at some anecdote, their bodies illuminated by streetlight.
“W hy’re you still here, June?” asked Henry. “You should get out. That’s what you want, 
right? Go for it. Get out.”
June stared at the kids with their backs on the lawn, the way they seemed to glow with 
possibility. There had been other times when June wondered if one of their fights was the last 
fight. She felt silly now, silly for not realizing that the end didn’t leave any room for wondering. 
She pulled off her ring and set it on the windowsill. “It’s your fault,” she said, an ugly edge in 
her voice— adrenaline beating down her veins making her wield the truth like a weapon. “I only 
did it because of you.” June refused to look at him as she walked out of the room, already 
knowing the effect those words would have, how deep they’d cut. Already ashamed.
She sank to her knees in their bedroom, let her body melt until her back was against the 
floorboards. She heard Henry going to Russell’s room once, heard their child’s voice gleefully 
start crying out a mangled version of “chicken.” She heard his door close a short while later, 
heard Henry saying something. Goodnight, maybe. He never came to their room.
Hours passed in the noisy silence of a still house, hours filled with white-noise and the 
creaking of wood, long enough for June to simmer rather than cool, to grow stronger in her hurt. 
It had been years since June had dismantled her first myth about love—it does not overcome. It 
does not smooth uneven paths or sand down mountains. Instead, it heightens the sensitivity of 
nerve endings and skin. The edges of rock will cut so much deeper, making the pain of 
inadequacy and failure more acute. The last few years had not been easy and she was not about 
to lie to herself about the immensity of what had just happened. So June did not lie there and tell
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herself they’d came back from this. Her left hand felt almost weightless without the ring. 
Rootless. Panic blossomed in her body, an ugly garden.
It wasn’t until she heard a cough from Russell’s room that she remembered she hadn’t 
lost everything.
She sat up and blinked against the streetlight leaking in through their curtainless window, 
held herself still, steady, and listened to the place that used to be her home, listened until she 
understood what needed to be done.
She waited another hour to be sure that Henry was asleep, but she still almost didn’t 
make it out of the house. Mostly the baby’s fault— a sleep addict, the only boy on their block 
who could be bribed with naps— and June’s skin was still flushed, muscles tense and tight as 
violin strings. Not the kind of mother you want to wake up to, not the kind with rounded elbows 
and steady hands, the kind who curves her body to fit yours. Russell fussed when she lifted him 
from his little bed, groused in a sleep-thickened voice as soon as the blankets fell from his 
body— Mama, Mama. His hands pushed against her collarbone as she tried to hold him close. 
Her boy was all fingers. She thought of Henry on the couch downstairs, of how lightly he slept.
She thought she heard the squeaking of floorboards.
She pressed a finger to Russell’s lips, but he only jerked his head in response, so June 
brought a whole hand to his mouth. Her hush gained an edge, fell out of her mouth like a hiss.
He twisted in her arms and her hand pushed harder. A strangled yelp wormed its way between 
her fingers, and suddenly she felt like she was watching herself, as if she were standing in the 
doorway, a witness to her own mistakes. She remembered those stories that she had never been 
able to understand: the ones of women who smothered their children in moments of panic, in 
bomb shelters and farmhouse basements, in whatever wreckage was left from a disaster that was
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still looking for them. This was how their legacy must have begun: with a plea for quiet; a soft 
press.
Her hand dropped to her side. The urge to apologize to somebody bubbled up in her 
throat, but nobody was listening. Russell was still twisting in her arms. Her edges melted and she 
started to forget what righteous felt like. June stared down at her boy for a moment. She made up 
her mind: she would walk downstairs to the couch and hand Henry their baby.
But then the promise rose in her mouth like a prayer, sudden and unbidden, as if  the Fates 
were speaking with her tongue.
“The beach,” she whispered in his ear, “W e’re going to play at the beach.” And just like 
that, Russell had hushed. A sign. The stories of failed mothers sank beneath a soundbite from 
some forgotten show or conversation, transformation can look an awful lot like destruction at 
first.
She promised her son a beach, so now she’s driving down a maze of residential streets 
with blood on her bumper, searching for the turnoff that will take them to the water, a sandbar on 
the edge of the river. They’re here because of signs, the importance of ritual. Because June spent 
her first eleven summers listening to her almost-Greek grandfather talk about the Fates and 
kismet, impressing upon her the holiness of listening. Because she has half-watched hours of 
History Channel documentaries dealing with religious doctrines and the clockwork of karma, a 
litany of beliefs insisting that tribulation is a sacred test resulting in either transformation or 
destruction. Because she is a reverent agnostic who believes in rules even though she doesn’t 
know which game she’s playing. Because she wants the pressure in her body to be her bones re­
knitting themselves into the person she’s always been meant to be. Because she’s praying that if 
she follows the signs they’ll bring her to a new home.
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They are also here because she’s made a mistake, but that’s not why she’s on this exact
road.
An early memory. One she never shared with Henry, with anyone. There are chickens 
packed into the barn. A sea of them. June is not allowed in there, but she goes in anyway because 
she is five years old and brave. She stands inside and watches the men—her father, the uncles, 
the cousins, her grandfather—as they walk silently through the building in a row, kneeling to 
collect the feeders, to dump the shit-filled water while the birds screech and trample one another 
in their rush to make way. Wings are flapping and there is dust in her throat; she’s watching it 
swirl thick through the air, wondering if dirt is supposed to look like angels. The men are singing 
now, the cousins letting their high voices fill the air. The uncles are dumping food in the trays 
and the birds are running. A cousin strings a line across the barn. June sees a clothesline at first, 
but then other lines unfurl along its length: a row of nooses. The men grab chickens and the boys 
are singing. The line shakes violently as an uncle pulls his bird’s head through the loop, tightens, 
leaves it hanging by the neck, the wings beating and the legs running nowhere. The line keeps 
shaking as more birds are added, some bodies falling limp just as others start kicking. A cousin 
pulls the legs of the dead and they hit the ground, dust clouds blooming beneath the dull thump. 
The youngest runs forward and kicks a body, sends it flying through the air like a football. He 
whoops as it hits the ground near June’s feet. Its eyes are still open. Dust is in her eyes, chickens 
push against her legs, the boys are singing to the dust angels and the magnitude of it all hits June 
like a train and it’s not until her grandfather carries her outside that she hears herself screaming.
He takes her back to the house. Rinses out a coffee mug and fills it with milk. He holds 
her hand and tells her he understands, that it’s the same way with her grandma. His voice is full
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of kindness. She and June are just the kind of people who need to drink life in sips, not swallows. 
June can hear her grandmother’s footsteps upstairs. She is pacing, like always. Her grandpa pulls 
June in his arms and tells her about transformation, about Daphne—trading bone for bark when 
she could no longer run from the gods, how brave she was to push roots from her feet, 
swallowing earth instead of air. He does not tell her the whole story.
When she’s older, June will realize that her grandfather did not mean this as prophecy, 
although this understanding will not come until after she’s learned to love Daphne for the wrong 
reasons—her willingness to encase blood and bone within wood for sake of strength. But at five, 
June has heard enough family stories to feel her gut twist up at this link.
That night is the first night June stops fearing the demons hiding behind her curtain, 
beneath her bed. Instead, she stares blankly at the ceiling, her mind full of the memory of her 
own voice echoing in the barn, of her grandfather saying, i t ’s the same way with your grandma. 
She spends the night imagining leaves bursting through her skin, wet and new.
June’s mind is still stuck on the damn cat. An inhale snags in her throat, emerges ragged 
and clipped. Russell is quiet in the backseat; she can feel him watching her. She leans forward, 
fumbles with the radio. Patsy Cline starts singing “Walking After Midnight,” and June twists the 
dial until her voice fills the car.
The street signs out here were not built for two am navigation. They are dull metal, 
hidden until she’s passing the road. Maybe it was intentionally done: a warning or punishment 
for anyone searching for an exit at this late hour. She almost misses their turnoff even though this 
sign is the brightest of them all, slick with lime graffiti and reflective stickers. She takes the turn 
too quick. Russell squeals with delight as the rear tires hit the curb. “Again!” he says.
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It’s a river beach. A scooped out stretch of trucked-in sand. It’s officially known as 
Sandy Shore, but Drug Bust Beach is what’s been graffitied over the sign. June does not pay 
enough attention to the police blotters to know if the name is earned. All she knows is that the 
sand is home to unwanted bread crusts and crushed cans. There are bright goggles and pacifiers, 
old socks, a tennis shoe tucked beneath the roots of a nearby tree. This is the beach where 
forgotten men sleep off their hangovers, where teenagers pretend to be long-gone. It’s a place for 
place-less things.
June parks and leaves the headlights on; they carve space from the darkness. She pulls 
Russell from the backseat and they walk down to the river’s edge. She can feel him leaning 
forward in her arms. They sit close to the water, close enough to peel off their socks and let the 
ripple-waves touch their toes. June’s hands shake as she places Russell’s shoes beside hers. And 
he is so happy, babbling to her about the water and the whales he just knows are out there. He 
doesn’t seem to remember the kitty and he doesn’t seem to care that the sun is long gone. June 
watches her child kneel in the wet sand, dig a hole. The headlights stretch his shadow and she 
sees the outline of his future: a tall boy searching for something he doesn’t understand.
June lies back and her spine finds the sharp stones embedded in the shore. The headlights 
drown out any stars that might be there, so she stares at the way the cold brightness washes out 
the sky. She shuts her eyes and listens to the sound of fingers scraping sand. She pushes her own 
hands into the damp ground, tries to bury them so deep beneath her that she’ll never feel them 
trembling again.
Before parking the car, before the cat, before she’d even left her driveway, June had 
braced herself for this, understanding and accepting that the full weight of everything wouldn’t 
hit her until she was on this beach: the lack of a final destination, questions about how they were
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getting there, what she would do when Henry would undoubtedly call and demand that she bring 
their boy back, all of that she’d pushed away, promising to face it all on the sand while her boy 
played in the water.
But she wasn’t ready for this—the way her own body feels like a stranger, how every 
question running through her mind habitually factors Henry into the equation, the way she keeps 
catching herself planning to ask him what to do. How lightheaded she feels now that an identity 
six years in the making is gone.
Henry used to believe June was salvation. He made that so clear. By the third date he was 
telling her his war stories—the father who’d left, the mother who’d punched, the string of 
women who promised him everything right before leaving. Henry’s voice shook when he 
described how deeply the woman before her ripped into him, how stupid he’d felt when he 
realized he had trusted a lie so completely. June held his hand, stroked her thumb along his 
knuckles. She understood, she said, although she didn’t tell him her own stories. She didn’t tell 
him how he, for some reason she didn’t quite understand, was breaking her pattern of running 
from men who showed her any interest. She didn’t tell him about the heartbreak of her 
grandfather’s death or how he recited broken myths while taking care of her grandmother. She 
didn’t tell him about her grandmother at all. She was vague on details, unwilling to talk about 
things that felt too sacred, but he seemed to sense this and held her hand a little tighter from that 
point on, never pressing too hard for a story she couldn’t shape. June loved the way Henry’s 
hands felt on her skin, how they made her feel strong. She knew that Henry loved the way she 
was always where she said she’d be.
In the beginning, it felt easy; an unexpected refuge. They had entered into one another’s 
lives tired and worn—Henry from loves that changed without notice or disappeared altogether,
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June from the incessant pace of life. Now, they were held steady by their mutual need for 
consistency, their desire to avoid constant recalibration of identities or affections. The person 
they each aspired to be was the person the other needed the most. In this way, they became their 
own ideals—fueled and necessitated by the presence of one another. For the first time in her life, 
June felt strong, reliable. She was an anchor, not something battered by waves, an identity she 
embraced and one that Henry never took for granted. He brought her bottles of wine, flower 
bouquets wrapped in brown paper. Things she loved, things he gave her simply because she 
loved them. He spent his energy finding new ways to support her, to help her sense the depth of 
his love. He built her an altar and it felt like home.
And now his voice is wrapped around her lungs, her gut. She shouldn’t be thinking about 
him; she’s on a beach in the dark with her baby and she very badly needs to figure out their next 
step. She knows this, and tries to get her bearings, but his voice. It’s his voice she keeps hearing, 
not even the words. Like they were cutting him on the way out. Like he was choking. Like there 
was a gun pointed at his temple. That trip in his voice that only surfaced when his heart pounded 
too quickly.
And the things he didn’t say, she hears those too. Somehow they’re more painful. When 
she saw the bill in his hand, she’d expected their voices to break from all the yelling. She’d 
expected the end to take more time and arrive in greater force. A few sentences, that’s all it had 
taken. Was he that tired of her? Too exhausted by them fighting because of life, then them 
fighting to be better? She can’t help but wish he’d yelled at her more, scream, done anything to 
show her that this was unexpected and unwanted. But he seemed so tired, so unsurprised, in a 
way.
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She stares up at the constellations, thinks about how even the dying warriors and failed 
lovers her grandfather used to tell her about were granted permission to become beautiful in the 
end. “Their reward for suffering,” he told her as he drew the sky for her on rolls of butcher paper. 
All her life, she’s been told that putting everything on the line meant something. But she’d tried 
and it hadn’t worked. The movies, the myths, they make it sound like a guarantee. Even the boy 
who stole Pegasus flew for a little while.
But this, this they don’t talk about. Running, jumping, your bones shattering so hard on 
the impact that you can’t even remember a time when life didn’t hurt. Looking up at the stars and 
seeing only what you’ve lost.
A few weeks before Russell was born, they went to Kansas to visit June’s parents. They 
slept in her old room beneath pink and yellow glow-in-the-dark stars, the corners of her old 
photos and posters bleached by light and curling at the edges.
“Did you do that on purpose,” Henry asked, pointed up at the soft points of light.
“The stars?”
“That’s Gemini, right?”
June didn’t know. She had copied the butcher paper drawings her grandfather made, 
sticking the stars in arrangements without really understanding the pattern.
“It might be.”
June didn’t speak of her past often. Henry knew the outline of her life by bare-bone 
details. An only child, a father in business, a mother in accounting, grandparents who watched 
her during work hours. Now that she was able to watch him in her old home, she realized how 
hungry he was for what she’d left out, what he’d given to her so early in their relationship. Henry
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treated her house like a codex, asking questions, studying the remnants of her life before him as 
if they could tell him everything about her. He spent hours staring at old photos on the couch 
with June’s mom, listening to her father tell stories about her as a little girl.
On the last night, her father started telling stories about her grandmother: the way her 
twelve year-old uncle had found her wandering nearly naked in the fields when she was in her 
30s, the way she couldn’t make it through a full day without holding her head and screaming, 
that time when she’d told all her aunts that she’d dreamed of them dancing in Hell. “I’m sure 
June’s told you,” he said with a humorless laugh. “She saw a lot there when she was little. She 
wasn’t dangerous, mind you, it wasn’t like that. And my dad was there, taking care of them both, 
bless his soul. Right, June?”
June thought of all the times she’d watched her grandmother crying for no reason at all, 
her voice raising to a harpy-pitch, the way her grandfather had to wrap his arms around her and 
count slowly until she quieted down.
“Right,” she said.
Henry was quiet most of the flight. The brown-gold fields melted into rock and pine 
beneath them and June fell asleep to the rocking of the plane. Henry was staring at her when she 
woke up, looking at her the way he’d looked at her bedroom, at the old photos, as if  trying to 
understand a girl he’d never meet.
A new set of headlights splits the darkness open like a wound. A jeep plastered with 
peeling bumper stickers shoots into the parking lot, its path weaving around invisible obstacles, a 
rhythmic base beat and sharp, almost desperate laughter leaks through its open windows. A girl
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with long red hair leans her head out the window and howls. The jeep pulls up next to June’s car 
and all four doors open, release bodies that stumble into the night.
There are three women, two men. The women’s hair is loose and their clothing cut to 
reveal bare arms, legs. The men have faded jeans, ripped out at the knees. One wears a winter hat 
pulled low on his brow. They are talking too loudly, a slight sway in their steps. They are 
younger, but not by much. They are the type of people June would normally stay away from: 
intoxicated, roaming the night, stumbling along the parking lots of beaches with bad reputations. 
But tonight June is sitting on a dirty beach with tangled sand-hair, rumpled clothes, and red- 
rimmed eyes. Instead, June watches as they head down towards the water’s edge. They collapse 
into the water-soaked sand as a single body, a voice shrieking at the chill of the river. They sit in 
ankle-deep water, and for some reason that strikes June as being beautiful. She watches them, the 
girls especially, falls a little in something sort of like love with the way they throw their heads 
back when they laugh— so fast and sharp, the kind of move that could twist muscles, crack bone; 
with the casual curve of their spines, the way they lean, not bothering to suck in their stomachs 
or sit a bit straighter; the row of bracelets on the redhead’s wrist and the way she keeps ignoring 
the boy who touches them. They are reckless energy with bare arms and voices that are loud for 
purely philosophical reasons, mainly the idea that life shouldn’t be hushed. Their hands spark as 
matches flare, settle into a glow when the cigarettes catch.
In high school, there were girls who made June feel like a weak imitation of herself. Girls 
who embodied everything June was and wanted to be so perfectly that she questioned her own 
legitimacy. These people in front of her, they aren’t who she’s always wanted to be, but right 
now they feel like stronger versions of who she’s about to become—rootless. Untethered. She 
wonders if  she’ll make it there.
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Russell babbles into her ear, brings her back to herself. He hands her a rock he’s found, 
shiny with river water and algae. She smiles, tells him thank you. He sits in her lap, clumsy and 
trusting. She wraps her arms around him as he points to the water, tells her so many things about 
what he’s discovered. She understands some of the words. He’s telling her something about 
rocks, about fish. A string of sounds finishes with his version of dogs. She hears him say walk. 
June kisses his neck and fills in the quiet pockets with “Really?” She doesn’t really understand, 
but she’s good at pretending.
They’ve been on this beach long enough, but something’s keeping her from taking her 
keys and finding a new road. She stares at the people by the water and feels something holding 
her back. It’s that feeling that comes when you’re halfway down a long road and you realize 
something essential’s been left behind.
Why ’re you still here, June?
Russell pulls away, crouches in the sand and talks to the rocks and pebbles.
Her grandfather used to moralize some of the stories he told. He liked to draw out 
suffering sometimes, to let the heroes who’d faltered linger in their hurt until they realized that 
they earned this, until they savored the pain.
Earlier, she thought she’d make it here and transform somehow. Her feet sprouting new 
roots, a new identity. June wonders if  she’s being punished right now, held in place until the 
right moment. But if she’s being punished by something larger than herself, she doesn’t know 
why. She had a reason for every choice. She doesn’t see how it could have been different. She 
could push past this; get in the car without a plan and just go, she’d end up somewhere. But she 
thought she was taking all the right steps before and they brought her here. She doesn’t want to
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make another mistake, not when she doesn’t even understand which one pulled her here in the 
first place.
Another memory: one she didn’t share, but he came to learn about later.
When the nurses placed Russell in June’s arms, he felt awkward and foreign. She shifted 
him, redistributing his weight and limbs to find the right position. He howled and she felt 
chastised. Henry was beside her, his voice cracked and breathless, “Oh, look at him, June. Just 
look at him.” The baby was so small and his eyes were open as wide as they could be. June felt 
the angles of him, the way he seemed to be all elbows and bone. The need to protect him flooded 
her body; suddenly, she understood what being consumed felt like.
The first few months were hard. Russell whimpered after she fed him, he refused to nap. 
He wailed for reasons she didn’t understand and couldn’t remedy. She focused all her attention 
and energy on understanding him, on being the best version of herself for him. But it wasn’t as 
easy as it had been with Henry. After a few weeks, Henry went back to work and June was the 
only one at home during the day. Russell was fed on time, she cradled him in her arms, sang off- 
key nursery rhymes, but sometimes it still wasn’t enough.
The first trimester with Russell had been welcoming. June’s body reacted the way she’d 
always imagined it would. She couldn’t keep much down, her lung capacity seemed to shrink 
overnight. She cried at commercials and laughed at the news. In spite of the inconvenience and 
discomfort, June was reassured by how closely she was following the pattern she’d envisioned of 
motherhood. She spent her nights curled up on their couch and watched movie after movie while 
Henry donned her apron and boiled vats of homemade chicken broth for their meals. He scoured 
their house, threw the offensive bottles of mustard and the cartons of eggs from their fridge
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without complaint. He brought her saltines and lilies. He told her she was beautiful with such 
honesty that she believed it herself. He called her during his daily commute and they took turns 
rattling off a litany of names, pausing at the ones that felt like prayers unfurling on their tongues.
But now that he was here, she became less sure of herself.
She did not tell Henry about the anxiety blooming inside of her.
One day, Russell’s cries took on a tone June couldn’t handle. They were sharper, gaining 
pitch with every breath even though June had already tried everything to placate him. She left 
him in his crib and retreated into the bathroom, shutting the door behind her. She switched the 
faucets on to drown out the noise, watched the water splash and pool in the basin of the tub. She 
sank to the floor and covered her ears, started to cry. She didn’t move for the longest time, not 
even when water spilled onto the tile and soaked her through her jeans. She cried until Russell 
finally fell asleep, until the water ran beneath the frame of the door, cold now, and flowing along 
the hallway like a river.
“What happened to the floor?” Henry asked that night. June had mopped most of the 
water up before he’d come home, but there was a stretch at the end of the hall that she’d missed.
June thought of her grandfather. The chickens. How easy it had been for him to compare 
her fear with her grandmother’s fits. She thought of the way Henry had stared at her on the plane. 
She wondered if he was looking for a hint of something in particular.
“I spilled some water,” June said. “That’s all.”
The next day, she signed up for a new mothers group offered through the hospital. She 
listened as other mothers talked about the things she’d been ignoring. She brought home 
pamphlets, hid them in her purse.
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One day, June and Henry were out at breakfast when another mother from the group 
appeared at their table and greeted June with the warmth of a sister, introduced herself to Henry, 
started talking about the last meeting, about a hospital fundraiser for new mothers struggling 
with the same things. “W e’ve just got to let folks know they aren’t alone out there,” she said.
When the woman finally left, June avoided looking at Henry.
He didn’t say anything until they were sitting in the truck. “I didn’t realize, he said. “I ’m 
so sorry, June. I didn’t know.” His voice shook. He reached over and took her hand.
June didn’t know what to say. She nodded, squeezed his hand. “It’s nothing. Let’s not 
talk about it.”
The smokers are laughing and Russell has returned to the sand, a boy on an endless quest. 
June’s phone is on the sand in front of her. She stares at it and waits, wonders if  Henry’s woken 
up from the couch yet, body sensing that pieces of his home are missing. She remembers the way 
he was when she saw him last, mouth open, arms wrapped around himself. She remembers the 
weight of her hand pressing against their son’s mouth, light and mindful this time, keeping him 
quiet as they snuck past Henry on their way to the car.
Once, she had half-heartedly threatened to leave after Russell was born. It was a thing 
said out of anger, not fueled by intent, but she let the words hang between them without 
clarification, a test of sorts: will you stop me? He had, told her that he wouldn’t be able to 
breathe without her. A dramatic answer, yes, but that was the thing about Henry: he didn’t 
believe in a spectrum of answers. All or nothing, black or white, yes or no, his world was split 
down the middle so cleanly and he had so much faith in that system. He loved you with 
everything or he didn’t love you at all. So she believed him, and it had made her feel satisfied
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and powerful. But tonight there had been no instinctual jolt, no sign that he could feel her really 
leaving. He slept through the whole thing.
Beneath the sand, June’s fingers finally run into rock and she can’t help but laugh, 
wonders what exactly she had expected to happen: his lungs to seize when her hand touched the 
door? Jolted awake, his mouth broken open and him all wide-eyed and airless-gasping as she 
stepped outside? His body trying too hard, chest uselessly expanding so rapid and violent in her 
absence that his ribs would snap, break clean through the skin, as if  they knew his only chance 
was to get closer to her.
Just beyond her feet, Russell has stopped digging. Now he is standing and yelping at the 
water’s edge. It sounds like he’s hurt, but June knows that he’s only calling for whales. The 
people in the water look over at them, a pause in the laughter. If this was a normal beach at a 
normal time of day, perhaps they would be running to her right now. Perhaps they would think 
something is hurting him. They would probably judge her at first, but then they would come and 
June would smile at them, explain away their fears. They would probably smile then too, maybe 
even marvel at how in-tune she is with her son’s behavior. But the people in the water don’t run 
over. They look at Russell briefly, their hands still glowing, then turn their attention back to the 
water. They stare at the river like they’re waiting for it to speak to them, to tell them some sort of 
secret. The redheaded girl stretches her arms outward, the offering of an embrace, says 
something that makes the others laugh.
Henry’s voice is still in her head, but stronger now, strong enough for her to nurse 
resentment rather than guilt. He’d called her selfish. I t ’s all about you, isn ’t it? He hadn’t even 
let her explain, not really. That judgement is thick on her skin now. Cruel, she thinks as small 
grains of sand wedge beneath her nails. Him thinking it was easy, not understanding, not
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knowing what it took. And that question: W hat’s the point o f  it all? Five years together and he 
didn’t know her at all. She senses the nerve of him, now, asking for the point of it all. They were. 
He was. She didn’t have to choose him. She had another option. She could have done nothing. 
Could have watched her belly and the distance between them grow, stretching as their lives 
rearranged once last time, only this time they were already off balance, already losing the grip on 
each other’s hands. It would have been easier. She wouldn’t have been the villain, wouldn’t be 
retracing her steps on a dirty beach. She would have had two other hearts to focus on when she 
lost his. Back in the room, she hadn’t answered because she’d known even then that it wouldn’t 
fix anything. But now the answers are hot in her belly, burning up her bones from the inside, and 
she doesn’t care so much now about fixing— all she wants is to tell him what he cost her. She 
deserves that, doesn’t she? She didn’t make a mistake, he did.
The people by the water are loud and June wishes Henry was with them. How she’d yell 
at him, how she’d make him burn.
“Have you noticed that all of our conversations are about him?” Henry asked her one 
night, his voice too casual, the kind of lilt one uses if pointing out it the wind in the midst of a 
hurricane.
“Russell? That’s not true,” June said, somehow acquiring a lilt of her own. “We talk 
about lots of things.”
By the time their baby turned one, there were fault lines. Jokes came out a little harsh. 
Clipped tones. An undercurrent of irritation had somehow settled under both of their skins. They 
were both tired in the evenings now, drained from the responsibilities of their jobs, the energy 
they poured into Russell. June found herself getting angry about small things—his forgetfulness,
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his habit of accepting dinner party and group lunch invitations without asking her. At first he 
apologized. After a few more months, he grew quiet instead when she told him to examine his 
flaws. Finally, he started leaving the room altogether.
Henry started working longer hours. He was in line for a promotion, he told June, bigger 
paychecks. He started to promise things to her, things they both knew he couldn’t deliver. A trip 
to Italy next year. New furniture. A new house. These were the things he talked about when 
June’s voice found an edge, when her frustrations surfaced in front of him. He found ways to 
steer the conversation to their future, the things he would buy, things he would give to her. 
Things he would use to fill in any crack that might appear in their relationship. He started talking 
about more babies.
The night she threatened to leave, Henry had come home late, again. Russell was asleep 
upstairs, almost two years old now, and June had been sitting alone when she suddenly realized 
she didn’t remember what it felt like to be excited for Henry’s key to open the door. When he 
arrived, Henry did not walk in with flowers or wine. He hadn’t in a while. June did not know 
how to cry in front of him, so she yelled instead. She yelled about his job, then heard herself 
asking if there was anyone else even though she knew there wasn’t. It was unfair, unfounded.
She knew. But she wanted things to go back to how they’d been, and she didn’t know how to ask 
for that either. So she said the first thing that came to mind and pretended to believe it because 
she knew it would scare him.
He stared at her, silent. He left her alone in the room.
The next day, she heard him calling in sick to work from their kitchen. She made him 
breakfast, her hands moving slowly as she cracked the eggs and buttered the toast, her body 
filled with the caution of a tightrope walker.
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They stayed in the house all day, not mentioning the fact that this was a break in their 
routine, not mentioning much at all. They played with Russell. Sat together on the couch and 
read to him while wondering what the other was thinking.
That night, after putting their baby to bed, June came back into the living room to find 
Henry crying on the couch. It was the first time he’d broken like that in front of June and she 
found herself joining him, overcome with shame at who they’d become.
“I d-don’t know what to .. .do,” he admitted, his hands open on his knees, the palms 
facing up as if  he expected her to place the problem there.
June didn’t know what to say. She finally settled on the truth. “Me neither.”
Henry started bringing her things at night again. June starting drinking coffee at three in 
the afternoon, timing it so that the rush in her blood would carry her along later in the evening. It 
felt clinical at first, the way they tried to find one another—the way they had to remember and 
concentrate on things that used to come naturally—but one night June found herself kissing 
Henry without thinking about it first, without the methodical nature of crossing an item off a to- 
do list. She noticed the way his hands lingered on her, imagined that they too were once again 
acting out of instinct rather than obligation. For the first time in a long time, she wasn’t thinking 
about the distance between them.
A month later, Henry took them all on a drive without saying where they were going. He 
pulled up in front of a house, a beautiful one with red brick and a sprawling lawn. He handed 
June the keys and told her how much he loved her. It sounded different to her this time, the 
declaration. Almost like a plea. Her ears burned and the key felt like a knife in her palm; she felt 
the sting and knew she must be in love.
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She swallowed and traced a finger over the groves in the metal. “It’s beautiful,” she said. 
“It’s so beautiful.”
They walked through the rooms together, June running a hand along the walls like a
child.
“There’s three bedrooms,” Henry mentioned.
June stared out the window of their new living room, at the row of houses on their street, 
the damp, emerald lawns. She thought about the way he’d said he loved her back when he 
handed her the keys to the house. She wondered what else they’d gain with another baby. What 
else they’d lose.
She pretended not to hear.
Three weeks later, she was folding laundry in their new living room when the world 
started shifting.
The sharp chime of the phone pulls June out of herself. She sits up fast enough to be 
dizzy, breathes in a jagged gulp of air. She fumbles in the pockets of her coat for her cell, and 
she knows that it’s Henry because who else would know that she was awake and gone at 3 am? 
She holds the phone in her palm, stares at the screen. I t ’s all about you, isn ’t it?
Like fate, she thinks, the way h e ’s calling now, now when her mouth aches to yell, to 
make him understand what she’s done, how she’s bled, what they’ve lost. She could be so hurtful 
right now. But in the midst of assembling her weapons, she remembers the one already lodged in 
his back, how she cut him with the half-truth back at the house— i t ’s your fault—and the rage 
and grief she’s felt all night crumbles into something different.
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The chime rings out again and Russell runs up to her, reaches up to touch the phone. 
“Daddy,” he says.
“Go dig,” June says. “Go dig.”
Some of the anger still hammers her heart, but it’s fading now. Something feels wrong 
and she can’t make herself answer.
He calls again. Persistent.
She thinks about salvation. Of how he’s always needed her. Suddenly, she wonders if 
he’s calling to beg her back, and somehow that doesn’t seem like such an impossible thing, 
because she’s always been the one who sees the things before he does, who understands. But her 
bones feel different now. Rearranged. She pictures him on the couch, his face wet with tears. She 
thinks of prophets. This is the part she’s been doing wrong all night, just this. Maybe she needed 
to stay here to help him understand. To untether herself. It’s all clear to her now, and she knows 
she needs to answer, to be brave. “I’m here,” she says as she picks up the phone. “I ’m right 
here.”
“Bri-bring him back.”
June stares at Russell as he slaps wet sand into a pile. Her limbs stiffen as she realizes 
Henry doesn’t care where she is anymore, that he is only concerned about what she’s taken with 
her. “He’s fine, he’s with me—”
“Apparently that does-doesn’t mean much. You’re, you’re acting crazy, June. You’re fu- 
fucking crazy.”
His words hook into her, bite into the soft parts. “You don’t mean that,” she says. “How 
dare—“
“D-don’t even.”
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“Henry,” June says. “I want to tell you why—”
“No, you d-don’t. Y ou.. .don’t want to tell me anything.”
June draws her knees up and hugs them tight to her chest with her free arm. She doesn’t 
understand this place they’re in, doesn’t know where the boundary line is.
“I can help you understand, don’t you see that?” she says, lets her voice be ugly with him. 
She matches his brambled words with her torn tongue. “Please,” she says again, “can I help you 
understand?”
There’s a pause. It’s the most beautiful thing June’s heard all night. She can hear the 
shake in his breath and she hopes that means he’s trying to say yes. For some reason, it feels 
important.
“You kno-know, June,” he says, speaking too fast, a hummingbird’s heartbeat of words, 
“you’ve never wa-wanted me to understand anything, so d-don’t pretend like you want to start 
now.” He laughs, mirthless and high pitched. “You d-didn’t even try to tell me. Y ou.. .didn’t 
even try to tell me anything. You must not have trusted me. And I don’t, I don’t even know why, 
but you must n-not trust me at all.”
June remembers the wings. The dust. The singing. The way those pieces crashed 
together. She remembers a few moments she almost shared it with Henry. The way she always 
found something else to say. For the first time since the fight, she feels that sick edge of a 
mistake, the way it touches your spine before you even fully understand what you’ve done. She 
punches the phone screen with a thumb, ends the call.
Once, June asked her grandfather if  he was still in love. They were sitting at the table and 
old enough to speak of such things. June was visiting from college, and she had spent the day
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watching them go through the same routines she’d witnessed as a girl. Her grandmother was as 
she remembered— a stitched-on smile; hands always moving, lingering on her lips, her hair, the 
table, touching each surface as if  reminding herself it was all there; stirred up by the smallest 
things. She’d gone upstairs for a nap after lunch, leaving June at the table with him, a familiar 
arrangement.
He held silent for a long time after the question was asked, staring at the window in front 
of them.
“I’m sorry,” she finally said, her cheeks reddening. She stood up, carried her coffee mug 
to the sink and switched on the water.
“I take care of her.”
June kept the water running over the curves of the mug, twisting it in her hands. She 
glanced over to see him looking away from the dirt road cutting through the trees in front of their 
house, turning his attention to his hands. He squeezed one together as if preparing for a punch.
“Someone told me the heart’s the size of a fist, you’re a college girl, you probably heard 
that.” He held his hand up to show her, settled it against his breastbone, tapping his chest with 
his curled up knuckles. “Kinda puny when you take that kind of look at it, isn’t it? You know, 
I’ve been busy, June. Been running all this for a long time. The work, three boys, their kids, my 
wife. And she’s been needing a lot of care, I don’t mean that in a bad way, it’s just a fact. You 
know, those stories I always told you, they were always leaving out the facts, you know what I 
mean?”
June nodded, even though she didn’t.
He was looking at her now, frowning, as if wondering if he was telling too much. “I don’t 
want you to get the wrong thoughts here. There’s a type of love, I guess. But there’s other things
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too, and I’ve had to focus on them. I think I focused on what I had to, June.” Her grandfather let 
his fist fall open onto the table. “There’s just too much here for love.”
They could have been halfway down the interstate by now. Russell might have fallen 
asleep, lulled by steady speed and freeway hum. She might know where they’re headed— struck 
by inspiration or entranced by an exit sign. She would be calmer at sixty-five mph, steadied by 
the dull risk of a crash. Her attention so focused on obeying speed limits, keeping clear of the 
swerving drunks, mindful of the little things that could leave them twisted and broken: the 
concrete edges of medians, stuffed trash bags tumbling from a pickup bed. She would have been 
able to think of nothing else, not Henry crying, not that damn bill she left on the coffee table, 
none of it. She would have been too focused to answer that call.
But she promised Russell a beach, and isn’t it a sin to lie when the whole world’s busting
apart?
Russell wails when June tugs him toward her.
“W e’re leaving,” she says.
It’s been a long night, and he isn’t ready to leave another place. He breaks away and runs 
back to the water’s edge. June goes over and grabs his hands. She picks him up and he buries his 
wet face into her neck and beats his feet against her hips. She carries him to the car and pretends 
it doesn’t hurt.
“Hush, baby, we have to,” she says, but Russell doesn’t listen. He screams and reaches 
back out to the beach, strains so hard to get away from her. She carries him towards the car, but 
it’s a struggle. She knows this isn’t fair and she hates herself for it. She pulled him from home, 
promised him a beach. She made him whisper as they walked through the living room, tried to
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explain as best she could that they needed to leave daddy sleeping on the couch. She’s promised 
all these things, and now she’s dragging him away again. He wrenches his body back, twists his 
spine around so violently that June cries out. She falls to her knees and releases him.
There’s no pause. He runs back to the water. From her spot on the sand, she watches him 
fling himself down, little hands scraping sand as he tries to hold onto to something that won’t 
hold him back. Instead of looking at him, she looks at the way the water’s lit by the headlights. 
You must not trust me at all.
A car door slams behind her. One of the smoker boys walks away from the jeep with a 
jacket in his arms.
It’s like a dream, the way it happens. June only realizes that she’s made a choice when 
she’s nearly close enough to touch them. The redheaded girl notices her first, smiles and says, 
“Well, ain’t you a vision.”
“Don’t be a bitch, Phoebe,” one of the men says. The redhead turns to him and smiles 
real ugly, “Did that sound bitchy to you?”
June blushes, but doesn’t leave. This seems important, the way their words have sharp 
little edges, how they’re sitting in ankle-deep water. The bodies shift, make room for her and 
soon June’s hand glows and her mouth is filled with smoke. The phone in her pocket keeps 
buzzing— again and again and again—but she’s already determined that she isn’t going to 
answer him ever again.
“W e’re done,” she tells the man on her left, showing him the phone screen. “He thinks 
I’m going to cave, but I ’m not.” The man raises his thumbs to her spunk. She hurls the phone out 
into the water. She doesn’t wind up enough, so it doesn’t fly far; she hears it splash a few feet
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out. The man next to her whoops, pats her on the back. A congratulations for whatever it is that 
she’s done.
They swallow her quick, act like she’s always been here. They are talking about that 
shithole bar back on fifth, shaking their heads at her like she understands. They talk about who’s 
buying the next tank, about how the boy on the end is thinking of peeling off when they hit 
Minneapolis.
“Where’re you going,” June asks. Phoebe looks at her through half-closed eyes. “W e’re 
not going anywhere,” she says. “W e’re just not staying.”
Russell is here now. June sees him at the edge of the circle: wide eyes and sand-soaked 
hair. A blonde holds her arms out to him, but he doesn’t come closer. June pictures going and not 
staying, pictures finding Minneapolis only to leave it in her rearview.
Phoebe wraps an arm around June and tugs her into a tilt, pulling down until both their 
backs are pressed into the sand, the too-white light from the jeep’s beams getting caught in their 
eyelashes. “Those stars are fucking insane, have you noticed that? Just absolutely brilliant,” 
Phoebe says, her tequila-smoke breath hanging in the air. That smell makes June feels as if  she 
can tell her anything. She notices that her left arm is tattooed with leaves, vines running down 
her wrist.
“It’s not that I didn’t want another one.” June says it soft and simple, the pattern of a 
confession. “I just didn’t think it wise, you know?”
Phoebe is silent and her eyes are focused on the stars. The others are talking about music, 
the stars or God, June isn’t really sure anymore. “You don’t think it’s fair to blame me for that. 
Right?” she asks, but Phoebe doesn’t answer; just keeps staring up at the stars, the lines of her set 
jaw made stronger, harsher by the beams of backlight. June stares at that jaw and pictures
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careless words spilling out of it, her mouth on a stranger’s, hands riffling through medicine 
cabinets. She sees bars and abandoned babies, mistakes made on a roadside in a town she 
shouldn’t have visited in the first place. She sees slamming doors etched into her hands, the 
imprint of things she was never meant to hold, the scars left by the things she was.
“I just don’t think we could have done it right then,” June says. “There wouldn’t have 
been any room for us. Because we’re not infinite. W e’re just not.” June tucks her hand into a fist, 
taps it on her ribcage. Phoebe is silent, and so June starts talking about work and children and 
fighting and focus. She talks about her grandmother, how the screaming only started when life 
began controlling her instead of the other way around. Talks about sitting on the floor of the 
bathroom. She had seen the signs, knew her boundaries, and the problem was that Henry didn’t 
know the taste of such things. He couldn’t smell it in the air, sharp as rain, and he would have 
held her and promised to help because he wouldn’t have understood that this isn’t the kind of 
thing you can help, it’s the kind of thing you avoid. So she’d buried the test in the trash. Smiled 
through dinner. Set up the appointment for a weekend when Henry was out of town. Arranged 
for a babysitter. Drove into the city with a cash withdrawal. And on the way home, all she could 
think about was how Cassandra didn’t do one damn bit of good in those stories because nobody 
ever listens to prophets. So she made a choice. So she didn’t tell him. So now he’s broken on a 
couch and she’s stretched out on a beach and she’s ruined it all. “And, you know, I did it 
because of him,” she says. “I was leaving space for us.”
“It’s always because of them,” Phoebe finally says, bitter and sharp. “Don’t you know 
that already?”
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“I even told him that, but not in the way it happened, not how I really meant it, and I 
think it’s all wrong now, I think I messed it up somehow, even though that was the only way to 
fix it.”
Phoebe rolls on her side and grabs June’s fist. “He didn’t listen, did he? They never do. 
They don’t listen to anything. They’re just out for themselves.”
June opens her mouth to agree, but the words aren’t there. She remembers his voice on 
the phone, what he said. She swallows. “He said I didn’t want him to understand, but I tried. I 
did try.”
“I’m sure you did.”
“I did,” June tells herself. She thinks about the way her grandfather would wrap his arms 
around her grandmother’s torso, the way it was more straightjacket than embrace, the way it was 
like drowning together.
“You know, the things they do—” Phoebe says, but June doesn’t hear what they do or 
what they’ve done.
That feeling that’s been coming to her all night, the half-sick feeling of a wrong step, it’s 
been so close since that phone call. Why start now, he’d asked, and she hadn’t understood why 
he’d say that when she hadn’t had a chance to tell him anything yet. The sick feeling gets 
stronger, and June starts to see the shape of something, a vague sense of how the edges connect. 
She closes her eyes and tries not to look at it, even though she knows she’ll have to in a minute.
“— and that asshole, he said he didn’t know, that he had no idea. Can you fucking believe 
that? The nerve.” Phoebe lets go of June’s fist, leans back in the sand, her body tense from 
whatever story she’d been spinning. “You know, don’t you. I can tell. I bet you told him 
everything too. I bet you always have.”
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June opens her eyes and looks up at the stars.
“You map it all out for them and they act like you’re changing things at the last minute, 
like you never told them what was running through your brain. Selfish bastards with their 
games.”
. The whole thing’s assembled and hanging up there in the glow of the headlights; June 
doesn’t want to look but she doesn’t have a choice and then she can see it so clearly, the grand 
joke of it all. You’ve never told me anything Suddenly, June hears what he’s saying, starts to 
realize he’s not talking about the baby or the clinic at all, that he hasn’t been all night. She thinks 
about the stories, about warnings and fools. A giggle rises in her throat. “Oh, you know, this is 
exactly what always happens. I just didn’t remember that part. You try to stop something and you 
bring it to yourself instead. That’s just how it always happens with those things. I didn’t 
remember that part at all.”
The giggle hits June’s tongue, shatters into laughter. June laughs and just can’t stop, not 
even when Phoebe sits up and moves away from her, not even when the boy to her left asks her 
if  everything’s alright. There’s dust crammed in her throat, her bones are bathroom tile slick with 
lavender and she can almost hear the cousins singing, so laughing’s all that’s left to do. She 
laughs so hard she doesn’t see the smokers disappear, doesn’t see the way Phoebe looks back 
before climbing into the jeep, the way she watches from the passenger window as they pull 
away. June might have laughed forever, but then she feels hands on her ribs, tears on her throat, 
and it’s only then that she realizes she’s scaring her baby.
She takes him in her arms. “I ’m sorry, I’m so sorry,” she says. “I’ve been talking to the 
wrong people, haven’t I?”
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His words are still humming in her head, just as they have been all night, but they’re 
softer now that’s she’s ready to really hear them. She listens and finally understands.
She had known right away this time. With Russell, she’d spent half a week convinced 
she’d contracted the flu or food poisoning. That time, she’d needed three tests from three 
different brands, Henry’s increasingly ecstatic confirmation of the results, and two days to fully 
accept the fact that she was pregnant. That time, it felt like their cluttered apartment on Eighth 
would burst from all the energy and noise rattling around within its walls—they made out on the 
couch, popped open a bottle of champagne left over from New Year’s just to hear the bang and 
watch the fizz spray into the kitchen sink where they abandoned the bottle in favor of ice cream 
tubs dragged from the back of their freezer, smiling too hard and talking too fast to even notice 
the frost bitten edges.
This time, she was folding laundry alone on the couch when the world wavered just a bit 
and she knew. This time, she said nothing to Henry when he walked through the door. Instead, 
she watched him try so hard to fix things—the way he made sure to smile and thank her for 
dinner, tell her she looked beautiful; that slight pause before reaching out to touch her—him 
remembering that such an action was something he needed to do. She watched her own hand 
hesitate before running along his shoulder blades in the kitchen, as unsure of boundaries as if 
they’d were strangers who’d just kissed for the first time—fragile and untested.
She locked herself into the bathroom the next day after he left for work. She wasn’t 
surprised when she saw the results. She stared at the tile and knew that she was going to lose 
something either way, either something she didn’t yet love or something she did. Russell was 
calling out for her on the other side and his voice made her start to cry, remembering how
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different it had been with him. She imagined the weight of another baby in her arms, the comfort 
of how such a weight would come with a second heart that would always and unquestionably be 
hers. But she thought of Henry too, how much effort they’d made just to reach this stage of 
compliments repeated like mantras calling for strength, clumsy movements, and crossed fingers. 
She thought of the hesitation in their mouths, their hands, how every day felt like they were 
walking across melting ice, the rush of a river not so far beneath them. She thought of him telling 
her he loved her for the first time four years ago: how he’d been so nervous that his stutter 
mangled the words, how he’d blushed and said, “D-damn it all, well, you know what I ’m ... 
trying so hard to say,” how he’d kissed her so hard she’d thought her mouth would bruise.
She buried the test in the trash.
She didn’t question her choice. Not once. She knew what she wanted to keep.
There’s light visible behind the shade of the living room window when she pulls into the 
driveway. The garage door is shut, so she doesn’t know if Henry’s truck is still here, if  he’s still 
inside or if  he just forgot to turn off the light. She wonders if he’s still trying to reach her, if 
she’ll walk in to find him with the phone clutched in his hand. She doesn’t know anymore.
Russell’s breathing is heavy now. He fell asleep right after they’d left. She stares at him 
in the rearview, the curve of his cheeks, the sand stuck in his hair. He’s got a rock in his hand 
from the beach. He refused to leave it. She doesn’t know what’s special about it. She wonders if 
he’ll remember, if  he’ll tell her about it in a language they share. He’s heavy in her arms as she 
pulls him from the seat. Solid. An anchor. She savors the weight of him as she walks up the 
porch, the way he fits into her arms. She finds herself breathing with him, the syncopated rise 
and fall of their chests perfectly timed. She can feel his heartbeat in her blood.
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Henry opens the door before she knocks, and he looks like hell. They both do.
“I didn’t think I could focus on you if I ’d gone through with it,” June says in a rush. “And 
I don’t know how to tell you things, but I need, I need to figure it out. A nd.. .damn it, you know 
what I’m trying so hard to say right now, don’t you?”
The smallest laugh, more breath than voice, but it’s enough to tell June he remembers. He 
nods, opens the door a little wider, and she knows this isn’t forgiveness, not yet, but it’s space. 
June steps inside and brings herself home.
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